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Abstract 

Inventory analysis studies a system consisting of a group of participants (stores) 

who combine ordering and managing items. ?vIinimizing the cost of an inventory 

system by choosing decision variables appropriately is the first objectiYe. It is just 

as important to pass on the benefits of centralizing inventory management to the 

participants in a '\vay that does not clismpt the combination. In this work cooperatin> 

grune theory is used as a frrunework to study methods of allocating inventory costs 

and benefits. A cost grune ruld a benefit grune are associated "ith the inventory 

model. 

For a single-item stodlastic demand continuous review (Q, r) model, mrul~r allo

cation tedllliques do not provide rul allocation of costs to participants whidl is in the 

core of the game. Such allocations are not stable. in the sense that some subset of the 

participants could fonn their own inventory system using the same model ruld reduce 

their cost. Furthennore, an allocation for the cost game could be in core whereas that 

for the benefit grune is not. A refinement of the stability requirement is suggested: 

the allocation method must be justifiable, providing a core allocation for both cost 

and benefit games. 

A single period stochastic inventory model ,,,ith nonnally distributed individual 

ciemrulcls is investigated in detail. Demands may be correlated between pruticiprults. 
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The cooperatiYe garnes associated with these centralization cost functiolls haye a 

representation in a finite dimensional vector space. The garnes are monotonic (cen

tralization is cheaper): arId are concave when deIllaIICls Me Ullcon'elatecl: but when 

con-elations are nonzero. the region of concavity is not simply defined. For three par

ticiparIts. equatiolls defining the concmi.ty region are presented. A theorem that all 

models of this class, for arlY number of participarIts. induce cooperative garnes whose 

core is not empty. is proved. 

~ow fi.x the individual distribution parameters of the participants. :VIanagement 

searches for that combination of con-elations which yields the lowest cost. a target 

IllaIIagement will try for. A.n allocation method is found which product's jmitifiahlf' 

core allocations for the game ,,,hose con-elations gives lowest cost. A greedy algorithm 

for finding this set of con-elations is presented. For three participants. it conyerges 

'with rate at ,vorst linear': arId the allocations also converge. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background for this Research 

:\Ianagement scientists have studied the optimization of inventory costs for as long 

as the disciplinE" has existed. Discovery of the original economic order quantity (EOQ) 

model is credited to Ford Harris (1913): he used the method as part of an invf'~ltor.v 

system he sold to businesses. In it. pmchase cost, holding cost. and penalty cost 

(for shortages) are considered: the decision variables are the order quantity Q and 

the reorder point 1" the number of tlllits needed to cover demand during the "lead 

time" between order placement and receipt. TIlls model is based on detel1llllllstic 

and lolO\"n demancL and many would feel this was not sufficiently realistic for the 

real world. Yet even today, most of the cOlmnercial applications of inventory models 

use it (Lee and Nahmias, 1993). 

TIle EOQ model easily adapts to the use of service level as a decision variable. 

which now is of much more interest. If demand during lead time may vary, there 



is some e::q)ected proportioll f of milts short before the new order ani"E'S. ThE-' 

service level of a system is 1 - f. TIle EOQ problem then is finding the optimal 

reorder qualltit:, and reorder point subject to a guarantee that f "ill exceed tIl(-' 

target "alue only \vith SOllle slllall probability Q. t~1)ically 3%. Checker _~uto. for 

instance. advertises that they have 97% of the parts customers request. It is tIllS 

version that is frequently employed now. 

TIle EOQ model is in the class of continuous review models. TIle inventory po

sition (011 hand items plus 011 order items) is monitored at each change, and when 

the reorder point is reached, all order is placed for the reorder quantity. But demand 

for many items is stochastic, and varies according to some distribution knoml or un

kIlO"11. There has been much research into stochastic models. but closed fonu results 

can be obtained for only a few. Two main classes of stochastic models are (1) the 

(5 . .s) models (to wlilch the EOQ models belong). and (2) periodic review models. 

_~n (5 . .s) lllodel con'esponds to a policy wlilch may be stated as .. \" 11en inventor~' 

level drops to s. order enough items to bring the level to 5:' If one lets Q = 5 - s. and 

,<; = t. the model is essentially an EOQ with order quantity Q and reorder point ", 

sometimes referred to as a (Q. 1') model. The (5, s) model is more general in the sen'3e 

that for multiple time periods. a (Q. r) model assumes stationarity of the solution; in 

an (5. s) model. both 5 and s lllay change from period to period. 

Multiple period models are usually analyzed '\V1th dynamic programllilng. Iglehart 

( 1963) showed that a stationary (5. s) policy is optimal for an infinite hOI1zon version. 

See Bertsekas (1987) for a sumIllary of the stochastic dymunic programllilng approach. 

For a single-period stochastic (S, s) or (Q, 7') model, an approximation must be 

employed when (as is usually the case) no closed fonu solution exists to the cost 

lllluimization problem. Some heuristic methods based on approximation by continu-
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ous reyiew Illodels are evaluated by Portell'; (1985). Yano (1985) descrihes hemisril" 

Illethods of solution when service level is a decision variable. 

Periodic review stochastic Illodels stem frolll the single period versions krlU'nl as 

"newsho~:' problems. SOIlle are readily solved for general distributions (Hadle~' <Ulel 

\\1ntill. 1963). TIle solution involn-s inverting the distribution fWlction of dellliUlcl. 

wInch lllay require approximation. 

Wnen the demand on a central inventory pool is a composite of stochastic dellk"Ulll" 

from several somces. problen15 are introduced. Continuous review models are forcPll 

to consider the demands wlcolTelatecl. because introducing correlation complicates 

the mathematics beyond what can be solved. Even the tUlcorrelated case is too hard 

for analytical solution. The same is true of periodic review models with general 

distributions. However, for the nonnal distribution. in particular. at least the single 

period case can be solved analytically. since the distribution of the swn of lead time 

demands is also nonnal. 

TIlere is another issue comlected with the centralization of ordering and distri

bution for a nwnber of sources. Suppose the demand points are stores wInch sell a 

product. for wInch the demand distributions are mo,,,u. The conventional inventory 

cost minimization problem tells what cost and policy, from a specific class of policies. 

is best overall. However. the stores eA-pect to share in the benefits of the reduced 

cost from centralization. Either their share of the cost will be lower than they would 

have paid operating on their amI, or they each , ... ill receive a share of the savings as 

a rebate. \v11en they receive a creclit too small, or when they get a bill too large for 

their share of the joint cost, they might not choose to continue to participate in the 

central inventory system. Some might believe they would be better off on their m'11. 

Some could feel that they should hire an entrepreneur to set up a smaller centralized 
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S~'stelll seni.ng only them. 

Focusing on the minimization of cost. does not shed atl~' light on the question of 

how to allocate the cost atllong the participatlts. TIlese days it is of interest: btL"inf'ss 

relationships between suppliers atld stores no longer rely on direct central controL 

but frequentl!· involve cooperative systems linked only by perceived economic bpllt'nt 

for all. Such s~'stellls require a fratllework in which to understatld the allocation of 

costs from inventor.\' centralization. 

TIus work eXatlUnes the problem of allocating costs or benefits from centralizing 

a distributed inventory system. A continuous review (Q. r) inventory model with 

stochastic clematlCl. fi."{ecl order cost atld complete backordering prO\i.des atl introduc

tion to the issues to be studied here. As distribution atld inventory management 

becomes a system of loose alliatlces rather thatl a centrally directed COllllllatlcl S~'S

tem. a major concem is stability of the system. Clearly it is desirable to attempt to 

allocate the costs of the centralized inventory system so that each party is motivated 

to stay in the combine. Indeed. it would be just as desirable to make certain that no 

group could lure atl outside entrepreneur to do the job cheaper. To keep the group 

together. lllatlagement should seek an allocation method that supports the goal. TIris 

is a notion of stability of the central system. Finally, a valuable objective is to lower 

inventory costs still further. wlrile maintaining the stability obtained by the proper 

allocation. 

To solve such a problem for atl inventory system requires three steps. In the first. 

one shows that it is cheaper to centralize inventory. In the second, one attempts to 

find allocation methods that provide the desired stability. Since there may be several 

such methods, the question arises whether one can refine the selection process on 

some rational basis to narrow the choice. Are there additional criteria that should be 
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applied to allocation methods which help meet managerial goals? 

III the third step, managers seek the optimal level of costs consistent with tIllS 

stabilit~r. The~r llllght set a'5 a target the joint demand distribution ,vIllch producf's 

tIllS constrained llllnimlUll. How they get the stores to have that joint distribution is 

then a nOll- mathematical problem of strategy and negotiation. 

In this work, the problem is exallllned ,vitllln the frame,vork of the mathematical 

theory of cooperative games. TIlls theory provides a language and the tedullcal tools 

for discussion of the stability problem for collaboration in inventory system .. ". 

TIle cost allocation problem has been viewed as one of 'fairness" to the partiCI

pants and subgroups. If their cost allocation was too Illgh. a coalitionllllght feel it "CIS 

an unfair system. Young (1985) u'5ecl tlllS ternllnology in an e::-...-tensive discw,;sion. He 

presented three major criteria for fairness. and demonstrated that they could not all 

three be met simultaneously in a cooperative gaIlle. Other criteria have been offered 

for fairness. and there is considerable econollllc literature on the subject. TIlls thesis 

is not an attempt to justify a particular notion of fairness. It starts from the prenllse 

that ,vhile other definitions of fairness may be relevant, one. that directly relates to 

the stability of the combine. will be adopted here aIld its consequences e::-...-plored. 

TIle notion of stability described above is made precise in the conte::-..."t of cooper

ative gaIl1e theory, aIld tllls criterion aIld its refinements are eXaIlllnecl in detail for 

certain inventory models. 
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1.2 Structure of this Thesis 

TIlls research is divided into four parts. Olapter 2 presents the general outlines of 

the problem of inventor~' cost allocation. A specific inventory model for single item. 

single period inventory with stochastic demand is presented. Tills lllodel was studied 

by Gerchak and Gupta (1991) and Robinson (1993). It is used as an examplE" to 

sho\v SOllle of the problems occlU11ng when different methods of cost allocation an' 

u.<;ed to distr1bute the costs to the participants. TIlls model is siglllficant because it 

represents the published research to date inlllanagement science. wlllch is s1ll1)risingly 

qillte scarce. on this topic. In tIns chapter the opportunity is taken to introduce some 

temllnology and basic facts of the mathematical theory of cooperatiw games. TIle 

problem of allocation is modeled as a cooperatiYe cost garne. TIle importarlce of 

the concept of Core a'5 a Cl1terion for a certain type of stability or '1aimess" of 

allocations is discussed. A related garne. the benefit garne. corresponding to a cost 

garne is defined. 

Then a specific numeric example of tlns class of inventory model is presented 

in detail. It is ShO\\11 that commonly used cost allocation methods do not yield 

core allocations for the cooperative cost or benefit game based on the inventory cost 

fUllction. arId in addition have other problems wInch make them lmdesirable for use. 

Considering the cost arlCl benefit garnes suggests a refinement of the core solution 

concept as a desirable criterion to apply to allocation methods. vVe call tIns refinement 

justifiability. Some facts about justifiability are demonstrated, and the arlalysis of 

the exarnple is completed by shmving how both the theoretical methods (proposed by 

cooperative ganle theorists) and practicalmethocls (custOIlIary in accounting practice) 

fare with respect to these criteria. 

Olapter 3 focuses on a different single period stochastic demand inventory modeL 
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introduced b~' Eppen in 19,9. In this model. the demand distribution for each pcutic

ipant is nonnal. Howeyer. we no longer require that demands be UllcOlTelated. TIle 

interest in this model is twofold. First. the nonnal distribution is eas~' to apply sta

tisticall~·. and therefore is frequentl~' used in practice. Second. the fact that delllcUl(l<; 

may he conelated is much more realistic thcul requiring that they be indepenclent. In 

fact. this chapter demonstrates that the relative conelations of demand should lw a 

central conC(:,111 in mcumglng inventory for cost reduction. 

Equatiom; for the invmtory cost fmlction are developed. A llmthematical repre

sentation in a vector space makes it ea'iy to show that centralization is always cheaper. 

:\e~1:, a study of the case of mlconelated demculcis is undertaken. culd it is proyed that 

the cooperative cost gcune arising from this cost function is strictly concave in gcune

theoretic tenus. TIns is a quite different assertion from the cost fmIction itself being 

COllvex as a fmlction of some of its parcuneters. It is import CUlt because a concave 

cooperative gcune has a non-empty core; so CUl allocation CCUl al,vays be found that 

meets tins criterion of stability. 

111en follows CUl culalysis of three-player cooperative games including the ones 

arising from correlated distributions. A proof that these games are monotonic is 

presented. TIlen, computable conditions wlnch guarantee subadclitivity culd concavity 

of the gcune are presented. B~r meculS of some examples, it is shO\"\11 that the pcuticular 

combinatiOllS of correlatiOllS for winch a gcune lllay be concave may be a complex 

region even for the relatively simple three player gcunes. TIle chapter ends with a 

proof that each three player game has nonempty core, despite the curious shape of 

the set of concave games. 

Chapter 4 moves back to a cliscussion of games with any munber of players and 

tIns type of cost structure. A fundamental theorem that all games of this class 



haye nonempty cores is proyed. Results of tIns t}<l)e are fairl~' hard to come by for 

galllt'S cu1sing from practical scencu10S. Shapley (1971) showed that a class of abstract 

cooperative gCUUf'S he called conw'x haye llonempry cores. SCali (1967) showecl that 

the core of a "market galne"' is nonel1lpt~·: this is a model of an econOll~\, of pla~'ers 

each \\1th all initial endO\\1llent. who Call trade alnong each other t.o maximizCc' their 

preferences e::q)ressed b~' a conyex preference order1ng. In so-called "nonatomi("" 

galnes. where the number of players is lUlcountable, being represented by a contimnlllL 

AlUllallll alld Shapley (1974) demonstrated conditions for nonemptiness of core. There 

has been other \vork on combinatorial galnes such as various network models in which 

players control nodes or arcs each of which has all associated cost. For installCe. 

GrallOt alld Grallot (1992) sho\ved that for a fi"{ed cost spanning forest wInch is a tree. 

core is not empty. For a class of games known as linear production problems. wInch are 

essentially linear progralnllnng models. Owen (1975) demonstrated noneIllpt~· core. 

Shapley and Shubik (1972) showed that the assignment garne. in which producers are 

matched "1th consumers generating a joint profit maximized by the solution of the 

assignment problem. has nonempty core \vlnch coincides \vith the set of dual optimal 

solutions to the assignment problem. These garnes f011n a subclass of the production 

galnes of Owen. 

Olapter 5 addresses management's need to reduce the cost of operating the in

ventory system while at the sarne time assuring that a stable cost allocation carl be 

made. The result of Ompter .:1 mearlS that stability can always be aclneved by an 

appropriate allocation. However. let us asslUlle that variarlces of delllaIld are fi"{ed by 

e~"tel1lal forces such as the nature of the product or the clientele, or the size or sales 

method of the participating stores. Still, lllaIlagement may be able to lower cost by 

influencing the correlations between the demarlcis at the stores. 
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In this chapter it is a'isumed that the individual variances at the stores are fi\:ed. 

An algorithm is developed to find a combination of cOlTr>latiolls that delivers the 

100\"Pst cost giwH the fiwd relatiollship of the variances. DIe algorithm gives the 

steps for cost reduction as well a<; an allocation method that \\ill be in the core at 

each step. Csing this algorithm. management can detennine the target distribution 

of correlations. 

It is sho\\11 that there is a tlluque combination of cOlTelation.s "\\ith llulumum cost 

for each choice of the variances of the individual distributions. The case of three

player games is analyzed in detail. and we show that the algorithm converges to tlus 

least-cost solution. The resulting model is a member of the set of games we are 

considering. Then we prove that the convergence is linear. TIlese facts show that the 

algoritlml is a practical computational device to find the nmlimum cost combination 

of colTelations. 

Here also it is ShO\'11 that an allocation method is always available wIuch "\\ill 

produce a cost allocation in the core of each of the games in the sequence generatfxi 

b~' the algorithm. Since the limit game is of the same t)1)e. the liuut allocation 

method also produces an allocation in the core for it. 

How one induces these colTelations among the stores is not the subject of tlus 

thesis. Techniques may include tiuung of promotions or advertising campaigns. a\'ail

ability, or incentives to buy. Actions to aclueve the desirable result could be the 

subject for other research. The goal of tIus thesis is to show what the goal should be. 

and \vhat allocation will support the stability of tills result. 

Chapter 6 concludes by stlllllllarizing the results, and indicating some future cli

rections. 
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Chapter 2 

Cost Allocation in Continuous 

Review Inventory Models 

2.1 Introduction 

111ere are many models of inventory cost optimization. In some of them one can 

prove that there is always a benefit to centralize purchasing, so that from the view

point of the overall enterprise, purchasing should be pooled. Such an undertaking will 

incur costs, and these ought to he charged to the clients. vVe are concerned with the 

methods the central organization should use to allocate these charges to the individual 

client stores. From management's perspective, the centralized combination of stores 

should be stable: no group of participants should want to secede. In particular, the 

clients should perceive that the charge they receive is 'fair" in some sense. vVe adopt 

a notion of faillless from cooperative game theory, which requires that no group of 

clients should feel that they are paying to subsidize the complementary set of clients. 

vVe show that in a particular inventory model, several customary cost allocation rules 



do not meet these stabilit~· tpsts. whereas others do. 

Gt'IThak and Gupta (1991) cOIlsider a continuous review (Q. r) single periu(l iIlVPll

tory model with complete back ordering. The~' sho\v that in this model the e~1)f>cted 

anllual cost is lowpr if stores order the product through a central ,,"arehouse than fur 

each to gu it alone. TIns mudpl is more complex than the Illodel of Eppen (1£)19). 

because it includes a fi.xed ordering cost. and models both cycle stocks cUld safpt~· 

stocks. Gerchak and Gupta also compare four simple accounting methods of allocat

ing the costs. and concluded that individual stores may not be treated fairly b~· thf'se 

methods. 

Robil1son (1993) showed that even the best of the cost allocation methods offen .. d 

by Gerchak and Gupta was lUlstable. in the sense that even when individual stores 

were better off than going it alone. a coalition smalier than the whole gl"OUp could 

have done even better. Robinson proposed the Shapley value as an allocation solution 

wInch would render every possible coalition stable. Since the Shapley value requires 

lengthy computation when the number of participants is large, he suggested a simpler 

method for a specific example presented in Gerchak and Gupta (1991). 

TIle Shapley Value allocation tedllnque for this problem is not the only one "i.th 

the lnce stability propert:v for these systems. In fact for some of these models there is 

a full dimensional subset of fair allocations. For instance. one of these. the nucleohLs, 

has another advantage. It takes care of stores which are least happy first. In other 

words. if a store claims unhappiness \\i.th its allocation, the company can point to the 

ones wInch are more unhappy and show that they are fairly treated by the allocation. 

Here I discuss a cooperative game theory framework for allocation of costs and! or 

benefits in a single-period inventory model. vVe first introduce the continuous review 

( Q. 1') inventory model follO\\i.ng Gerchak and Gupta. In Section 3. we reviev\'" some 

---- .-- ._--



bil."iic results from cooperatiw game theory. Section 4 describes properties of solutioIL"i 

to cooperatiw games that are criteria for stability (faimess). In Section,) we cliscm;s 

computation of the core and nudeoh.lc; of a gatne. In Section 6. we clemollc;trate that 

in the example of Gerchak atld Gupta severalmethocls are more fair thatl the one the~' 

propose. In Section 7 atl additional criterion for faimess is proposed: and we shuw 

that this aticlitional criterion rules out sume of the methods for almost all gem-'ral 

gatnes. 

2.2 The Inventory Model 

A centralized inventory system orders for a set U = {L 2 ..... n} of stores. Let 

each store, as well as the central warehouse, have a common order setup cost A. 

unit holcling cost per ullit time h. and unit shortage cost IT which is not a fUllction 

of the duration of the shortage. TIle stores have stochastic dematld. atlCl shortages 

are pennitted. being filled in the ne::-..."t period. Denote by Di the e::-"'l)ectecl clemancL 

over the single time period, of store i, atld by Xi a ratldom variable specirving the 

clematld at i during the lead time. Assume that lead time is the satue for everyone. 

TIle ratldom lead time dematlCl has density function gi, clistribution function Gi , and 

meatl l1i. 

Let (Qi, Ti) represent the inventory policy "Order Qi iteIllS when inventory level 

readIes r/'. The cost of this policy is 

,..-here the e::-...~ected nunmer of units short in a replenishment cycle is given by 

(2.2) 



TIle symhol (Xi - rd+ = max[O. Xl - I'J :\"otice that e::q)ect.ed safet~· stock for store 

I IS "i - Pi. 

TIle derisatiun of the optimal order quantity is straightforward: see Hadley and 

\\1litin (1963) or .lohm.iOn and :"Iontgomery (19'/4). TIle optimal polic~' is ubtained 

by sohi.ng the following pair of simultaneuus equations for Qi and 1';. 

or 

Qi = V2Di[A.+iiRi(I'nl/h 

Gi(ri) = 1- (hQ;)/(7i Dd 

TIlese can be solved numerically by noting that 

(2.3) 

(2.-1) 

TIle centralized warehouse behaves exactly like a single store. Let G be the ag

gregate cumulative lead time demand distribution: assillne its mean is p = L:~l IIi. 

auellet the aggregate demand be D = L:~l Di. 

TIlen the optimal centralized ordering policy is (Q-. ,.-) given by solving f (r) = 1 

for ,.- and using equation (2.3) to find Q-. Gerchak and Gupta show that under these 

assumptions it is always beneficial to centralize. 

Theorem 1 Centrali=ation is cheaper than decentrali=ation. 

11 

C(Q-".-) ~ L:C(Q;. rn 
i=l 

Proof: vve \villnot repeat the proof of Gerchak and Gupta (1991). TIle technique 

is to show that if ,~ = L:~1 ri and Q = 2:7=1 Qi then C(Q, r) is intemlecliate between 



the two e:q)ressions of Theorem 1. a stronger result. To do this requires an itlentit~· 

for positi"e real mUllbers. 
II II 

"LDdQ s; "L(DdQi) 
1=1 1=1 

(mel an identity for the loss integral. 

II 

R(i') s; "L~(ri). 
i=1 

The first inequality is proved readily by induction. TIle second rests on the fact that 

for any random variable, 

II II II 

("L.Ci - "Lr;)+ S; ("L(:ri - ri)+). 
i=1 i=! i=1 

I 

I t is relevant to note that Gerchak and Gupta's solution to the (Q. r) model is 

only approximate, since it asslUnes Di to be detenllinistic. They consider that the 

demand is random over the lead time, ,,,ith mean p and variance 0": wherea'3 the 

annual demand is fi:x:ed. Even if the random demand over lead time is normally 

distributed. as Gerchak and Gupta asslUlle for their nlUllerical example. the fonnula 

is still approximate. 

Zheng (1992) has demonstrated S01:1e properties of stochastic (Q, r) models, in

ducling convexity of the cost flUlction, when penalty costs are proportional to time. 

In the Gerchak-Gupta IllodeL however. penalty costs are not proportional to time. 

But we do not pmsue here Zheng's approach, since we are interested in the process 

of allocation of the inventory cost anclnot in the properties of the modeling flUlctioll. 
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2.3 Cooperative Games 

\\'f. now state basic (lefillitions and theorems for cooperative games. The df'

\'elopment lUllS in parallel for cost garnes and their associated hf'nefit garnes. _-\tl~' 

optimization scenario such as that of Gerchak and Gupta can be the framework of a 

cooperative game. 

Definition 1 : A cooprrrztil'f C08/ (benefit) game i8 a set U of playe/',s. labrltd 

{l. 2 ..... n}. together with a chamctfl'istic function from 2u to R which a,';sig/1s /0 

each subset of C. callfd a coalition. a real numba which IS the valuation of the ('oall

tion. If the game is a cost game. the valuation is a cost denoted by C; if it is a bOIt}it 

game, the caillatioll is a benefit. or value. denoted by v. Write the game as a pai" 

(c. C) or (U. v) as appropriate. 

For the centralized inventory situation. U is the set of stores. Let 5 c [,'": viewed 

as a cost garne. C(S) is the optimal cost that can be achieved by coalition S. For the 

cOlTesponding benefit garne. u(S) represents the savings a group obtains by central

izing. Let the subscript 5 denote quantities of the model obtained for subset 5 c [-. 

Then the conesponcling value function is defined '115 c U. by 

1)(5) = L C( Qi· ri) - C( Qs, 1'S)· 
iES 

~otice that for the centralization garne. by this definition 

1. the value of a set is always nonnegative, by virtue of Theorem 1: 

2. for singletons. C( {i}) > 0 arId u( {i}) = O. 

It is desirable for a cooperative game to be zero-normalized. which mearlS that the 

value the game attributes to a single player is zero. 



Definition 2: A COOpt mtil.'( gamf i8 ;;uo-nOl'l7Ia!i;;ed if V5 C [- (i'hich cOlltuil1 

ollly Ollt poillt, 1'(5) = 0: If a ('().~t g(Ullt, thi.'; CO'TtSPOllds to C(5) = C, Ii'IIf n i E 5. 

Definition 3: A coopfratil'f grl/7/( i8 monotonic if as coalitioll." .'1ft Irll:lft 1'. tIlt ir 

Nz/uatiol/ ('hal/gu; .'itfadily. If 5 eTc C-, foT' a benefit game. 1'(5) ~ I'(T): /01' 1/ (·().~I 

game C(5) + >-iE7,S C; 2: C(T). FOI' the cost game an equivaif lit f.l'p/'fs.~ioll i . ..; 

C(T) - C(5) ~ L C. 
iET\S 

Definition 4: Two cooperatil'f games an strategically equiualent if theil' chame-

teristic functions u. t' aT'e ,.elated by an affine transformation: 3B E R llnd II vector 

A E R'l sllch that V5 C C. 

u(5) = Bu(5) + ..1(5). 

Whfl'f ..1(5) dfTIotfs the Sllm of the components of A. which an ill 5. This means thllt 

thf llllit8 of l'al11c and the ":;fl'O" l~allLf of a Tnfa.';llT'e of cost or brnffif can bf adjll . ..;tul 

in iiI/tal' fashion. 

Any cooperative game is strategically equivalent to a monotonic game: simpl~' take 

the vector A large enough. Let (C. v) be an arbitrary galne. allcllet ([i, u) be specified 

byV5c C, 

u(5) = Bv(5) + A.(5). 

Suppose 5 c T. TIlen 

u,(T) - 11,(5) = B[v(T) - v(5)] +A(T\ 5). 

Il(T) - 11(5) 2: 0 {=} A(T \ 5) 2: B[v(T) - u(5)]. 

Now choose Ai 2: nla'(T.S:iET.i(lS B[v(T) - u(5)]. TIlen regardless of B, u will be 

monotonic. 
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Definition 5: A coojJU'aticc game' is ::(l'O-TlIoll%nic if it is strategically equil'nlfllt 

to (L ::fI'O- //Ormali::u/ TlIollotollie game That is the same a8 ::;aying VS c T. 

dS) :s I'(T) - I: 1'( {j}). 
jET\S 

The Gerchak-Gupta centralization benefit game is zero-nonllalized b~' definition. 

Vi. 1'( {i}) = O .. ..usa. we have VS c T. 

u(T) - !,(S) = C(S) + I: C - C(T): 
iF.TCS 

by TIlearem 1. centralization is always less costly, the first two tenns on the right 

mtL5t add to more than the third: hence the benefit gaIne is monotonic. TIle cost 

version is thtL5 zero-monotonic; for by the definition of v. the cost gaIlle is strategicall~' 

equivalent to the benefit gaIne. 

It is tL5eful to further characterize cooperative gaInes in a hierarchy of successiwl~' 

more restrictive properties. Here we present the ones most tL5eful for this analysis. 

TIlere are other attempts to refine these characterizations, whose pUlvose is to show 

something about allocations based on the gaInes. See Tijs and Driessen (1986). for 

instaIlce. 

Definition 6 : A cooperative benefit game is called .5uperadditive: a cost game 

is called subadditive. if its characteristic function satisfies the first; or the second 

property below: VS. T c C'. 

u(S) + v(T) :s v(S u T), or (2.6) 

C(S) + C(T) ~ C(S u T). 

Definition 7: A cooperative benefit game is called convex: a cost game is callrd 

concaee. Zf its characteristic fllnetion satisfies the first: or the second. property bEfOll': 



V5.TcC. 

I'(S) + ,'(T) :; dS u T) + u(S n T). or 

C(S) +C(T) ~ C(Su T) +C(Sn T). 
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(2.S) 

(2.0) 

Definition 8: A coopfl'atiuc bCllfjit game is called sf/'icfly Co/Wf.l': a (,08t galllr i" 

called strictly ('oncrlVf. if it.'> charactfl'istic function 8ati.-.fif'.'> tilt' fir",t: or thr '''(('ond. 

proputy brlow: VS, T c [- ,';Ileh that S. T. S u T. S n T arc all distinct. 

v(S) + u(T) < v(S u T) + v(S n T), or 

C(S) + CrT) > C(S u T) + C(S n T). 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Some properties of cooperative garnes ar'e related in the follo,ving theorem. ,vhere 

a double alTO"" denotes logical implication. TIlls chain of properties is successiyel~' 

less restrictive on the cost or value fUllction of the garne. 

Theorem 1: ThE following implications hold for the cost and bfnefit games relatEd 

by defining bcnefit to be standalone cost less joint cost. 

cost game benefit game 

8uperadditive 

concave {:} convex (2.12) 

sllbadditive 

monotonic {:} monotonic 



Proof: Equ.i\7:uence for thE' t,,·o fonm; of monotol1icity follows from the definition 

of lllollotollicit~· for cost iUl<l benefit giUues. Showing the equi\'cUE'llCe of cost gmlH-' 

concavit:,. mlll benefit giUue convexit~· eUSO follows clirectl~r from the definitions of 

flUlctiol1'; /' iUlll C iUld the obviou<; fact that 

I: C + I: C't = I: Cll + I: ClL" 
8ES lET lLESuT lL'ESnT 

The last fact is that. superadclitivity of the benefit game implies convexity of the 

cost game. but not conversely. Superaclclitivity means 

v 5, T v(5) + v(T) :::; v(5 u T). 

B~r definition. 

I: C~ + I: C't - C(5) - C(T);:: I: Cll - C(5 u T). 
SES lET UESuT 

so that 

C(5) + C(T) ;:: C(5 u T) + L ClL" 
wESnT 

where the ClL' are the stiUlClalone costs, Cu = Hw' Since L:wEsnT Cll' ;:: C(5 n T). the 

implication follows: but the converse carmot be true if u( 5 n T) > 0 for some subsets 

5.T. I 

Implications in the conVE'l"se direction are never true, as can be 5ho\\11 by simple 

cotUltere.xamples with 3-person garnes. 

As mentioned above, each garlle in the Gerchak.-Gupta farnily of games is mono

tonic. The numerical exaruple they present. portrayed in Table 2.1, satisfies the 

strongest property, namely strict convexity (concavity). However, we have not been 

able to show arwthing stronger about the farnily in general. 
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2.4 Stable Allocations for Cooperative Games 

Thp yaluation flUlction lets us calculate the cost or benefit accrued b~' all~' coali

tion. But the gTallclcoalition [" faces the problem of distributing the cost or bt'nent 

to its members. TIus process is called allocation. 

Let a cost allocation vector function a : [~ -+ RII assign an amount to each memher 

of C-. Sinularly J: : U -. Rfl ,,,i.ll symbolize an allocation of vcUue or benefits. Employ 

the notation a(5) or J~'(5) to denote the sum of the components of the allocation 

wluch al'e in set 5 C [;-. 

Definition 9: An allocation a 01" .r i8 called a pl'e-imp1ltation if a(C-) = C(C) 

01" .r( C) = d U). It i8 called an imp1ltatlOn if in addition, Vi E U, a( {i}) = (/z :::; 

C({i}) =c orJ:({i}) =.l:i ~ I'({i}) = Vi. 

As all eXalnple. consider the set of imputations in the Gerchak-Gupta game. whirh 

is a subset of R" of dimension no more than n - 1. Observe that since Vi. 1'( { i}) = O. 

imputations .1' forni a simple.x in the positive orthant of RN whose distance along 

any coordinate from the origin isv(C~). Not qillte the same can be said for the cost 

imputations a: they do fonn a subset of the hyperplane a( U) = C( U) in Rn, and hence 

of dimension not exceeding n - 1. but the simple.x they fonn is in the nonpositive 

orthalit 'with respect to the point (C1,C2•••· .Cn ). 

Tile question of the relative fairness of allocations cannot be atlS,vered easily. 

~Iost people would agTee that the following properties are reqillred. See. for instatlCe. 

Young (1985). 

Property 1 (Efficiency).r (a) is efficient if :r(U) = v(U) (a(U) = C(e)): it allocates 
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all of the benefits (costs) the g,TCUld coalition or entire gTOUp obtains. 

Property 2 (Nonnegativity, No-kickbacks) .r or a assigns a nonnegatiyp alloca

tion to each playpr Vi . . I'j 2:: O. or ([i 2:: O. One always receives a positive 1)Pllefit or a 

positiye chcu·ge. 

Property 3 (Individual Rationality) Each player gets more or is chmged less hy 

joining the gToup thCUl by playing alone: Vi. Xi 2:: u( {i}) or ([i S; C. 

Property 4 (Symmetry, Anonymity) TIle allocation should not depend on a 

labeling of the identities of the players. Let e : U -+ U be a permutation of the 

players' identities. 111en Vi. ai = ([O(i) or .l"j = .f0(1)' 

In the Gerchak-Gupta gcune. properties 2 culd 3 me equivalent for benefits. since 

the benefit gcune is zero-nollnalized. The cost culd benefit games both satisfy Propert~· 

-1. since the valuation is defined in tenns of the cunount of demand culd the distribution 

of demand for the stores. Any imputation satisfies properties 1 and 2. 

Beyond these basic rules. mculagerial accountcults culdnlathenlaticians have enUll

ciated other faimess principles. 

Property 5 (Marginal Test) No pmticipcult should receive less benefit thcul the 

additional savings the group gets by adding her to the group: Vi, 

.7."i 2: bi = u(U) - u(U\ {ill, 

the margiTlal benefit of illclucling player i. :';0 player should be chmgedmore thCUl the 

adc1itional chmge. the marginal cost the group incurs by taking her in: Vi, 

a l S; Tni = C(U) - C(L" \ {i}). 



Property 6 (Standalone Test) ::\0 coalition 5 should get less henefit nor mon' 

cost in total than its valuation: there shoulll be no incentive for the coalition tu gu it 

alone: \15 C [-, ,r(5) 2 1'(5) and a(5) :S C(5). 

Clearl~' the standalone test is stronger than the incremental test and inclividual 

rationality: it includes Properties 3 ancl 5. Fewer allocations \vill therefore satisf~' the 

standalone tpst. 

Property 7 (Incremental Test) No subset of allocations should be subsielized h~' 

its complement: \IS C U. 

.r(5):s v(U) - v(u-\ S), 

and 

a(S) 2 C([~) - C(C \ S). 

It is dear that when allocations are efficient. satisfying Property 1. then the In

cremental Test and the Standalone Test are equivalent. Observe that tlns applies 

in the Gerchak-Gupta games. since all the allocations we consider are efficient. The 

standalone test conesponds to a stable partnerslnp. for no coalition \vill be motivated 

to eh'op out. 

The set of all imputations satisfying the Standalone Test is an interesting geomet

ric object. It represents the allocations that are stable in the sense that no coalition 

will be clissatisfied \vith its allocdtion compared to going it alone. Much research has 

gone into fineling tlns set for cooperative games. 

Definition 10: The core of a gamE i.e; the set of imputations that satisfiEs tIl( 

standalone tEst. 111 other words. a E CorE (U, C) or J; E Core (U. v) If and ollly zf: 
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I. 

0([") = C([") or ,r(F) = 1'(["): (2.13) 

) VSc [". 

a(S) :::; C(S) or .r(S) 2: u(S). (2.1-1) 

Core ([", 1') or Core (C, C) is a dosed, compact. convex subset of RIl. It mr\V I w 

empty. pven if the game is monotonic. So there is 110 guarantee that atl~" allocation 

of the benefits will eliminate the possibility of a subset of the members of U deciding 

to band together separate from its complement. Furthennore, since the constraints 

a( 5), ,r( 5) for 5 c U are linear, and in fact have all coefficients L the core is a 

polyhedron in Rn. 

Since the core may be empty. one may ask if there are conditions on the valuation 

fUllction which guarantee a non-empty core. One of the first answers was provided 

by Shapley (1971). who showed that for conve.-x: benefit garnes. the core is not empty, 

atld exhibited a vector. the Shapley value y. which is always in it. The Shapley value 

can be computed for arlY garne, but it may not be in core. Shapley further showed 

that if the benefit garne is strictly convex, then the core has dimension n - L or is of 

fllil dimension. the largest it carl be. 

Definition 11 The Shapley value of a cooperative game (U.v) i8 the l.'ector y 

give n by 

yi = (Iii) [V({i}) + L (i - 1 )_1 [u(SU {i}) - V(S)]] : 
SCU\{i} 151 

(2.15) 

An equivalent formula is: 
-1 

yi = L ( n) [v(SU {i}) - v(S)]. 
ScU 151 

(2.16) 
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If core is not empt~·. the Sllaple~' value is the barycellter. or coorclinate"1se aw:>rag(-'. 

of the pxtreme points of the core polyhecrroll. Another interpretation is related to 

Sllaple~"s proof uf that fact. Let e : Co -+ U be a penllutation of [' which represents 

the sequpncp in which lllPmbers join up into the !?pmd coalition. Denote by (-1 the set 

of all these pel111utations. Then the Shapley yalue is the average oyer all perlllutations 

ill e of the marginal yaluations at each step. So y is the e:~q)ected value each player 

would obtain if the gTancl coalition '''ere to forlll in a (lUrifol111ly clistributecl) randulll 

sequence frolll the imliviclualmembers. 

It is clearly important to find the core of a cooperative garlle~ for from the stand

point of faimess or stability for all gToups of players~ the cllosen allocation should at 

least be in the core if it is not empty. 

2.5 Computing the Core 

111e core of a cooperative game is a polyhecrron in Rn. Hence existence of a point 

in core is equivalent to the feasibility of arl appropriate lillear prograrll. Consider the 

follm'1ng linear prograrll. 

Linear Program N Bo 

max AI 

subject to ,r( U) = 1)( U) 

-AI +,r(S) ;:: v(S) 'liS c u, 
S#U,0. 

(2.11) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Tlrink of the clifference .r(S) - v(S) as the satisfaction level of the coalition S. TIle 



StUVlus variable jI is a number less than or equal to the satisfaction level of ewr~' 

("oalition S. If Program SBo is feasible with -'I" 2::: O. then core is not empty .. -til 

optimal solution .I'" is a point of core. and ;.11" is the best that can be clone to make 

the unhappiest coalition happy. In other words . . z:" nla...amizes the satisfaction of the 

least well off coalition. at level .II". 

Of cuurSf'. even if .11" < 0 and core is empty .. 1'* stillma...amizes the benefit to the 

lea.st well off coalition. But in this ca.se. that coalition is receiving less theUl its vahH-'. 

and by Property 6. it ,vill perceive that the allocation is unfair. 

Unfortunately. Program N Bo has 2n - 1 constraints, and for large n this may pose 

a computational problem. 

N ow consider solving a sequence of linear programs obtained from Program .Y Bo 

in iterative fashion. Let 

.Ij = {S : constraint 5 is tight in Linear Program 1\; Bj - 1 }. 

Let -'Ij be the optimal value of the objective function obtained from solving Linear 

Program .V Bj -1. TIle k-th linear program in the sequence is: 

Linear Program N Bk 

max 

subject to 

J! 

.z:([;") = v(U): 

.r(S) - Alj = v(S) VS E Ij, 

Vj ~ k; 

- l\;I + x( 5) 2::: v( S) all other S, 

S=!=U,0. 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25 ) 

(2.26) 
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In Program .YBk there are more tight constraints and fewer inequalities, for at 

each step j < k we tlll1l inequalities for sets in Jj into equalities. Hence the dimension 

of the r(-'sulting polyhech'on is no bigger than in the previous problem: ultimately, after 

at most 2'1 - 1 steps the polyhech'on will degenerate to a unique point. TIils mil que 

point is called the lIuclfolus of the garne. 

Fact 1 Thf nlLclfOlu.~ of a ('oopfl'atil'f game ([0, L') always f.l'i8tS. 

Fact 2 If Core ([",1') =10. then the nucleolus 1.5 in the core. 

Proof: For the nucleolus satisfies the core inequalities: they hold for each problem 

in the sequence {j'[ Bk } . 

Fact 3 : The nuclwlu.5 i.5 the unique point obtained by gradually and uniformly 

moping the cOl/8tmillt boundaries J'(S) = I'(S),S c U in the directioll of :)TTlalhr 

I'(S) until only (l 8ingle point rfmains. 

Proof: Observe that the gradient of the constraint for S is a vector vvi.th ones for 

the components in 5 and zeroes for the components in sc, its complement. 

Fact 4: The nucleolus i.5 the unique allocation that pacifies coalitions in order fro III 

the least happy to increasingly happier. subject to having satisfied the previoll8 ones. 

This order of coalitions is known as lexicographically increasing satisfaction. 

Proof: TIns is self-evident from the algorithm for finding the nucleolus; each Linear' 

Prograrnunng Problem N Bk ma-TImizes the amount of happiness for the coalitions 

who were happier tharl those fi.-x:ed at arl earlier stage j ",i.th happiness Alj <= ~\1k. I 
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Fact 4: glyes the manager a worthwhile criterion for choosing a point in the ("ore 

as her allocation flUlction. :\ot only is the nucleolus as stable as .my other point in 

core: it can be defended by noting that it minimizes the pain of the coalitiolls most 

likel~· to scream. those who are most dissatisfied. first. Hence there is a good case for 

prefeni.ng the nucleolus as a solution concept for the benefit allocation problem. 

Agail1st the nucleolus weighs the complexity of its calculation. \"hle a liwJ;-ll" 

progT<un can be solyed in polynomial time. for the llucleolu.c:; we must solve a sPqupu("p 

of such progTaIl15: furthennore. each has a potentially large number of constraims. 

beginning at 211 - 1 aIld declining. It ,vould be worthwhile to find convenient fastpr 

algoritlUllS for finding the nucleolus in games with particular structures. Of course 

the nucleolus of the related cost gaIue is found by solving a similar sequence of linear 

progTams. They are defined here for the cost grune. for completeness. \\-llat was said 

about the nucleolus above applies also for the nucleolus of the cost grune. Ho\w:,ver. 

the t\'D polytopes are not the srune: aIld the resulting nucleoli are different points. 

Linear Program S Co 

ma-x: J1 

subject to a(U) = C(U) 

J1 +a(S) :::; C(S) 'is C u. 
S#U,0. 

K j = {S : constraint S is tight in Linear Program NCj _ I }. 

(., .,-) -._, 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 



Linear Program .. \ .. Ci. 

llli:L'( ..11 

subjert to a(C-) = C(C): 

a(S) +J~ = C(S) VS E !\-i' 

Vj :s; ~.: 

..11 + a( 5) :s; C( 5) all other S. 

2.6 A Simple Example 

.. 1:1 

(2.31 ) 

(2.3:2) 

(:2.33 ) 

(2.3-1) 

(2.Jj) 

(2.36) 

\\ie no'\\" present a simple 3-player example in which the cost game and benefit grulle 

differ with respect to allocation methods. Our example is based on one presented h~' 

H.lllaki (1986): \ve have COITectecl one error in his presentation of the benefit gamt'. 

\\e \vill denote by C (i j k) .1' (i j h:) the cost and benefit respectively of the set 

{i. j. k}. where at least one of the integers i. j, k is present. Let the cost and benefit 

grulle be given by: 

C(l) = 10 

C(2) = 20 

C(3) = 10 

C(12) = 18 

C(13) = 12 

C(23) = 26 

v(12) = C(I) + C(2) - C(12) 

u(13) = C(I) + C(3) - C(13) 

u(23) = C(2) + C(3) - C(23) 

C(123) = 24 1'(123) = C(l) + C(2) + C(3 - C(123) = 16 

1'(1)=0 

u(2) = 0 

v(3) = 0 

= 12 

=8 

=4 
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111eIl the nucleollL'; of the cost game is II = (2.14.8). whereas that of the benefit gamE' 

is l' = (S. 6. 2) . .\'ote that the benefit game is zero- monotonic. and subadditiw. hut 

the cost game is not P\'f'n monotonic. since C(23) > C(123). A check of the core 

('0l1';traints. however. shows that the nucleolus of each game is inside core: hence each 

game has a nonempty C01't'. 

To demOll.<;trate the differences between the games more clearly. let tL<; appl~' tlH' 

marginal cost allocationmethocl frequently employed by accountants to the cost gamE'. 

\\e allocate,to each pla~rer a fraction of the total cost C( U) in the proportion that her 

marginal cost C( [-) - C( ["\ { i} ) bears to the sum of the marginal costs. TIle resulting 

allocation vector", = (-3,18,9); player 1 has a negative marginal cost, and hence 

gets paid by the others. TIns allocation is not in core. for 1i2 +"'.3 = 27 > C(23) = 26. 

The analog for the benefit game allocates a fraction of the total benefit I'( C) to 

each player in proportion that her marginal benefit 1'( 123) - v( u \ {i} ) bears to the 

stun of the marginal benefits. In this case, the allocation :l' = (8, 16/3.8/3) is in core. 

which can be shmVll again by checking the core constraints. 

Another commonlllethod of allocation is to assign first the "direct" cost or benefit 

equal to the marginal cost or benefit. Then the remaiIllng "indirecf' or "nonsepara

ble" cost is assigned in equal shares to each player. For our cost game this method 

yields the allocation a = (2/3.44:/3.26/3) in core: for the benefit game. the corre

sponding allocation is J~ = (28/3,16/3,4/3), which is ill the core of the benefit grune. 

For each player aj + .r.i is equal to her individual cost Ci . 

Finally, we compute the Shapley value for each of the games. For the cost grune, 

y = (8/3.44/3.20/3) ruld for the benefit game, 'P = (22/3,16/3,10/3). 
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2.7 Example: A Gerchak-Gupta Game 

In their paper. Gen_'hak and Gupta pose a particular three-player illYentOlY cen

tralization game as an example. It is sUlllmarized in Table 2.1. TIle gcune can be set 

up a.r.; either a cost game or a benefit game. In Table 2.1. the costs C( 5) i-mel benefits 

1'(5) of all subsets of the three players (stores) are calculated. From Table 2.1 om' 

can easily ObSelye that the cost and benefit galnes al'e strictly convex. ThlL'; all t 11(,' 

properties in equation (2.12) follow. Gercllak alld Gupta, alld then Robinson. offered 

several solution concepts for detenllining the cost allocations to the players. TIlese 

concepts along with the nucleolus are defined below; where Ii denotes the fraction 

of centralized cost allocated to player t, so that az = jiC( GO); alld rHj denotes the 

marginal cost for player i. 

nli =C([") - C(["\ {i}). 

Allocation Methods: 

1. Ii = Dij D, allocate according to the fraction of total demalld generated. TIus 

method clearly values demand to the exclusion of factors related to the variation 

of demand. whereas the variation in demand may actually hurt profits more. 

2. Ii = [r; - lLi]/ LjEU[ri - ILi']; allocate by the fraction of total safety stock 

required for the store. Safety stock is related to variation in demand, so the 

method costs greater variallCe lugher. Observe that the safety stocks are the 

optimal levels for the sepal'ate stores, not when combined. 

3. Ii = Cj Li C, allocate by the proportion of the decentralized cost of operating 

the stores. TIus method has the virtue of always allocating at least the full 



Player 

1 

2 

3 

1.2.:~ 

Members 

1.2 

1.3 

2,3 

Player 

1 

2 

3 

1+2+.3 

Central 

1.2.3 

Subsets 

1.2 

1,:3 

2.3 

Constants 

~o of players 3 

100 

2 

Cost of order I 
holding cost per unit per period J 
uni t shortage cost ind of time 

Player Parameters 

E(demand) E(LT dd) std(LT dd) Var(LT dd) 

D(i) /l(i) ".(i) ".2(i) 

80000 16000 50 2500 

2000 400 120 14400 

1000 200 85 ;225 

83000 16600 155 .. 32 24125 

Subsets 

D(S) /lIS) ".(5) ".2(5) 

82000 16400 130.00 16900 

81000 16200 98.62 9;25 

3000 600 14;.05 21625 

Optimal Points. Costs. and Benefits 

Q' r' C(Q',r«) vIS) 

3651.84; 16096.03 449;.453 0 

5;;.94;0 509.92 825,4404 0 

408.9056 255.624 55;.4355 0 

4638.;00 16861.5; 5880.329 

3;19.689 16899.;; 482.3 .. 353 1056.9i6 

.369i.20i 16650.54 4;3;.30; 585.5862 

36;4.594 16.390.06 463;.586 41 i.3020 

;0;.;868 ;44.8485 1023.162 359.;134 

Table 2.1: Constants, player and subset parameters, and individual set optimal costs 

and benefits. 

Note: Entries differ from Gerchak-Gupta and Robinson due to differences in numerical approximation of Normal loss 

integral and cumulative distribution. 



-±. (Ii = h'i = (1I1z1 L) IIlj)C([-), allocate according to marginal cost of the member. 

.J. (li = yi: use the Shapley value as the allocation. In this ca..c;;e. a( [-) = C( C) 

automatically. 

6. (Ii = l/i. where 1/ = (1/1 ••..• 1/1/ is the nucleolus. Here. too. a( [~) = C( C). 

I. (Ii = /\ = rn! + [C - mil * [C(C) - LjmJJILj[C~ - 1n)]: let the allocation 

be proportional to the difference between the standalone cost and the marginal 

cost. TIns method \vas proposed by Louderback (1976) for large sets of ston-'s. 

It emmres that each player is allocated an amount equal to a linear combination 

of her standalone value C and her incremental or marginal value nIi. as another 

fonn of the equation shows: 

where 

Q = [2: Cj - C(U)]j[L:Cj - 2: mj]. 
) J J 

\"ote that for tlns method. the numerator of Q is positive by TIleorem 1: 

2:Cj - 2:m j = 2:[Cj +C(U\ {j}) - C(U)] > 0, 
} ) } 

by the subadditivity of the game: so that Q > O. 

In Table 2. allocations detennined by these solution concepts are calculated for the 

cost game. As Robinson (1993) pointed out. policy 3, recommended by Gercllak and 

Gupta, is individually rational, but fails to satisfy the Standalone Property. Hence 

coalition {2. 3}. for instance. will be motivated to consider setting up OIl its 0\\11. 
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. .\llocatioli :hods 

:-"Iethod I Formula Description 

I D(i)/D(F) demand 

2 (r(i) -Il(i))/ I:(r(j) - Il(j)) safety stock 

3 C(i)/[I:C(i)] individual 

4 (I-3)m,: .3(,(i)+(I-d)b(i) incremental J == -0.18451 

5 o(i) Shapley value 

6 Solve LP sequence Nucleolus 

• nC(i) + (I - a)m(i) : (I - n)b(i) Louderback (~ == 0.41.5494 

Player Cost Allocation :"Iethods Cost 

;\0. j :2 3 4 5 6 • (,(S) 

I 4649.015 lilO.;6; 3689.046 4501..388 409;.884 4080.151 4089.899 449 • .45:3 

2 116.225 2026.895 6;;.069 220.043 454.666 421.461i 451.54.6 825.4404 

3 58.113 1025.691 45;.238 101.922 2;0.803 321.;404 281.9056 55;.·\3.55 

1.2.3 4823.35.3 482.3.353 4823 .. 353 4823.353 4823.353 4823.353 4823.353 -1823.353 

Subsets 

1') 4.65.2-10 3;9 •. 661 4366.115 I 4;2J..t30 45.52.550 4501.612 ·154J..t-1i 4i3i.30; 

U 4;Oi.12i 2i96.458 4146.28:3 4603.:310 4.368.68i 4401.891 4.3;1.805 46:31.586 

2.:3 1 ;4.3380 30.52.586 1134.30; 321.9652 i25.-1686 ;43.2021 i33.4532 1023.162 

Core? ~o No No ~o Yes Yes Yes 

\\:110: 1 2 2.3 I - - -

Table 2.2: Comparison of Cost Allocation :vlethocls and Core Properties for an Ex

ample Inventory Game. 
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deserting 1. <md the Sa\1ngs from centralization of all 3 stores will be threatened. On 

the other hancl. the Shaple~" value solution and the nudeolus (u'e in the core. as is the 

Louderback method for this pruticulru' case. 

2.8 The Benefit Game and Justifiable Methods 

Xow consider the benefit grune. III some sellse~ the benefit grune should yidd 

allocation of benefits whidl are perceived by the players as equally appropriate as 

those for the cost grune. Any allocatiollmethod for costs will be viewed by at least 

some in tenns of its benefits. So it would be umvise to choose a method which \101ates 

the synmletry players e::q)ect from the cost grune - benefit gaIne pair. A.nother point 

to be made is that accountaIlts. who are usually responsible for deciding on allocation 

method". are in the position of selling the rectitude of their methods to their clients. 

the entities being charged. It is a staIlclard selling technique to emphasize benefits 

rather thrul costs. To use the technique effectively. the cost approach (md the benefit 

approach had better be COlL"istent: some customer ",-ill doubtless be Slllrut enough to 

figure it out if the t\VO vie\vs of the situation yield benefits inconsistent rulclless thaIl 

the cost. To make tlns idea precise. a defuntion is required. Let the pair < a . .1" > 

represent a pair of allocation methods or algorithms for the cost gaIne aIlCl its related 

benefit grune. \Ve identify the allocation vector aIld the method or algoritlml. perhaps 

at the risk of some confusion. The algorithm~ of course, must for each gaIlle produce 

a single vector for the allocation, so conte:x"t should make clear the difference between 

vector aIlcl algorithm. 

Definition 12: (Justifiable Pairs) A pair of allocation method8 < a,.e > foT' a 

cost and benefit game pair i8 said to be jU8tifiable if, for each participant. her bellf/it 
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i.e; fqual to lifT' 8ta/ldalollf cost /rss he!' al/ocutul cost: Vi. 

( 2.37) 

TIle SE'll'ie of the definition is that from the individual user's standpoint, the henefit 

received should be equal to the difference between the cost of going it alone. procmi.ng 

the service herself. and the chargeback she receives from the centralmanagemE'llt. If 

this equation holds, then the user will feel that the allocation is justified. She can then 

accept the h}1)othesis that the cost game and the benefit game \vould yield the sallle 

results in her case. 1£ on the other hand. an allocation pair is not justifiable. then 

some player will feel that accounting is discriminating against her by. for instance. 

chargi.ng her back by the cost game standard; when she can sho\v that by the benefit 

received standard she is shortchanged. It is possible that a single allocation method 

can be applied to both the cost and benefit games: in this case the algorithm for 

computing both a and .r is identical. In this case we call the algorithm sdf-justifiablr 

or sflf-dual. In other cases, an algorithm for the cost game mqV have a natmal dual 

algorithm \vhich \vhen applied to the benefit game will create a justifiable pair. In 

tIns case we say that the cost algorithm and the benefit algorithm are simply dual 

jl1stZfiablt to each other. or a justifiable pair. The follO\ving theorem on justifiable 

pairs supports the conclusion that tlns is a valid criterion for faimess. 

Theorem 2: Let < a,.7: > be a justifiable pair. Then a E Core (U, C) if and only 

if.r E Core{U. u). 

Proof: a E Core (U, C) if and only if V 5, 

a(5) ~ C(5); 

2: Cj - a(5) ~ 2: Cj - C(5) 
jeS jeS 



if <-mel o1l1~' if 

,1'(5) ~ 1'(5). 

the corresponding core cOl1';traint for ,r. I 

::; ow it is of interest to examine the allocationmethocl'i considered for the Ger('hak-

Gupta centralization grune above to see which are justifiable. 

Theorem 3 : 

.-I.. The se~f-ju8tifiable methods are Methods ;J. a.and 6; Standalone Cost. Shap/Fy 

lalue. and Nucleolus. 

B. .-I. justifiable pair of methods can be found for Methods 4 and 7: Marginal .\Icthod 

and Louderback Alethod. 

c. .vo jll8tifiablf pail' caT! be found for .Hethods 1 and :2: Demand Fractioll and 

Saffty Slock Fraction. 

Proof: Case A. 

?-.Iethod3: Note that ai = (CdLjCj)C([,"). Define ;Ei = (C/LjCj)v(U). Using the 

definition of the benefit value v( [iL 

.rj = (C/LC:i)[I:Cj - C(U)] 
J ) 

= C - (Cd LCj)C(U) = Ci - ai· 

1 
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).Iethorl 5: Each te11n of the henefit game Shapley yalue y:' or the cost game Shaple~' value 

y~' contaim; the difference of two yalnes HSu {i} )-I'(S)] or [C(Su {/} )-C(S)]. 

from Equation( 2.15). :\' ote that 

dSu {i}) - t'(S) = L Cj - C(Su {i}) - LCj +C(S) 
jE5u{i} )ES 

= c - [C(S u {i}) - C(S)], 

Thus .ri = yi' for the benefit grune. if ruld only if aj = C - yi' = yf· 

~Iethocl 6: The nucleolus for the benefit game IJl' is obtained by soh'ing the linear pro

grrun sequence N Bk for II: = O. 1, ... tUltil a single point remains feasible. Each 

constraint is of the f011n 

-:.11 + J:(S) ~ v(S),S c u. 

.:\ow 

P(S) = L C) - C(S), 
jE5 

and 

.z:(S) = L C - a(S) 
jE5 

if ruld only if 

a(S) + AI:; C(S). 

But this is a constraint for linear progrrull SCk . TIUts Vi. J:i = IJ{ = C - (lj = 

C C -IJj • 

Before proceeding to Case B. define by rulalOgy to the marginal cost mj = C( C) -

C( u \ {i}). the marginal benefit bj = Cj - 7J1i = C + C(u" \ {i}) - C( U) of joining 

player i to its complementary coalition. Note that bi is the amount by which {i} plus 

its complement exceeds their muon in the subadditivity identity. Obs'erve that in the 
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case of am example. monotonicit:v implies that Vi. nIi 2:: 0: and subad(litiyit~, implips 

that Vi. bi 2:: O. 

Case B. 

~Iethod 7: Tht" Louderhack algorithm for costs allocates to each player (Li = oC + (1 -

n )/Ili. 

Lenuna 1 The Louderback algorithm is efficient: 

I}:l'Ci + (1- a)7nj] = C(U). 
iElI 

Proof: 

= C(U). 

~ow the method dual to the Louderback method should allocate ]"'i = Ci - (1i: 

Note that 

Ci - (1i = (1 - o:)Ci - (1- o:)rrli = (1- o:)bi . 

1- Q = 1- C(U) - LiEUmi 

LiEU Ci - LiEU mi 

= 1- [C(U) - l:mj]1 l:bj 
JEU JEU 



ca'>e of our example. lllollotonicity implies that Vi. Tni ~ 0: and subadclitiyity implies 

that Vi.h i ~ O. 

Case B. 

\Iethod 7: TIle Louderback algOritlUll for costs allocates to each player ai = oC + (1 -

et)m-j. 

Lemma 1 The Louderback algorithm is efficient: 

2:[oC + (1- o)nli] = C([~). 
iED' 

Proof: 

= C(U). 

Xow the method dual to the Louderback method should allocate Xi = C - ai: 

Note that 

C - ai = (1- o)Ci - (1- a)nl-j = (1- a)bi . 

1- a = 1- C(U) - 2::iEU mi 

l:iEU Ci - l:iEU nl-j 

= 1- [C(U) - l:mj]1 l:bj 
jEU jEU 



= [I: Cj - C( [~)l/ I: bj 
jEI' JEU 

= v(c')1 I:b j . 

JEU 

TIlerefore 

,fi = (bd I: bj }1'(U') = (1 - o:}bi • (2.38) 
JEU 

so that .r fully allocates savings. TIle algoritllll1 dual to the Louderback cost 

algorithm is thus given by Equation (2.38). 

~\'Iethod 4: :\Iethocl -1 for costs uses the algorithm 

ai = (md I:mj)C(U), 
JEU 

which looks remarkably like the Louderback dual formula. 'with marginal and 

centralized costs replacing marginal and centralized benefits. If by analog~' WP 

let ai = (1- J)mi and look for the dual allocation method such that J:i = C - til' 

\ve can write 

1- J = C(U)I I:m] 
JEU 

and 

TIlen ai = C - Xi if and only if 

,fi = ,3C + (1- ,3)bi • 

and < a,:r > are a justifiable pair. 

Case C. 
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\Iethocl 1: Recall that D = LjEi' Dj ancllet 

1- ~f = C(U)/D = [L Cj _ v(U)]/D = D- v(U) + LjEU Cj - D 
JEU D 

= 1 _ u([-) + D - LjEU Cj 
D . 

so that 
~ _ d [') - LJEC' CJ + D 
j- D 

~ ote that the tenllS in the e:\.-pression are not cOllllllensurate: cost and demand 

do not share units. so for an arbitrary Gerchak-Gupta game it is clearly possible 

to have demands so that tlns value is arbitrarily large or small. Hence a dual 

method of allocation in which Xi is a lineal' combination of C and Di and adcb to 

v( [~) is not possible unless C and Di are already linearly related. In particular. 

the allocation .Ti = (Dd D)v( U) is not usually self-justifiable: for 

l'i = (Di/D) LCj - (DdD)C(U) = (Di/D) LCj - ai, 
JEU jEll 

and (Dd D) LjEU Cj = C if and only if Dd D = C/ Lj E UCh that is, when 

costs are linear functions of demand. So only in unique circUInstances will tIns 

allocation method be justifiable. 

\Iethod 2: For brevity let Si = 7'i - I-li be the safety stock leveL and let S = L)E U S J' TIlen 

ai = (sds)C([-) = Si(C(U)/s). By applying the arguments from Method 1 

above. we see that this method will only be self-dual when safety stocks are 

fully correlated with costs. Furthennore, it will not be possible to find a dual 

method wmch is a linear combination of Ci and Sj adding to v( U) UIlless safety 

stock and cost are already linearly related. 
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Table 3 shows the henefit allocatiol1'5 detennined by making the calculatiol1''i for 

each of the sevell metho(Ls. For the methods in class B the dual justifiable method 

was used: clac;;5 A is self- dual. and for class C the same method was used for benefits 

a'i for costs. As was 5ho"11 above. a justifiable pair of methods yields a core value ill 

both the benefit and cost game. or in neither. \Iethods 3 and 5-7 show tllis. \Ietholl 

2 yields a core solution for the sample benefit game, but not for the cost game. 

2.9 Summary 

In the class of (Q. 1') continuous review inventory models with back orcirring. 

cooperative game theory lets us judge the stability or faimess of cost allocation pro

cedures. \IethocLc;; wllich are proportional to demand or safety stock levels do not 

produce allocations wllich are stable in the sense that all subsets of players are happ~' 

with centralization. Further. a method applied to the cost game ,,,i.ll behave differ

ently in the benefit version of the game. An additional test of justifiability applied to 

the allocation method. or to a pair of corresponding methods for the cost and benefit 

games selects methods wlllch players will see as fairer because the allocations for the 

cost and benefit game ",i.ll be consistent. 

Applying the theory to Gerchak and Gupta's example shows that of seven methods 

tested, only the Shapley value and the nucleolus ",i.ll yield an allocation both self

justifiable and in the core. TIlese require computations of order O(2n). Louderback's 

method together ",i.th a weighted marginal benefit method is easier to compute, allCi 

for this grune gives a justifiable pair of methods which yields a core solution. It is 

computable in O( n ), a considerable gain in speed. 



Player Benefit Allocations \'alue I 

:\ umber 1 2 
I 

.3 4 5 6 7 t'(S) 

I 1018.772 388.0410 808.4074 -:1.9.3438 399.569 417.302 407.55.36 0 

2 25.469.31 444.1681 148.3711 605.3974 370.77.') 403.979 :37:3.8928 0 

3 12.73465 224.7671 100.1978 455 . .')}:33 286.633 2:35.695 275.5298 0 

I 1.2.3 1056.976 1056.976 1056.976 1056.976 1056.976 1056.976 10:56.976 IO.56.97h 
! 

Subsets 

1.2 1044.241 832.2091 956.7785 601.4630 770.3437 821.281 781.4464 .'585.5862 

1.3 :38.20396 668.9353 248.5689 1060.910 657.4073 639.674 649.4227 ·117.:l020 

2.3 1031.507 612.8082 908.6052 451.5789 686.2016 652.997 683.08.35 359.71.34 

Core? No Yes XO No Yes Yes Yes 

\Vho? 1.3 - 1.3 1 - - -

Table 2.3: Comparison of Benefit Allocations for Inventory Example. 
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Chapter 3 

Allocation of Costs of 

Centralization 

3.1 Introduction 

A company serves many stores \vhich distribute its product. Consider setting up 

a central ordering and distribution point which would receive orders from the stores 

and ship directly to the clIstomers. Assume that demand at the stores varies accord

ing to the distribution function F. with parameters specific to each store. Suppose 

that each store may independently decide to participate in the centralized ordering 

arrangement. If a store participates, it will receive some sort of rebate from the 

company out of the overall savings achieved. 

If the company 0\\115 the stores, it could order all stores to participate~ but e:-q)e

rience shows that even in this case stores who feel that they are not benefiting from 

the arrangement will resist. The fonn of the resistance varies from complaining about 



COIJ)oratp costs to subvprsion of the system. perhaps by ordering onl~' the mininnull 

through tIlt' central depot and obtaining the rest elsewhere. Since management de

sires the cooperation of all stores, it intends to allocate the sayings back to the stores 

in as fair a way as possible, so stores will be motivated to participate. Thus WE' (",til 

asslUlle without loss of generality an independent decision making power at the stores. 

vVe demonstrate that it is not dear there will always be any savings from cen

tralization. nor that the savings can be allocated fairly, since these are dependent 

on the demand distributions and the amount of correlation between demands. We 

investigate the demand distribution properties which are conducive to savings and 

stable. "fair" allocations. stable in the sense of being in core and justifiable. 

In Sections 2-5 we define the inventory model, develop a matrix representation, and 

prove some properties related to this matrix representation. In Section 6. we present a 

cooperative game frame,vork. and show in Sections 7-8 that the benefit game is COllvex 

when the stores' demands are tUlcorrelated. In Section 9. we disClL'3s three-store garnes 

with demands of arbitrary correlation. arIel in Sections 10-14 show monotonicity arid 

establish conditions for convexity of the benefit garne. In Section 15, we sho,,,. that 

every three-person game has nonempty core. In Sections 16-17 we present exarllples 

sho"i.ng that even such simple garnes may have core polytopes of a single point or 

less tharl full dimension. 

These results illustrate that maIlaging such all inventory system fairly arlCl op

timally can not be simply reduced to choosing a particular allocation method. In 

Section 18 the results are Stilnlllarizeel. 
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3.2 A Single Period Model 

COllsider a model \'lith X stores. The demand at each store is eli. i E {1. .... S}. 

amI the demand eli has distribution function F. with mean Ili and V<Uli:UlCP aT. FlU'

thennore. the covculance aiJ bet\'leen stores i and j is laIO\\11. 

The deri\'ation of the optimal total holding and shortage cost for the single periu( 1 

Illodel is a classical result. See. for instance. Johnson and r..Jontgomery (1974). 

Let II > 0 denote the holding cost of a wut of inventory, <Uld p > 0 the penalt~· 

cost of being short one wut. 

For an arbitrary demand distribution F \ve can e:)qJress the e::qJected cost of hold

ing or shortage resulting from an initial inventory of y as 

H(y) = laY h(y - el)dF(d) + [X, p(d - y)elF(d) 

Asswlung that items on hand at the begimling of the period c<umot be retlll1led. the 

e~q)ected cost is nUlunuzed by solving 

dH(y)jdy = 0 = h IoYelF(d) - p J dF(d) 

hF(y) - p[l - F(y)] = 0 

The optimal value of y. denoted by .1/. is therefore obtained by choosing t.he smallest 

\'alue such that 

~ P 
F(y ) 2: h + p' 

It is muque. for the fWIction H is convex. Notice that if p and h are the same for all 

stores and for the central location. then the sanle fractile p / (h +p) of each distribution 

F \\111 yield the optimal beginning stock. 



TIle optimal value of the holding cost then becomes 

Hell) = [Y' 11(.1)* - d)dF(d) + r= p(d - .1/ )dF(d) ./0 }y. 

= hy* - hll + (h + p)R(y*) (:3.1) 

where II is the mean of the demand distribution. and 

R(y) = f (d - y)dF(d) 

is called the right hand linear loss integral of F. 

Let <1> denute the standard nonna! distribution function (with mean 0 and variance 

1). Define the optimalnonnal fractile z- by 

<1>(z-) = p/(p + h). 

TIlen for aIl~' store i. 

aIlCl the total cost fUllction for store i acting alone. from (3.1). is 

(3.2) 

Furthermore, since the sum of Nonnal random variables is Normal, the total cost 

equation for N centralized stores is of the SaIne fonn. Let the meaIl aIld variance of 

the joint distribution be 

N 

It = LI-lj, 
i=l 

Assuming that p and h are the same for all stores and the central depot, the total 

cost equation is 

Hell) = [hz* + (h + p)R(z* )]0" (3.3) 
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cUlt! the optimal value .1/ for i1l\'entor~' is obtained from 

.\' .\' .\' 

.I}* = I>i +:;* L L (Tij. 
i=l i=lJ=l 

TIle nOll.nality of the joint distribution allows us to establish that the multiplier 

of t.he standard deviation in both the totally distributed and the centralized cost is 

the same, since it depends only on h. p and the fractile z". Let 

!{ = hz" + (h + p)R(z"). 

Note that tlns lllay not he true for general distributions. It must be established for the 

tnUlcated Normal distribution. and for arbitrary distributions it is false. \\·e a"isume 

that !\ is constant for the moment, to pursue the argument further. 

TIle total cost in the centralized case is then by Equation (3.3) 

He = !{cr. 

where cr is the standard deviation of the joint distribution. vYe lllay express the 

total cost to the company in the fully distributed case as the stun of the costs of the 

distributed stores: 
N N 

HD = LHi(yi) = !\L(Ti. 
i=1 i=l 

3.3 Matrix Representation 

Given that the distribution F can be specified by first and second moments. define 

the iV-vector of means .M and the N x N variance -covariance matrix V by: 

(3.-1 ) 
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(3 .. :» 

The matrix ,. is positivf' semidefinite and sYlllmetric. and .11 lies in the first 

orthant. The latter statement is dear because demand cannot be negatiw. l' is 

symmetric bpcause the off-diagonal elements are covariances. \vhich are S~'111111etric ill 

their indices. Positivf' semidefiniteness is a standard result in statistics. See Heal~' 

( 1986). for il1';t.ance. 

In what follows we make use of the Cholesky factorization of a positive semidefinite 

matrix (Healy. 1986). If F is in fact positive definite, then F has a mnque OlOlesk~' 

factorization into the product of a lower triangular matrix C and its tran<;pose. Let 

{ C 11 ::; i ::; X} be the ro\vs of tlns matrix. Observe that the vectors C have 

components Cij = 0 V j > i. 

If F is positive senndefurite but not positive definite, then rankCV) < S, and some 

of its rows are linearly dependent. In tlns case we can obtain a OlOlesky matrix C 

hy an algorithm wInch. when a zero element appears on the diagonal for some row i. 

indicating it is dependent on some of the previous ro\vs, sets all subsequent elements 

in cohulln i equal to zero. 

In the OlOlesky matrix. the eigenvalues of C are equal to the diagonal elements. 

since C is triangular. Furthennore. if F is positive defurite. all its eigenvalues are pos

itive: if v' is positive senridefurite. its eigenvalues are all nOlmegative; the dependent 

rows have diagonal element zero, and hence a zero eigenvalue corresponds. 

Denote by < ;r, y > the ilmer product of vectors x and y. Let Ilxll be the Euclidean 

nonn in lV-dimensional space of the vector :z:. 111en 

i 

crl =< C.Ci >= Lclj = IICi l1 2 (3.6) 
j=l 
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i ) 

(Tij =< C. Cj >= L L CikCjlll' (3.i) 
k=l m=l 

and in fact the elements of F can be represent.ed simply as 

F = [< C.Cj >]. 

TIUIS a yariance-covariance mat.rix ",. can be represent.ed a'S a set of inner products 

of yectors. the ro\vs of C. TIle yectors C. 1 ~ i ~ N complet.ely specify the matrix 

V. The nature of a quantity which depends on F. such as a cost. can be equally ,,'ell 

defined as a function of vectors in ~Y-space. t.he C. 

TIlese facts can be applied to om inventory centralization problem. For any 

distribut.ion for which K is constant we Illay "'Tite the total distributed costs as 

follows: 
;V 

HD = I..:L:O'j 
1=1 

;V N 

HD = KL:J< Ci.C > =I":LIICII. 
i=1 i=1 

The centralized cost can be written as 

Hc(F) = H(y*) = KO' 

N N 

=I": LL<Ci,Cj > 
i=lj=l 

N N-I N 

Hc(F) = I": LllCiW +2 L L < Ci,Cj >. 
i=1 i=1 j=i+l 

(3.8) 

Since the cOIllpany e)q)ects to save money by centralizing, the savings obtained is 

given by 

HD - Hc(F). 
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3.4 The Savings Function 

SincE' J\.- is a.<;slllllecl constant. without loss of generality one Ci:Ul aSSllllle it to he 

unity. TIlis practice "i.llnow he followed. One can define the sayings ftUlction a.<; it 

measure of the relative sayings obtained through centralization. Its domain consists 

of lower trianguli:U' matri.ces C which are Cholesky factorizations of (positiye semidef-

illite) Vi:Ui.i:UlCe-COVm1i:UlCe matr1ces 1,-. 

Definition 1 The savings jUllction 

N N N 
v(C) = HD - He = L:IICII- L:L:< Ci,Cj > 

i=l i=lj=l 

.v N N-1 N 

=L:IICII-
i=1 

L:IICiI12 +2 L: L: < e.C) > 
i=l z=l j=z+1 

TIlls clefulltion simply e:\.1)resses savings as the difference between the sti:Ulclalone 

cost 
.V N 

HD = L:Hi = L:O'i 
t=1 i=1 

i:Uld the centralized cost Hc(F). As long as the holding cost h i:UKl the shortage cost 

p are the same for every store or group of stores. J{ does not change for subsets of 

stores, and we may simplify our computations by assullring K = 1. TIle savings 

function does not depend 011 the vector of means, but only on the variance-covariance 

matrix, or its Cholesky factorization. 

~ow OIle c:an demonstrate the following facts: 



Fact 1 v(C) attaills its minimum 0 if and only if 

x .v .V 

LL<C.Cj >= LIICII. 
z=1 j=1 i=1 

Proof: From Definition 1 it is dear that u( C) = 0 if and only if the stUn.;; are 

equal. That /'( C) 2: 0 is a COI1<;equence of the Schwarz inequality for vectors in eUl 

S-climensional Euclidean space. For set 1'( C) = 0 in Definition 1 and square hoth 

sides. The Schwarz inequalit~· for all i =I j is 

1< e.Cj > I ~ IICIIIICjll: 

and the tenl15 in IICI1 2 appear on both sides. 

TIns can also be seen by obsen1.ng that the eAlJression for v( C) in Definition 1 is 

the excess of the sum of the lengths of the sides of a parallelepipedon in Euclidean S

space over the length of the principal diagonal; in other words, the triangle inequality. 

I 

Tins fact is equivalent to Eppen's (1979) theorem that HD 2: HcCV), for the case 

of jointly nonnally clistributed demands. 

Fact 2: If the N dcmands are all pfTfectly positively correlated random variable,>, 

then v( C) = 0, and there is no saving from consolidation of demand. In this casc. 

the vectors {C : 1 ~ i ~ N} arc collinear. 

Proof: Note that the correlation coefficient of demands i and j is given by 

Pij = (Jij/(Ji(Jj =< C. Cj > /IICiIIIICjll· 

Since each Pij = 1, V i =I j. < C. Cj > = II C IIII Cj II. SO 
.v N N N 

LL < e.cj > = LLllCllllCjl1 
z=1 )=1 i=1 j=1 



s 
= (IJICII)2. 

i=l 

Fact 3 If the demands arc allllnco,.,.rlated. thell dC) > 0, and 

N N 

v(C) = LIICII- LIICjW. (3.9) 
i=l j=l 

Proof: If demands are uncorrelatecl, V i i= j. Pij = O. The inner product < 

Ci . Cj > = O. so that each pair of vectors C. Cj.i i= j is orthogonal. TIle cross 

product tenn in the SUln for 1'( C) disappears. TIle triangle inequality in EuclidecUl 

~Y-space then implies thatp( C) > O. 

\\1len the variables are UllCOlTelated. for the matrix C all off-diagonal elements 

are zero. 

A.ny variance-covariance matrix \/ has a principal components factorization into 

Q LLT QT. where L is a diagonal matrix. TIle diagonal elements are the square roots of 

the eigenvalues /\ of matrix V; Lii = JA;. Q is the matrix of orthononnal eigenvectors 

corresponding to the eigenvalues of V. But the rows of V were already orthogonal. 

so that Q = I. the identity matrix. Since the Cholesky factorization of II is simply 

L, the savings can be e::oq)ressecl as a function of the eigenvalues of F. 

(.3.10) 

~ ow we retUl1l to the general case of a 1/ in which some or all the rows are 

correlated. Define w( C) by 

N-J ,v 
w(C) =2 L L <C,Cj >. 

i=I j=i+I 
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:\ote that Lc(C) ~ - 2:;~! < C.C > = - 2:;~! err. since er2 ~ O. TIils leads to the 

obyious 

Fact 4: An uppu bound on the ealue of vee) is v(C) = 2:i~111CII = H D, and it 

i" 8ati8jied i;l and only if 

S :V 

li'(C) = - L < C.C > = - LIICI1 2
. 

~1 i=! 

Proof: ObviolL'; from the defuiltions. 

:vla'Ximal savings from centralization occurs when the sum of all the covariances 

of demands of the st.ores exactly offsets the S1.U11 of the yariances of demands of the 

individual stores. In order to achieve larger overall savings. the stores must stagg;er 

their demands so that quite a few demands are negatively correlated. TIm'> the 

companis goal should be to induce the stores to correlate more negatively. In fact. 

we will see in an example that one can obtain ma'Ximal savings among three stores 

with identical variance of demand by getting each pair of stores to correlate with 

p = -0.5. ::;ote that a ma'Ximal sa,ings would imply an e:~q)ected inventory position 

of zero at the end of the period. with no excess and no backorders, hence no cost! 

Fact 5: The bound HD cannot be attained for any positive dejjnite F of full !'a Ill.:. 

but there are positive semidefinite F for which it is attained. 

Proof: Viewed as a fllllction of w, Hc(V) is concave, and so v{ C) is conve.x in w 

and may take values in the interval [0, HD]' Given the values eri, from Defuiltion 1 it. 

is clear that. v{ C) is ma'Ximizecl when 

N N 

LL<Ci,Cj > 
i=! j=l 
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is as Sllk1l1 as possible. since square root is a monotonic function. Thus the ma....innull 

ocems for ((' as small as possible. 

TIle Schwartz inequality. 

I <C,Cj > I:S; IICllllCjl1 

holds in all Lp spaces, and ,vhen distance is defined by p = 2, as in Euclidean S-space 

where the vectors C reside, equality holds if and only if C and Cj are collinear. .-\11 

elegant proof of this fact appears in Riesz and Sz.-Nagy (1955). Denote by w the SlUll 
;v -1 1\' 

I: I: IICIIIICjll· 
1=1 j=i+1 

Then 
N"':1 .v 

w(C) = 2 L I: < C,Cj >E [-2m. 2m]. 
i=1 j=i+1 

Furthemlore, the largest value of u(C) ,vill be obtained when some nonempty set of 

the inner products is negative, sow(C) ,vill be as close as possible to -2u'. 

If 1" is of full rank. the C are linearly independent. Hence the Schwarz inequality 

implies that -2w cannot be attained by w, and the bound HD caIlnot be reached. 

A trivial example in \vhich the bound is attained is the degenerate positive semidef

inite case in which one pair of variables. say 1,2, with equal variance (J" is negatively 

correlated with P12 = -1. while all others have variance and covariances zero. Here 

and 

HD = 20' = v(C) = 20' - J20'2 +w. 

A Basic Exanlple, to be displayed later, includes a case where the bound is attained 

for three noncoUinear vectors. 
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3.5 Permutation Matrices 

COllchL'iiolL'; (h'a\\11 about the optimal savings from centralization when dem<UH L<; 

have variance-covariance mat.rix F should not. depend upon the order ill which \W' 

place stores into the matrix. The Cholesky factor C, however, is dependent OIl t.he 

order in which the rows are considered. Therefore a discussion of row and column 

penllutations and their effects is nmv present.ed. 

A penllutat.ion matrix P is a 0-1 matrix in 'which each row and each coltUllll 

contain exactly one 1. It is easy t.o see that det(P) = 1. and thus has an inverse: am1 

that p-I = pT. If F is a matrix. then 

~v = Pl-pT 

is the mat.rix obt.ained from F by pemruting the rows and coluIlll1" of '-. Prelllu1ti

plying by P penllutes the rows. and postmultiplying by pT penllut.es t.he coltulll!..';. 

The resulting mat.Ii'\: ~V represents exactly the same set of demand pattenl'> as dues 

F, but it.s Cholesky factorization, the lower triangular mat.rix D, is not the same. 

::\ow 

but t.he matrix PC is not lower triangular; hence it is not. D. However. we can COlll

put.e D directly from PC by the follO\villg algoritlml. 

Algorithm P 

Input: matrix A = [aij] = PC, where C is a 1mver triangular mat.rix. the Ch01esky 



factor of 1". (Ulel P is a pennutatioll of the variables. 

Output: matrix D = [Dij]. where D is the Cholesky factorizatioll of Tr = PF pT. 

AlL'\ilicu·~' Vcu"iahles: 

A.i : 1 :::; i :::; S. the rows of A .. 

temp: a temporcuy realllUld)er. 

tempr: culOther temporary real llUlnber. 

Step 1. Set r = 0: 

Go to Step 2. 

Step 2. Set r = r+ 1: 

If (r = ~y + 1) then HALT: 

Else goto Step 3: 

Step 3. Set i = 1: Set temp = 0: Set tempr = 0: 
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\\ 1rile ( i ~ .Y ) { 

If (i < ,. ) then { 

Set Dr; = « Ar • Ai > -temp)/ Dii : 

Set temp = temp + DriDi+l. i : 

Set tempI' = tempI' + IY,.i: } 

Else if (i = ,.) then { 

Set Dri = J < A,. .. ::1z > - tempr: } 

Else { 

Set Dri = 0: } 

Set i = i + 1: 

Go to Step 2: 

10 

TIle follo\\i.llg theorem is useful in studying the symmetry of the centralization 

problem. As a result, the matrix D = P(PC) is seen to be the Cholesky factorization 

of ~v. 

Theorem 1 Algorithm P preserves inner products of rows. 

Proof: One simply observes the construction of Algorithm P. It must be shown 

that Vi V j. < C. Cj > = < Di • Dj >. But the algoritlml constructs the elements 

of D so that tllls occurs. 

Other analyses of tIris problem consider only the comparison of centralized costs 

with fully distributed costs. However. we will be interested not only in the standalone 
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costs of illlliYidual stores. but in the sayings a smaller gToup of stores can obtain h~' 

centralizing only thelll';elves. and leaving others out. Henc(:> we must haw a method 

for describing clistributions of subsets of the original set [- of X stores. 

::'\ow such a method ,,,ill be presented. Let 5 c U consist of fewer stores: define 

5c to be the complement of 5 in C Let JI represent the set of all .Y x .Y positiw· 

semidefinite matrices (variance-covariance matrices). 

Fact 6: The ('arianCC-COLlariance matr/.r V of the subset 5 c F can be reprf:;rT,ffd 

in .II by ::e roing in F each row and colum n wh08e index appears in 5c . 

Proof: Let 5 (F) : V - V( 5) lIlap the variance-covariance matrix of F to F( 5) E .II 

by zeroing the rows and colulllns in 5 c. Let S(C) : C ---. C(5) lllap the OlOlesk~' 

factorization of 1: into the OlOlesk~r factor C(5) of ·V(S). which is also in .II. 

To show the equivalence. apply 5 to F, obtaining F(5). Pellllute the rows awl 

COhllllllS of V(5) to obtain ~F(5) = PV(S)PT. which has all the zero rows emd 

cohullns. whose inclices are in 5c• at the end. Now it is clear that the principal 

151 x 151 submatrix of vV( 5) is identical to the variance-covariance matrix H7 of the 

set 5 of stores considered alone. It can be placed into the original order by applying 

the inverse pI of permutation P restricted to the first I SI rows and colunms to lY to 

get p~V(p)T. Oearly the transfoIDlation applied to the OlOlesky factor C can be 

obtained by Algorithm P. I 

:\"ow we can clevelop alIT main focus, the model as a cooperative game, and present 

the main results of this chapter. 



3.6 The Centralization Game 

-,) ,-

The problf'lll of allocation of the costs or benefits of the centralization of inyentOlY 

management for our stores now can be framed a'5 a cooperative gruue, A..fter spelling 

out the cost ruid benefit grunes. the question of allocating the benefits or costs in a 

fair lllrumer ",ill be adch'essed. 

In the centralization grulle for X stores fonuing a set U the total savings to he 

allocated ru'f' given b~' d C) from Definition 1. \vhere C. the Ololesky factor of ". 

specifies the yarirulce-covarirulCe matrix of the stores. Note that the cost gruue llla~' 

be specified by the cOlTesponding cost function C( C) = He( l"l v\ 1ule this notation 

lLSes the customary C for both cost flIDction ruld OlOlesky matrix. there should he no 

confusion. The cOI1'espoucling valuation ruld cost for any subset 5 c [' me obtainf'd 

by taking the ~V x N matrix obtained by applying Fact 6 above. 

The cost ruld benefit grunes so derived me strategically equivalent, Slllce U IS 

given by struldalone cost less joint cost. An ~Y-clilllensional cost allocation vector (1 

or a benefit allocation vector .r can be evaluated \\lith respect to desirable faimess 

properties, For this gruue one \\~shes to find allocation methods that at a milUlllllm 

have the property of being in core. provided core exists. But at this point \ve do not 

know rulytlung about the existence of a core for the grune. Here these properties ",ill 

be developed. 

Seven properties of allocationlllethocls were defined in (Young, 1985). TIle Effi

ciency Property requires that all the savings be allocated. The No Kickbacks property 

\\ill be satisfied if we do not allow negative allocations; that is, if stores lllay not be 

required to make subsidy payments to the till in order to join up. 



Individual Rationality is guaranteed b~· the following observation. 

Fact 7: U"\' ha.'> a .-;ingle dunand with a non:;ero cal'ianCf. and the balanl't of tIlt 

ll1atri.r is :;(1"0. then dC) = o. 

Proof: Let i he the single nonzero demand variable. 111en 

c = (0.0 ..... (Jii, . .. ~ 0). 

all other Cr = (0 ..... 0), and demand i is perfectly correlated 'with itself. Hence 

using Fact 2. v( C) = o. But such a V con'esponcls by Fact 6 to a singleton subset 

5 = {i} c r-. TI1US Efficiellc~' and ~o Kickbacks imply Indiyidual Rationality fur 

tllis class of games. 

TIle property of SYlllmetry is guaranteed by the follo\ving fact. 

Fact 8: Thf uahu of the saring8 JUI/etion i8 unaffected by a permutation of tllf 

store8 in the vaT'ianCf-('Ovariall(,f matri.r. 

Proof: /'( C) is defined in tenns of inner products of rows of C, including n011115 and 

squarednonns of rows of C (wllich are also functiOl15 of inner products). Suppose 

the stores are penlluted by matrix P, and the resulting OlOlesky factor is D. 111en 

TIleorem 1 above implies that v(D) = v(C). 

3.7 Uncorrelated Variable Demands 

x ow the special case in \vllich all demands are uncorrelated is treated. TIle prin

cipal result is that tllis t)1)e of centralization benefit game is convex; hence b~r a 
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tllPorem of Sllaple~' (1971) fur t h.is subda.<;s core is nonempty. Recalling SOllle defini

tions. a benefit game is said to be convex if for any two subsets S. T c [- the following 

idelltit~· llOltlc..;: 

1'(S) + I'(T) ::; /,(S u T) + U(S n T). (3.11) 

As Shaple~' (1971) points out. when [: is finite. this identity is equ..iYalent to: 

Fact 9 Vi E U. VSc Tc [-\ {i}, 

u(Su {i}) - v(S) ::; v(Tu {ill - v(T) (3.12) 

A benefit game is srud to be strictly convex if it is convex. and if strict inequality 

holds in Equation (3.11) whenever S. T. S n T. S u T are all distinct. Let u be the 

objective flUlctioll for the centralization benefit game for a set of }.; players. in which 

the variable demands are unconelated. 111en u is given by Equation (3.10) as a result 

of Fact 3. 

Theorem 2 For a .set of uncorrelated demand.s. the centrali::ation game i8 strictly 

convex. 

Proof: For completely unconelated demancls. V is diagonal, and their variances. 

the diagonal elements. are the eigenvalues ,\. The Cholesky factorization is simply 

the diagonal matrix \vi.th the square roots of the eigenvalues 011 the diagonal. Some 

of the eigenvalues could be zero. if the matrix V is positive semidefinite. 

We \\i.ll show that Fact 9 above is true. Let i and the sets 5 eTc [; \ {i} be 

given. Denote Sui by S' and T U i by T'; then 
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Since 5 c T, and the eigenvalues are all nonnegative. 

::\o\V the function f(.r) = Vi - J.l' - k is strictly decreasing in .r for .r > k > O. 

since f' < O. and f" > O. So 

TIns proves 

;>:. - j"L '\ + !"L A} s: ;>:. - j"L Aj + j"L ,I;-
jE5' V JE5 JET' JET 

which establishes conve.xity. 

For strict convexity, observe that by sinnlar calculation, the conve.xity condition 

IS 

j"L '\; + "L Aj s: fAj + j"L Aj. 
jESuT jE5nT jE5 JET 

Equality can hold only if S uTe S, S uTe T or one of S, T is empty. If the sets 

S. T, S u T, 5 n T are all different. then none of these can be true. 

An alternate proof can be obtained from the theory of cooperative games convex 

inlllea'iure. For a general discussion of tlns class of games. see AUIll.alll and Shapley 

(1974). 

Now some remarks on the geometry of the core are included. 
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Definition 3: A co/'( conft'.qllralioll for a benefit ganu is a sd of halfspan ,..; II,.,· : 

5 c C ill the 8paCf of allocation8 ,r E R S .'jrlch that V ,r E hs, 

L·ti 2: 1'(5). 
IES 

These halfspaces in RJ\' are bounded by h~velvlcUles. The core of the gruut' is the 

intersection of all these halfspaces. 

Definition 4: A cOl'e configuration is regular if and only if 

1.11,:\'1=0. 

,) V S.T cU. 

hs n hT c hsuT n hSnT. 

Definition 5 A co/'e configuration i8 strictly regular if and only if 

hs U hT 1= 0 <==> 5 c T or T C S. 

Strict regularity implies regularity, and regularity is equivalent to the condition that 

for each .r E R;v. the family of subsets of U whose half-spaces contain 1: is closed 

under union and intersection. 

Shapley (1911) shows that if the core configuration of a benefit grune is strictly 

regular. then the core is nonempty, and of dimension N - 1 in the space of allocation" 

,r ERN. Furthennore. each of its 2N - 2 faces is of dimension.!.V - 2. 

Shapley also proves that a benefit grune is strictly convex if and only if its core 

configuration is strictly regular. In this case, the core polyhedron is complete; nOlle 

of its faces degenerates to a point. 
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\Ye call get an idea of the ('om;traints the core pol~'he(h'oll places 011 a bpnefit 

allocation schemE' in the case of lUlcolTelated demands. 

Let [,- be the set of .Y stores. Let 5 c [,- be a subset of carclillalit~" lSI = k. 

If \" is the variance-covariance matrix. and C its Cholesk~" matrix. we will lL';p the 

notation d S) for the benefit achieved by the coalition S without the membf'IS of the 

complement U \ S. \\-1lile we defined 11 on the Cholesky matrix of the subset. for a 

gi.ven matrix 17 no confusion can arise. 

Suppose no'" that a benefit allocation J.' = (Xl, .... :rN) is in core. The core 

inequalities 

I'(S) ~ L·ft 
IES 

c(SC) ~ L Xt 
lEse 

together ,vith efficien0' imply that for every S 

v(S) ~ L.L't ~ u([') - v(5C
). (3.13) 

IES 

is a necessal'y bOlUlCling conclition for the allocation x to be in core, There me 

.Y! j k! (.Y - /.,)! such conclitiollS, 

Oloose ally single store i. Then there are (N - I)! j (k - I)! (.:.V - k + I)! coalitions 

containing i. and (N + l)(N -/'~)(N - l)!j(k - l)!(N - k + I)! not controlling i, Let 

5' = 5 \ {i}: then 

v(5') ~ L ;ft ~ v(U) - v(5'C), 
tES' 

alld 

u(5C
) ~ L Xt ~ v( U) - v(5), 

tEse 

Adding these two equations. 
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:\"ow for conyex games. such as the centralization games with uncoITelated demands. 

the lower bound does not limit .fl • For u( {i}) = O. "Uld subtracting it from the If'ft 

hand side of Equation (3.14) ~i.elcls the convexity identity. But .l'i 2: O. and the 100w'r 

bound is always nonpositive. in fact negative for a strictly conyex game such as the 

lUlcOlTelated centralization games. 

The upper bOlllld can be easily computed for these games. v"riting it in tenll'; of 

the eigenYalues of V. 

-(L 1\ - IL ,\d: 
tES' V tE5' 

so that the bound provided byi and 5 is 

Its positivity is due to the triangle inequality. For consider a rectangular solid 

in Euclidean N-space whose sides are the vectors /fiej where fj is a unit vector 

representing the demand distribution of the j-th store. Since the dem.anc1s are all 

uncorrelated, the vectors are mutually orthogonal. Then U B( i, 5) is the sum of the 

diagonals of three mutually orthogonal subspaces, less the diagonal of the entire solid. 

Now it is easy to find minS:iEs [JB(i. 5) for stores with llllcorrelated demanc1s. For 

this is equivalent to minimizing 

(3.15) 

But the minillllUll of the concave function f(y) = JY - J.M - y over the interval 

y E [0, M] must occur at an eA-treme, y = 0 or y = .lvI. The smallest value of (3.15) 

on the finite set of eigenvalues requires letting one set, say 5' consist of the smaller 
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of (1) the smallest eigenvalue not \. or (~) the sum of all eigem'alues except i lpss 

tllf' smallest eigenvalue. So choosing 5 so that 5' contains exactly one store .s' with 

will minimize C B. For the stures. JI = LIE[' /\t - \. Altematively. s' could be plact'd 

ill 5 c • and the remainder ill 5'. Thus LUBj , the least upper bound for.l'l is obtaillP(l 

by selecting a pcu'ticular singleton set for 5', culdlooking for the bound is made ea'iier 

in the case of convex gCUl1es. since only .V - 1 choices of 5' cu'e possible. 

In fact it CCUl be shmm that for 5 C T.5 i= T "i.th i E 5 . CB(i. 5) ~ CB(i. T). 

TIns property is referred to by Shapley (1971). and was originally shmm in the cOllte.'(t 

of polymatroicls by Echnollcls (1970). 

As an example. let the variances of the Ullcorrelated stores be 1. 4 .. 25. TIlese cu'p 

the eigenvalues of v". For three stores. the upper boUllcls obtained ru:e the same for 

all stores. For four or more stores, however, the upper boUllcls may be different. TIle 

follmvi.ng table SUlllllk1rizes the upper bounds for tlns excullple. 

l 1 2 3 

/\ 1 4 .2·5 

M 4.25 1.25 ·5 

5' {3} {3} {I} 

5c {2} {l} {2} 

LUBj 1.2087 = 5.25 - J5.25 = 1.2087 

Certain allocations are always in the core if the core is not empty; the Shapley 

value, whlch allocates to store i is the average over all subsets containing i of the 

marginal benefit of including i in that subset; and the Nucleolus, which is the Ulnqne 



allocation that ma..-TImizes the mininll1m benefit obtained by CUl~r subset 5 of t hp 

stores. 

3.8 Monotonicity and Kernel 

If [" is composed of stores with unconelateel rculelom demculCls. then the gculle is 

monotonic Jwcamw it is com"ex. a fact ShO"11 earlier. CUlel by Sllaple~" (19il) .. -\.noth{-'l' 

proof is presenteel: then the kemel is introduced. vVe show that the kemel CUlL! 

nucleolus are identical for this class of game. 

Recall that a cooperative game is monotonic if and only if it is strategicall~' equiy

alent to a zero- monotonic gcune. To show the monotonicity of the centralization 

gculle. it suffices to show that the benefit gcune is monotonic, for it is defined so that 

u( {i}) = 0 for each player i. 

Theorem 3: For llTlcorrelated random variables in the cenlrali::ation game. benefit8 

arf ::ero-Tllollotonic. 

Proof: Let 5 c T. Then 

v( C(T)) - v( C( S)) = L: .;>:. + JL: ~\ -Jp,;, 
iET\S iES lET 

which is nonnegative by repeated application of the triangle inequality. We 11my u",e 

the triangle inequality because the subspace of RN spanned by C, i E 5 is orthogonal 

to the subspace spculIled by Ci . i E T \ S. Zero-monotonicity follows from Property 

3. 

Now introduce the concept of the kernel of a cooperative gcul1e. 
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Definition 6 Thf lIIa.l'imll17l f.l'efS8 of playel' k against playel' 171 ill a co..;;t gnllit 

is dc.!i 11 ed as 

Definition 7: The kel'nel of a game is the set of allocation::; 8uch that fol' all pllil'S 

of pfayus k. In either the ma.rimllln exCf::;S of k against m is lf88 thall 01' equal to tIlt 

ma.l'imllm e.rcess of Tn again,';! k. or :rm =u(C( {m} )). 

Fact 10 : (Maschler, Peleg, and Shapley, 1972) FoT' zero-monotonic gal11f.~. 

the "'emel is the same as the nucleolus. Hence for centralization games. thE kel'l1f! 

and l/ucleollls are identicalwheTl the game i." zero-monotonic. 

Proof: Since the centralization benefit gmue with uncolTelatecl demands is zero

monotol1ic. its kemel is its nucleolus. 

3.9 Three Player Centralization Games 

For Eppen's model, when the demands are noml.ally distributed mId uncolTelated. 

it is al\vays desireable to centralize, as was shown in Fact 1. Chen mId Lin (1989) have 

ShO\\11 the same for the more general situation in which the demands are distributed in 

a general fashion but still UlICOlTelated. However in practice, delI1a.I1ds \vill nonnally 

be cOlTelated in some fashion. The question we examine here is whether it is still tme 

that the benefits of centralization, if positive, eml be shared fairly a.I11ong the stores'? 

The smallest nontrivial centralization gmue has three players. In tlns and the 

following sections \ve mlalyze the model \vith three stores \vith nonnally-distributed 

cOlTelated demands as a cooperative groue. 
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Some properties of cooperative games are related in the following theorem. \YlH-'n~ 

a double' <-UTO,," denotes lugical implication. TIus chain of properties is successi\'el~' 

less restrictive on thp vari<-Ulce-rovari<-Ulce matrix: of the model. 

Theorem 4: The following implications hold for the cost and bellefit gallic:; nlatt d 

by defining benefit to be 8tandalone c08t le.,8 joint cost 

cost game benefit game 

8uperadditiue 

concave .;::;. convex (3.16) 

subadditive 

monotonic .;::;. monotonic 

Proof: Equivalence for the t\VO fonus of monotonicity follows from the definition 

of monotonicity for cost and benefit games. Shmving the equivalence of cost game 

concavity <-Uld benefit ganle convexity also follows directly from the definitions of 

ftu1ctioIlS U <-Uld C <-Uld the obvious fact that 

TIle last fact is that superadclitivity of the benefit game implies convexity of the 

cost grone, but not conversely. Superadditivity means 

v S. T v(S) + v(T) ~v(S u T). 
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B~o definition. 

LC +)'C - C(S) - C(T) 2 L Cu - C(Su T). 
8E.':; fef lLEsuT 

so that 

C(S) +C(T) 2 C(Su T) + L CU " 

wE5nT 

where the Ct' are the standalone costs. Cll' = Hwo Since LWE5nTCt' 2 C(Sn T). the 

implication follows: but the converse cannot be true if u( S n T) > 0 for some subsets 

S.T. 

The last statement of the proof also demonstrates the follmving. 

Fact 11: If therf are only three players, then superadditivity is eqll/palent to ("011-

L'f,rity: that i8, convexity implies 8uperadditlvity. 

Proof: For three-player garnes. the intersection of nonoverlapping sets is either 

empty or a singleton. For each t:n)e u(S) = O. Hence the converse is al\\O~VS true. 

The distinctions made in the theorem are not trivial. Monotonicity tell., noth

ing about existence of a core; Convexity assures its existence: but subadditivity is 

only a necessary condition. It is important for choosing an allocation plan to knO\v 

whether core allocations exist. vVe will derive conditions on the variance-covari.ance 

matrix that categorize it, and sho\" that games exist with cores from a point to full 

dimensional. 

First we develop notation for the variarlce-covariance matrix. TIlen we consider 

the categories in turn from least to most restrictive. A manager of a three-store 

centralized inventory system carl, upon determining the variances and covariarlces of 

the demands of the stores~ decide which category the resulting game falls into. 



TIle centralizationlllodel will be treated as a cost galne or benefit gallle. Despite 

their strategic equivalence. the two galnes do not behave the same with regal'd to all 

allocation methucL<;. Covaliallt lllethocL<; (Young. 19S.j) Call be intervreted in eitllPr 

fonn: but mall}" methods cOllllllonly used by accountallts. such as allocation h~' <le

nlallCl. or allocation b~r nlal'ginal cost. do not have this property. TIle cost of a set of 

players joining together to order is given by 

Hc(S) = as, 

where 5 c C is a set. alld as denotes the standard deviation of the joint distribution 

of the players in S. Recall that this fonn applies because we assume that lmit holding 

cost h allCl unit penalty cost p al'e the Salne for all coalitions of stores. so that the 

factor 

I\ = [hz" + (h + p)R(z")]. 

which depends on h alld P only. may be set to unity. 

The stalldal'd deviation of subset 5 is given by the fonnula for the length in I [l 

dimensional space of the sum of vectors repr~senting the members of 5: each with 

length equal to its stallClard deviation allel such that the allgles between it alld each 

of the others are given by the arc-cosines (taken for uniqueness in the rallge [0. Tt]) of 

its correlation coefficients. 

as= L ar+ 2L L ajajcos(i,j) (3.17) 
iES iES jES\i 

Henceforth lUI = .v = 3. \Vithout loss of generality, we consider that varialICeS 

have been nonnalized so that the first store has variance 1, the second has variance 

some multiple a2 of the first. alld the third has a variance another multiple b2 of the 

first. Define the angles 0:.;3,,' to parametrize the correlation between the demands: 

their cosines are in fact the correlation coefficients. 



The yariance-covariatlCf' matrix of such a distribution is glyen b:v 

1 a ros Q 

1·=1·((l.b.n·.-J.~I) = ,) 

Cl cos Cl a-

beos d ([bcos r 

A OlOlesky factorization of this matrix is glVeJ.l by 

1 o 
c= acoso a sma 

o 
o 

b cos .3 

abcos ~I 

b'2 

b cos 0 sin 0 b sin 0 sin (JJ b cos 0 

(:3.18) 

(3.19) 

Each row of the matrix is a Cartesian vector representing a point in Euclidean 

3-space. TIle coordinate system of the space has been chosen so that the first store 

is represented by a vector along the .r-a...a.s. TIle vector for the second store lies in 

the .ry-plane. so that its z-coordinate is zero. and it makes an angle 0' ,vith the first 

vector. :-Jote that 0' is taken to lie in the ratlge [0. iT]. so that the negative .IJ half

space is not relevant. TIle angles O. (JJ represent the polar coordinates of the yerror 

representing store 3, ,vhose length is b. Similarly, Q E [0. iT /2] for polar coordinates. 

and 0 E [0. 2 iT] is atl angle in the .ry platle. the plane fonned by the vectors for stores 

1 atld 2. 

vVe now e::-"'''Press the variance-covariance matrix as the product cer of the Cholesky 

matrix and its transpose. Let 

cos ,3 = cos 0 sin ¢, (3.20) 

atld 

cos r = cos(O - 0') sin 9 = cos(O' - 0) sin(JJ. (3.21) 

Then using the identity 

cos(8 - 0') = cos 0 cos 0' + sinO sinO' 
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an alternate fonn of the matrix: F is 

1 (L cos 0: b cos () sin (J) 

a ('as () ab cos( (j - 0:) sin () (3.22) 

b cos () sin 0 ab cos( (j - 0:) sin CD b2 

Given such a variance-covariance matrix: one can detennine the necessary polar 

angles (). (,') by the following fonnulas. obtained by solving (17) and (18) simultane-

ously: 
cos I' 

tane = . - tano:: 
cos 3 SIll 0: ' 

. cos:3 
S1ll0=--' . 

cose 

'3 ')')) \ •• _oJ 

(3.24) 

Conversely, these equations allow detennination of the correlation coefficients cor

responding to any set of three vectors in 3-space. \Ve simply transfoffil the coordinates 

of the vectors as ahove. 

~o\v Olle asks the following series of questions: what constraints on a. b and the 

three angles 0:, d, ~I, or on the three vectors. apply so that the cost game ([,~. C) defined 

by [,~ = {1, 2. 3} and VS c U. C(S) = as is in tum 

1. a legitimate, well defined game of this class; 

., a monotonic grune; 

3. a subadditive cost grune; 

4. a concave cost grune (convex: benefit grune); This is equivalent to a superadclitive 

benefit grune. 

5. a strictly conve.\: grune. 
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One rould equall~' well statE> the rOllstraints in tenllS of 0.. e. 0: but since the 

cOlTdation coefficiE>nts are mea.<;ureable <md easil~' understood the results will be ill 

tenllS of these cosines. The following lemma is helpful. 

Lemma 2: The figfllvaiue8 ofC are 1. asino:,bcoso. and are IllllIOllllf!llltir'!. 

The eigellvalues ofF are 1. a2 sin2 o:. and b2 cos2
(J). 

Proof: The diagonal elements of a triangular matrix are its eigenvalues. The matrix 

C is given in Equation (16). ([sino: > a because C\' E [O.Tt]. cOS(J) > 0 becalL';e 

o E [0. Tt /2] by the choice of coordinate system. The diagonal elements of the OlOlesky 

factorization of F are the square roots of the eigenvalues of 'V, since V = eCT. 

3.10 Legitimacy of Centralization Games 

The variance-covariance matrix of a set of jointly nonnally distributed random 

variables lllust be synmletric and positive semidefinite. (See Healy. 1986.) Since we 

discuss a class of games defined by such a joint distribution, we lllay use this fact to 

define the class of ganles. 

Definition 8: Let U be a set of 8tore8. and l' a square matrix of si::e [U[ x [C[. 

Then 1/ defines a centrali::ation game for the set [J if and only if F is .5ymmetric Ilnd 

positive semidefinife. The game is denoted by (U, v) where v is its savings function. 

gi veil in Definition 1 by v( C). where C is the Cholesky factori::ation of V. 

Now in Lemma 2 we state a simple test for legitimacy in the case of three-person 

garnes. 
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Lenuna 3: Three correlation coefficient.<; deji/lf a legitimatf variaIICt-COL'ariIlIlCt 

matri.r if and only if cos 0 2: O. whuf () and 0 arc obtained by solving Equiltion" 

(.J.:l.J) and 0.:24). 

Proof: By Lemma 1. the eigenvalues of C are 1. a sin n. and b cos o. Sincp (\ E [0. iT]. 

sin Cl 2: O. Since b 2: O. the third eigenvalue is nonnegative if and only if cos 0 2: O. 

But 0 E [0. 'iT /2], because it is a polar coordinate in the upper half space, so its cosine 

must be nonnegative. I 

3.11 Monotonicity 

In this section we show that all legitimate centralization games ([-.1') are mono

tonic. ';Y-e \vi.11 work \vi.th the cost game version, since monotonicity of the cost game 

is equivalent to monotonicity of the benefit game. See Theorem 4. 

Recall that a cost gmne is monotonic if mId only if 

VS eTc ['-. C(S) + L C 2: C(T). 
iET\S 

TIns means that the cost of each subset T must not exceed the cost of some subcoali-

tion 5 working together plus the standalone costs of those members of T wInch are 

not in the coalition. 

Theorem 5 : (Monotonicity) Every game (U, v) with variance-covariance mat,.i.l· 

l- i8 monotonic. The related cost game is also monotonic. 

Proof: First obtain the Cholesky factorization of ll, and call it C. The rows of C 

are vectors in Euclideml space, in a coordinate system chosen as in the last section. 
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The~' are the edges of a pal'allelepipedon. Let 5 be a subset of C. TIlen h~' Equation 

(8) the cost of subset 5 is giwn b~' the length of the stun of the vectors in S. the 

principal (liagonal of the pal'allelepipedon. 

Xow it is easy to see that the monotonicity propert~' is equivalent to the truth of 

the triangle inequali~r. For 5 c T. let A. represent the vector stun of the memhprs 

of S. and let B represent the vector sum of the members of T \ S. TIle tricmgle 

inequality calls for 

IIAII + IIBII ::: IIA+BII· 

But another application of the triangle inequalit~, (or observing that Fact 1 holds) 

shows 

IIBII::; L IICiII, 
IET\S 

since B is the principal diagonal of the solid whose edges are spanned by the vectors 

C for members i of T \ S. the rows of the 0101esky matrix. Thus 

11.-111+ L C~IIA+BII· 
IET\S 

A corollary to tIns result is that all centralization games have their kemel equal 

to the nucleolus. 

3.12 Subadditivity of Cost Game 

The requirement for subadditivity of the cost game imposes additional conditions 

on the matrix 1/. Actually for a three-player game, only three additional conditions 
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are imposed. TIns is becau.'ie the subaciclitiyity conclitioll 

C(S) +C(T) 2: C(Su T) 

for all S. T c [: is alread~· met ill om game for the cases ill wInch the subsets 5 

and Tare clisjoint. TIns result is due to the triangle inequality, and follows from till-' 

:"IonotOIncity Theorem. 

In each case we are looking at the lengths of one edge of a parallelepipedon and 

the (liagonal of the other two edges. TIle vector sum of the three edges is the \"ector 

representing the grand coalition. Since two sides of a triangle sum to larger than the 

tlnrd side. om claim is true. 

TIle adclitional three cases involve stuns of t\vo-element subsets. Let X. A. B de

note the three vectors representing the three stores: XA.. X B, AB represent the yp("

tors corresponcling to the two-store subsets: and XAB denotes the vector for the 

combination of all three stores. TIlen 

IIX.-1W = IIX +A·11 2 = IIXI1 2+IIAI1 2+21IXIIII.-1llcosO;, 

IIXBI12 = IIX +B112 = IIXl1 2 + IIBI12 +21IXIIIIBllcos,J. 

IIABI12 = IIA. + BW = 11.-1112 + IIBW + 211.-1IIIIBII cOS-I: 

IIXABI12 = IIX +A+BI1 2 

= IIXI1 2 + IIAI12 + IIBI12 + 211XIIII.-111 coso; + 211XIIIIBII cos;3 + 211AIIIIBII cos-,. 

Consider for eXanlple the inequality 

(IIXBII + II.-1BII)2 -IIXABI12 2: 0, 

one of the three requirements for subadclitivity, which e:x-pands to 

IIXBI1 2 + I 1.-1BI 12 +21IXBIIIIABII-IIXA.BI12 2: O. 



Reducing with the aboye definitions gives 

IIBII:! + 21IXBIIIIABII- 211XIIIIAII coso ~ o. 

:md similarly. for the other two inequalities. 

IIAW + 21IXAIIIIABII- 211XIIIIBII cos.3 ~ O. 

and 

IIXI1 2 +21IXBIIIIXAII- 211AIIIIBII cos, ~ O. 

~o,,' the three conditions for the subadclitivity region can be written as follows: 

IIBW IIXBIIIIABIl 
cos Q ::; 211XII 11.-111 + II XII II All 

'< IIAW IIABI! IIXAII 
cos 3 - 211XIIIIBil + IIXIIIIBIl 

< IIXII 2 IIXBIIIIXAIl 
cos, - 211AIIIIBil + IIBIlIiAIl 

:\ow without loss of generality choose IIXII = L IIAII = G, and IIBII = b: then 

altemate fonns are 

coso: ::; ~W /2 + Jl + b2 + 2bcos 3Ja2 + b2 + 2abcos~(]; (3.25) 

cos ,0 ::; ~ [a2/2 + vI + a2 + 2a cos o:Ja2 + b2 + 2ab cos ~(]; (3.26) 

cos~f::; a1b[I/2 + Jl +b2 + 2b cos dJa2 + 1 +2acoso:]. (3.27) 

Note that the latter e).-pressions are nonlinear constraints in which each cosine is 

bOlUlded above by a function of the other two. Each right hand side is nomlegative 

because it is the product of vector lengths. 

\\r'"e now ,vrite these e).-pressions as nonlinear inequalities. Define 

(3.28) 



which are linear in the correlation coefficients. and 

( ,) - . b2/,) - ,. -1 1 B B U (l - a cos (1 - - - < . \... > - 2 < . >. 

1'(3) = bcosd - a2/2 = < X,B > -~ < .1,.-1 >, 

wh) = abcos~f - 1/2 = < A. B > -~ < X.X >. 

also linear in the correlation coefficient. 

(3.:29) 

(:3.30) 

Fact 12 If all of lL, U. tV are lIonpositive, the Cflltrali::ation cost game is 811badditict. 

Proof: Observe that if any of n. t'. w is nonpositive. then the inequality in which it 

appears on the left hand side is automatically satisfied. since the right side is always 

nOlllegative. 

Another form of the inequalities is obtained by squaring both sides: 

.r(Q)z(r) ~ V
2 (13), 

x(Q)y(j3) ~ lith). 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

vVe must remember also to include conditions in which some of u, v. w are non

positive, for in these cases. the inequalities (3.25)-(3.27) are automatically satisfied. 

These conditions are 

U(Q) =acOSQ- b2/2::; 0; (3.34) 

ved) = b cos ,:3 - a2/2 ::; 0; (3.3;:» 
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ll'h) = abcos -, - 1/2 :S O. (3.36) 

One ClUl now prove the following. 

Fact 13: If all of u. I'. U' are positive. thell the game is subadditit'e. 

Proof: Let all of u, I.'. W > O. 111en substituting these into the definit.ions of ,to .If.:: 

we havE' that 

'J b') 
l+a~+ ~<.r . .IJ.::. 

Now suppose that the game is not subadclitive. 111en one of the three inequalities 

(3.31)~ (3.33) is false. Also observe that 

and 

w:S ab - 1/2. 

since the con'elation coefficients or cosines are bounded above by 1. Taking square 

roots of both sides of the inequality, one obtains one of 

Rearranging, 

1+a2 +b2 <b-a2/2; 

1 + a2 + b2 < ab - 1/2. 

(a2 + a + 1) + 3b2/2 < 0, 

3a2/2+(b2 +h+1) <0. 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 



0- + - - a + 3 :2 < O. .) b') b / (:3.39) 

TIle fu'st two equations are true only if y'2 + y + 1 < 0 has real roots: however it 

ha.s no real roots. so a contradiction results from (3.37) and (3.38). ~Io(lif:v Equation 

(3.39) by adding and subtracting ab on the left. Then it is equivalent to 

(a - b)2 +ab+3/2 < O. 

which is also a contradiction. since all tenns on the left are nonnegative. 

\Ve have not been able to establish any results in either of the cases with exactl~· 

one or exactly two of the functions 11, v, w positive. 

To detennine subadditivity. one should first test the lengths to see if any of Equa

tions (3.34)- (3.36) is met. If all or none are met. the game is subaclclitive by Fact 12 

and Fact 13. Othenvise. next one tests one or t'vo of Equations (3.31)-(3.33) COlTf'

sporlCling to the aIle or two positive values of 11. v. or w. Each of the inequalities llllL'3t 

he satisfied for the game to he subaclditive. 

\Ve summarize the results of the analysis of suhaclditivity as a theorem. 

Theorem 6 : (Subadditivity) A three-person cenirali:;ation game is subadditivf 

if and only if one of the following non-exclusive facts is true. 

1. all of 11, V. tv> 0; 

.) none of u. v. w > 0; 



.J. the follolL'ing thrfe conditional 8tatfT7Ifnt8 arf all trlle 

U(Q) > 0 implies y(.3)=h) ;::: u2(a:) ( 3.-10) 

d:J) > 0 implie.s :r( 0: )=h) ;::: 1,2 (3) (3.-11) 

wh) > 0 implie.s .r(0:).lJ(3);::: w2h) (3.-1:2 ) 

3.13 Superadditivity of Benefit Game 

For a three person cooperative game, superadditivity of the benefit game is equiv

alent to concavity of the cost grune. TIris fact is a straightforward consequence of the 

defuritions. It may have been proven by others, but we have not seen a proof in print. 

so one IS gIven. 

For grunes of more than tlrree persons, superadditivity of the benefit grune is not 

equivalent to its convexity. nor to concavity of the cost grone. This is because there 

are subsets whose intersection consists of two persons and is not contained in either 

of the original subsets. 

Theorem 7: For any three player cooperative game. the benefit game is $upfrad

ditivE if and only if the cost gamE is concave. 

Proof: A benefit gruue is superadditive if and only if 

v(5) + v(T) ::; v(5 u T) 

for all subsets S, T. If 5 and T are singletons, the left hand side is zero, so the relation 

is always true, since valuations are nOIUlegative. 
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Silllilarl~·. if 5 is a singleton and T is a doubleton disjoint froIll 5. then C( 5 n T) = 

0: the equation reduces to 

v(T) ::; v(5 u T). 

which is true by monotonicit~·. But then 

C(5 u T) = C(5 u T) + C(5 n T) ::; C(T) + C(5). 

the condition for concavity. Conversely, if 5 n T = 0. using the definition we haye 

superadditivity. 

If both 5 and Tare cloubletons. then superadditivity yields by the definition of 1'. 

LCs + LCi - C(5) - C(T)::; L ClL - C(5u T). 
SES lET UE5uT 

so that 

C(5) + C(T) ~ C(5u T) + L CWo 
wESnT 

and 

C(5) + C(T) ~ C(8 u T) + C(S n T). 

again using the fact that by monotonicity. 

C(5 n T)::; L CWo 
wESnT 

But this is the definition of a concave benefit game. 

Conversely, if 

C(5) + C(T) ~ C(S u T) + C(S n T) 

then both gaInes aI'e monotonic, so that only the case of doubletons needs to be 

considered. But then C(S n T) = Cw , where wE 5 n T. Subtracting each side from 

2:sES Cs + 2:tET Ct. the identity for superadditivity is obtained. 
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3.14 Concavity / Convexity 

Tt'sting concavity of the cost game requires three additional conditiolls \yhich cU'(' 

derived from the fundamental equation 

C(5) + C(T) 2: C(5 u T) + C(5 n T). 

The gmne is monotonic mld subadclitive, mld must satisfy three conclitiollS which em' 

strengthened versions of those for subadclitivity. 

11.\"·-111 + IIXBII 2: I I.YABI I + IIXII: 

IIX·-111 + IIABII 2: IIXABII + IIAII: 

IIXBII + IIABII 2: IIXABII + IIBII· 

(3.-13 ) 

(3.4-1) 

(3.-10 ) 

To establish conclitiolls 011 correlation coefficients for concavity. we must <u'gue in a 

fashion similar to that for subadclitivity. 

First note that because the conditions involve lengths of vectors. which m'e posi

tive, the conditiolls are certainly stronger thml those for subaclclitivity: the right hmHl 

side is Im'ger in each case than for the corresponcling suba.clclitivity conclition. ThU'; 

the domain over which a cost game is concave will be strictly smaller than that for a 

subaclclitive game. 

Fact 14: GiveT! a set of linearly independent vectors representing a concave th,H

person cost game. we can change the nature of such a game through the correlation 

coefficients only so that the modified cost game is not concave but only subadditiuf. 

Now \ve cml \vrite the inequalities in temlS of inner products by squaring mld 

eliminating common terms. 

IIXAIIIIXBII2:< A.B > +IIXABIIIIXII; (3.46) 



TInl" 'we havE' 

I IX.-li I I 1·-iBI I 2:< X. B > +IIX.-iBIIII·-iII: 

IIXBIIII·-iBII2:< X . .-l > +IIX.-iBllliBII· 

("os-, ::; a
1
b[IIX.-iIIIIXBII-IIXIIIIXABlll 

cos 13::; ~[IIXAIIII.-iBII-IIAIIIIXABII] 

cosn::; ~[IIXBIIII.-lBII-IIBIIIIX.-lBII] 
a 
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(3.-1:/) 

(3..18) 

(:3. -!9) 

(3.50) 

(3.j1) 

;';ow e:x.1JancIing the nOnIlS in tenns of a. b, and the cosines of the angles. we have 

cos AI ::; ~ [)1 + ([2 + 2([ cos cv.J1 + b2 + 2b cos 13 

- J1 + a 2 + b2 + 2a cos cv. + 2b cos J + 2ab cos Ad: ( 3. 52) 

("osd ::; i[)l + a2 + 2a ("os cv.J([2 + b2 + 2abcos A, 

- a J1 + a 2 + b2 + 2a cos Q + 2b cos ;3 + 2ab cos Ail: (3.53 ) 

cos cv. ::; ~[J1 + b2 + 2bcos 3Ja2 + b2 + 2abcos , 

- bJ1 + (l2 + b2 + 2a cos cv. + 2b cos,l3 + 2ab cos ,]. (3.54) 

TIlese are complicated equations in the variables a. b and the cosines of the included 

angles (the correlation coefficients). 

vVe now look for a simplification of the results above. Recall the definitions of 

.r. y.:; above as functiOllS of the correlation coefficients in Equations (3.28)-(3.30) 

above. Define the function q(.) to represent the quantity IIXABI12 as a function of a 

single correlation coefficient. TIms 

q(cv.) = (1 + a2 + I}) + (2bcos /3 + 2abcos -f) + 2a cos a; 
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q ( .J) = (1 + (l 2 + 1/) + ( 20 <"as 0. + 2ab cos -I ) + 2b cos .3: 

q( -{) = (1 + (l2 + Ii) + (2([ cos 0 + 2b cos 3) + 2ab cos -I. 

Then to examine sensitivity ,vith respect to any con-elation coefficient. we t"cUl 

"li.te the concavity inequalities (28), (29), (30) as. for instance for Ct. 

v'*0 + /y(d) 2: /q(Ct) + 1; 

ido ) + /=(-1) 2: Vq(o:) +a; 

Vy(3) + /=h) 2: Vq(Ct) +b. 

:\"ote that for specific values of the cosines. q has a constant value. 

These equations can be rev.Titten in the foml 

[vyeJ) - 1] + /r(o) - /q(n) 2: 0; 

[V::h ) - a] + /r(Ct) - Vq{Ct) 2: 0: 

[/y(;3) + V=h) - b] - Vq(Ct) 2: o. 

(.3.55 ) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

Observe that of the first two, one must always be stronger, so that one of them is 

rechmdant. Let 

Ecr = min[ VyCJ) - L V::(r) - a] 

and 

l1Ien the constraints become 

Eo +/r(o) 2: Vq(Ct) 

Vcr 2: Vq(Ct). 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 
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Observe that En and Do are not fUllctions of 0 hut constants when .1. I an' hell 1 

COI1';tant. Furthelmore. both are positiw. In the case of D. /:h) = II.-iBII 2: b = 
IIBII by lllonotonicity. Since VY(3) = IIXBII > 0 is a length. the sum must be 

positive. For E. note that VY(J) = IIXBII 2: 1 = IIXII. and J::(f) = IIA.BII 2: (J = 
IIAII. both b:v monotonicity. 

The same analysis holds for any of the three correlation coefficients. Suppress

ing subscripts, and writing p for the correlation coefficient. R for the appropriate 

two-vector length function (;r. y or .:;). and Q for the three-variable length ftUlcrion 

IIXABII = q. the general fonn of the equations may thus be ,vlltten 

(3.60) 

D (3.61) 

:\" ow square the second equation: and multiply the first by (va + ../l'l): we obtaill 

TIle left hand side of the second inequality is independent of Q. since its coefficient 

in the linear e:\.-pressions for Q qnel R are the same: subtracting eliminates p. For since 

Q. R are linear in p, we have 

since q2 = 1'2, we have Q - R = qo + ql - rD· 
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The concavit~, conditions ac; functions of some one of the cOlTelations are thus 

reprpsE'ntable ac; a linear constraint and a quadratic constraint: 

2 Q 2 ) V - = D - (qo + ql - Q2P ~ 0 (3.62) 

(3.63) 

Observe that the largest value of the left hand tenn of the second inequality is 

attained when P = 1. and is equal to [( J qo + ql + q2 + J"o + /'2). 

Thus a simple plot. such as those of Figures 3.3-3.5. of (3.62). (3.63) as functiol1', 

of P allows us to find values of the cOlTelation coefficient for which the game is not 

concave. i.e. demand cOITelation coefficients for which the core of the game might be 

empty. An example of such a game ,vill be sh01,"11 in the ne:-..."t section. 

A further simplification can now be made, and is stated in a theorem sWlllllarizillg 

our results on concavity. Observe that for given values of 0: .. 13. ~( the fWICtion q(.) is 

a constant. namely the length IIXABII. 

Theorem 8 : (Concavity) For a centrali::aiion cost game. the following are IlfC-

f88UI'Y and sufficient conditions for concavity. 

1. The cost game is 8ubadditivf." and 

.J The lengths and correlations .satisfy the inequahties below: 

/r(o:) + JY(;3) ~ Jq + 1: 

Jx(o:) + J;;(r) ~ Jq +a; 

Jy((3) + Jz(r) ~ Jq + b. 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 
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TIn sfcond condition i$ rqllil'alr nt to the condition that V T E {n. d. '")} 

Jq( T) :S Dr (3.67) 

Proof: The first part is olwious from the preceding anal~·sis. Olll~' tlw final stat(·

lllent needs proof here. By transfering the additive lengths on the right hand sides uf 

the inequalities in item 2. we obtain V.." V;3, and Va respectively. Recall that each 

D, is independent of its subscript. Now observe that equation (3.60) involving the E, 

are equivalent to the t\VO others involving the V" ( i= T. Since £, is the mininrum of 

t\VO e~q)reSSiOlls, it follows that JCj is bounded above by each of the two e~q)reSSiOlls 

plus the appropriate JR. SO for given T, the linear and quadratic inequalities (3.62). 

(3.63) are obtained. 

3.15 Nonempty Cores 

In this section we show that every three-store centralization game based on a 

positive semidefinite matrix F has a nonempty core. The proof relies on Fact 15. a 

fundamental necessary and sufficient condition for non-emptiness of core due inde

pendently to Bondareva and Shapley. First we require a definition. 

Definition 9: A collection {51, 52,"" 5d of 8ub8et8 of U i8 called balanced if 

p08itive number8 (balancing wfight8) exist PI,"" /\d 8uch that, for each element 

i E [-. 

Fact 15: The core of a benefit game (U. v) i8 nonempty if and only if for every 

balanced collection {51 ... ·. 5d of sub8ets of U, with balancing weights PI,'" ,/\d. 
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the inequality 
k 

I>VU(Sj) ::; I'([~) (3.G8) 
)=1 

hold::;. 

TIus fact and its proof are given in. for instance. Kannai (1992). page :360. :\(_.

cessity is straightforward calculation. Sufficiency is essentially clualit~, for linear pro-

gTamlllmg. 

Let Is : U ---:- {O~ I} be the characteristic function of the set S. so that IsCi) = 1 

iff i E S. vVrite the linear inequalities. one for each proper subset. defuung core. Clli 

lUI 
LIs(i)Xi 2:: u(S). 
1=1 

Obtain a linear program with the objective 

Its dual has the objective 

WI 
:: = min"" .fi. 

L. L 
1=1 

w = ma.""'( L v(S)yS 
SeC 

and 1 UI constraints of the fonn 

L Is(i)ys = 1 ViE U, 
SeN 

Ys 2:: 0 V S c U. 

The balanced set condition is equivalent to feasibility of the dual problem, and 

existence of an optimal w- = u(U); so the core problem must be feasible and ::- = 

v( Ul TIns proves that core is not empty. 

vve can enumerate the balanced collections of subsets of U vvi.th 1 UI = 3, and their 

\veights. 
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Collection I Weights 

{1}.{2}.{3} 1.1.1 

{1,2}.{1.3},{2,3} 1/2,1/2,1/2 

{1.2}.{3} 1,1 

{1.3}.{2} 1,1 

{2.3},{1} 1.1 

\\1mtever the size of WI. Equation (3.68) is ahvays satisfied for the collection of 

singletons. because the value of a singleton is zero: for the collections composed of a 

singleton and its disjoint complement. mono tonicity assures that (3.68) holds. So the 

collection of three doubletons provides a single necessary arId sufficient condition for 

nonempty core in the case 1['1 = 3. 

~d{1.2})+~v({1.3})+~d{2,3}) ~ v([~) (3.69) 

Theorem 9: Every three-store centrali:;ation game has a non-empty corf. 

Proof: vve will now show that (3.69) holels for all three-person games specified by 
a positive semidefinite matrix 11. Let X. A.. B be vectors which are the rmvs of the 

Cholesky factorization of F, X .. ·t X B, AB the pairwise vector sums, and X AB the 

'"ector StUn of all three. Then. converting benefits to costs. (3.69) is 

IIX·-111 + IIXBII + IIABII ~ 21IX.4BII· 

~ ow in Euclidean space. 

211X.4BII = IIX.4+XB+.4BII: 

stack 8 identical parallelepipedons with edges X, A, B in a 2 by 2 by 2 array, and 

locate the vector coordinates of the left arId right hand sides. But 

!lXA.+XB+ABil ~ IIXA. + XBII + !lAB!I 



~ IIXAII + IIXBII + IIABII· 

b~' the triangle inequality. I 

3.16 A Basic Example 

A simple example is presented~ along with a sensitivity analysis that exhibits 

games with cores from full-clime11'5ional to a single point. 

Let the "ariance-covariance matrix be given by 

1 1 1 
-2 -2 

\,' = 1 1 1 
-2 -2 

1 1 1 -2 -2 

for which the Cholesky factorization is 

1 0 0 

C= 1 fl 0 -2 2 

1 fl 0 -2 2 

The matrix F is positive semidefinite. and the vectors which are the ro\vs of Care 

not independent. as is sho\vTI by the entlY in row 3 column 3 of zero. Call the vectors 

X~A,B. 

Costs of subsets are computed using Equation (8). and are as follows: 

C(X) = 1 C(A) = 1 C(B) = 1 

C(XA) = 1 C(XB) = 1 C(A.B) = 1 . 

C(XA.B) = 0 

The three vectors X. A B are coplanar and of unit length, and A, B make angles 

of 1200 ,2400 respectively with the x-axis. along which X e}..'tends. TIlls game pro

duces llllnimal cost for the manager. for the variances of the stores cancel each other 
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3 r--,----------------~r_----------------_._, 
8=:3 

:2 1---+--------------, 

o '--X---<.::... _______ ---' ______ _____ --"'--'--'A----'= 3 

-1.732 0 1.7:32 

Figure 3.1: Core of basic game Yvi.th E = O. 

out completely when taken together. But pairs of stores generate the same cost as 

individuals. 

TIle benefit game then produces values of subsets as follows: 

l'(X) = 0 

u(XA.) = 1 

v(XA.B) = 3 

v(A.) = 0 v(B) = 0 

u(XB) = 1 v(A.B) = 1 . 

It is clear that the cost game is both subadditive and concave, and the benefit game 

is both superadditive and convex. 

TIlls game holds interest because all its correlation coefficients are negative. Fur

thennore. it exemplifies a situation in which there is no cost when all three stores are 

centralized. The nlllllmum cost is attained. 

Since it is conve.'C, tIlls game has nonempty core. For a three-person game we 
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can plot core conditions on a triangular simplex in the plane. as in Figl1re 3.1. Fur 

instance. the nucleolus .. r = (.r.\'. ;fAJB) = (1.1.1) is in core. In fact. core is a large 

set. since the six e)..ireme points of its convex hull are given by .1' = (P.\' .PA.PB) where 

(P.\'.PA.PB) is a pemmtation of (0.1.2). 

::\ow vary the cOlTelation coefficients of two of the stores. sa:v X. A and X. B by 

an aIllOlUlt ~. 111en 

1 

F= C' - 1 
"2 

1 -- "2 

for which the Cholesky factorization is 

c= 
1 

_ 1 
;: - 2 

o 
/3±4e- 4g2 

2 

C' - 1 
"2 

1 

1 
-2 

E-

1 
-2 

1 

1 
"2 

o 
o 

E-~ 1 3-4e±4e2 

- 2 j3+!e-4g2 
1 _ (c:' _ 1)2 _ 1 (3-4e+!e~y 

- 2 4 3+!e-4g" 

111e three rows of C again each have length 1. 

Let us compute the costs and ,aluations of the subsets. 

C(X) = 1 C(A) = 1 C(B) = 1 

C(XA) = VI + 2E C(XB) = VI + 2E C(AB) = 1 : 

C(XAB) =2~ 

u(X) =0 v(A) = 0 v(B) = 0 

v(XA) = 2 - vI + 2E v(X B) = 2 - J1 + 2E u(AB) = 1 . 

u(XAB) = 3 - 2fi 

vv11en E = 0 the initial case is obtained. Furthennore, it is clear that E E [0,1] is 

required for the matrix II to be legitimate; the upper limit because othenvise the third 

eigenvalue of C, On, would be negative: and the lower limit because C(XAB) ;::: 0 is 

required. 
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CSillg Theorem 5. :"Ionotollicity. for ~ in this range all these games ru'e monotonic. 

~e:'l..1: one checks for subadclitivity of the cost grune. For the subsets which ru'P 

singletons, the subaclclitivity inequality is identical to that for monotonicity. Two 

nontrivial conclitions result from the comparisons 

C(XA) + C(XB) 2 C(XAB) 

C(XA) + C(A.E) = C(XB) + C(AB) 2 C(XAB). 

The first yields 

,,,hich is true for all ~ 2 - L that is, for all games under consideration. The second 

becomes 

or 

TIils e:'l..l)ression is always true for ~ E [0.4]. So for ~ E [0.1], the grune is subadclitive. 

Examining superadclitivity of the benefit game requires satisfying hvo conclitions. 

since the grune is sYIlllnetric in X A ruId X B. These are: 

v(XA) + u(XB) :::; v(XAB); 

1'(XA) + v(AB) = v(XB) + v(A.E) :::; v(XAB). 

For the first conclition OIle obtains 

4 - 2)1 + 2c :::; 3 - 2JE 

or 
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or 

which is satisfied for all ~ since the discriminant is negative. 

From the second t~1)e of condition one gets 

2 - J1 + 2~ + 1 ~ 3 - 2~, 

or 

\\11en: 2: 0 one must have 

4c ~ 1 +2:, 

whidl is true for 

Combining the two sets we obtain superadditivity for the latter set. whidl restricts 

the set of matrices V. 

From Theorem 7 above, we conclude that the same interval of values for: yields 

convex benefit games (concave cost games). 

Choosing 1 > : > 0.5 produces a benefit game ,vhid! is not superadditive but is 

subadditive. It is not possible to choose: so that one gets a monotonic game that is 

not subadditive. 

To summarize: a game of tIlls foml is 

• legitimate, hence monotOlllc for: E [0, 1]; 

• subadditive for: E [0,1]: 
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o ~X~ ________________ ~ ____ ~ __________ ~~A~=l 

-.57/ o .577 

Figure 3.2: Core of basic game with E = 1. 

• superadclitive, hence convex/concave for = E [0, n 
NO\v we clisplay a game with core which is not. of full climension. that is, of climen

sion less than 2. Suppose E = 1. which yields a game ,vhich is only subadclitive. but 

not convex. For the benefit game. 

1)(X) = 0 

v(XA) =2 - J3 
= .268 

v(XAB) = 3 - 2JI = 1 

v(A.) = 0 v(B) = 0 

v(XB) = 2 - J3 v(A.B) = 1 

= .268 

Since u(AB) = dXA.B) = 1. it is clear that Xx = 0 for any allocation in core. Thus 

.r A +.r B = 1. for efficiency. Now from the other two core constraints . .1': x + X A = X A 2 

.268 and .rx +XB = XB 2 .268 one sees that any choice of XA,XB 2 .268 ,vhich add 

to 1 yields a core allocation. 
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In this game. the store represented by X lllay not receive any benefit in a 'fair" 

or stable allocation. one that is in core. TIns is because the demand of tIns store is 

positi\'el~' (and equally. correlation coefficient of 0.5) correlated with that of the other 

t\\"O stores. If tins store were g1Yell any share of the savings. one of the others would 

be subsidizing the other unfairly. 

\:Ve plot in Figure 3.2 the core conditions. and observe that core e~1;encls along the 

right side only of the triangle. 

~ow we display a game with empty core. Of course E must be larger than 1. and 

hence tlns game does not arise from an inventory centralization problem with jointl:v 

nonnal demand distributions. Suppose E = 1.21. For the benefit grune. 

v(X) = 0 

dXA) = 2 - J1 + 2.42 

= .1.507 

('(XAB) = 3 - 2~ = 3 - 2(1.1) = 0.8 

v{A) = 0 v(B) = 0 

u(XB) = 2 - J1 + 2.42 v{AB) = 1 

= .1507 

Since v(AB) = v(XAB) = 1. .T.4 + 'VB ~ 1. But for efficiency. :ex + 1:,4 + .rB = O.S. 

ruld from individual rationality, all :rk :2: 0, k E {X, A, B}. Hence core must be 

empty. TIns grune violates the balanced collection sufficient condition, because it is 

not monotOlnc; v{AB) + v(C) > v(XAB). 

For tills grune, no allocation scheme avoids subsidizing some store at the e~l)ellSe 

of another. Every benefit allocation plan is unfair to some store, and thus that store 

may choose to leave the grand coalition. 

To exlnbit a game 'with a single point as core, let the three stores be fully correlated 

so that their vector sum is zero: there is no saving. Only the allocation (0,0,0) is 

available. since v{XAB) = 0; it must be the single element of core. 
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3.17 Another Computational Example 

Here is another game which is subadclitive but not concave, in which the variances 

of the stores (liffer. Choosf' IIXII = 1. a = 11.4.11 = 2 and b = IIBII = 0.5. 

For tIlls game let (coso:.cosd.cos,) = (.5. -.2 .. 3). TIle angles are then (600
• 

101..j4°. 12.54°). Since these are legal correlation coefficients, the gculle is monotonic. 

The matrix F is 
1 1 -0.1 

v= 1 4 0.3 

-0.1 0.3 0.25 

Its Ololesky factorization is 

1 0 0 

c= 1 J3 0 

-0.1 M 0.4320.j 
15 

To check subaclclitivity we compute 

.r( 0:) = 1 + a2 + 2a cos a = 1 + 4 + 4 * .5 = I 

y(f3) = 1 + b2 + 2b cos 8 = 1 + .25 + (- .2) = 1.05 

z( ~f) = a2 + b2 + 2ab cos, = 4 + .25 + 2 * 2 * .5 * .3 = 4.85; 

u(o:) = acosa - b2/2 = 1- .25/2 = .81·5 

v(;3) = beos!3 - a2/2 = -.1 - 2 = -2.1 

wb) = abcos~f - 1/2 =.3 - .5 = -.8. 

By the Subadclitivity TIleorem. since v and tV are negative, their conclitional in

equalities are always satisfied. so it is only necessary to check one: yz 2: u2 • For tllls 

one, yz = 1.05 * 4.85 = 5.09252: (.815)2 = .1656, and the gculle is subadclitive. 
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~ow to check concmi.ty we can compute IIXAII, IIXBII. IIABII. and IIXABII 

clirpctiy ll'iing the fonllulas. and compare the three inequalities (3.-13)-(3.45). 

I IX·-:l.1 I = /1:(0:) = J7 = 2.6458: 

IIXBII = VV(;J) = /1.05 = 1.0247: 

IIABII = vzh) = J4.85 = 2.2023: 

IIXABII = Jq = 1 +a2 +b2 +2acoso: +2bcosd+2abcos~, 

- Jl + 4 + .y + ') ') -+ ') - ( .,) + .. , ') - 3 - .... J ... * ... *.J ... * .. J * -.... ... * _ * .J * . 

- J':' .y + ') .) + 6 - ') -6-9 - 0 .... 0 ... - .... . - .... I 0 . 

Checking the three inequalities for conca"i.ty we obtain: 

I IX·-:l.1 I + IIXBII = 3.6705 < IIXABII + IIXII = 3.7659: 

IIXAII + IIABII = 4.8481 ~ IIXABII + 11.-:\.11 = 4.7659: 

IIXBII + IIABI! = 3.2270 < IIXABII + IIBII = 3.2659. 

TIns game is not concave; the first and third inequalities run the wrong way. 

Since the game is subadclitive but not concave, we will try to adjust ju<;t one 

correlation coefficient (cosine) at a time to see if the game can be made concave. 

Now, leaving cos" between vectors A and B, and cos a, between vectors X and A. 

fixed. let us deternllne cos d. between vectors X and B, so that the ganle is concave. 

We will employ the inequalities (3.62) and (3.63) of Theorem 8. Grapillng them, the 

gruue is concave for a value of p = cos (3 if and only if both lines are above zero. 
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cos Q. Correlation Coefficient of )C, A. 

Figure 3.3: Inequalities as functions of cos Q. 

1l..J: 

Figure 3.3 plots the functions for varying cos ;3 showing the range where the grune 

is concave. Our result is that the ganle is concave \vhen cos,S is between .1416 ruld 

.2613. for the given values of Q. ~i. 

TIIere is no way to adjust Q alone. or I alone to obtain a concave grune. a<; 

Figures 3.4 rulC13.5 show. 

Finally we vary both Q and ;3 for a value of cos I = -.01 ruld display the choices 

of these two paranleters which yield a concave grune in a three-dimensional graph, 

Figure 6. In this figure, points cos Q, cos /3 for which the:; coordinate is positive 

represent concave ganles. TIlls figure shows how complex the concavity region Crul 

be. 
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Figure 3.4: Inequalities as functions of cos 3. 
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Figure 3.5: Inequalities as functions of cos {. 
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3.18 Summary of Results 

In this chapter we developed a framework for analyzing the decision to allocate 

the cost of centralizing inventory distribution for a group of stores whose demands 

are distributed jointly nonl1ally but vv1th different variances and covariances. TIlt' 

problem is presented as a cooperative game, in which stable distribution of the benefits 

requires an allocation in the gaIne's core. 

Eppen's result that centralization is always cheaper is a direct result of the for

mulation. The framev,,'ork makes it easy to demonstrate that when demaIlcls aI'e 

uncorrelated. the cooperative cost game for any number of players is concave (the 

benefit gaIne is convex), aIId a core of stable allocations must exist. 

Also, sometimes demaIlCls are correlated so that the fluctuations of clemaIIcl bal

aIICe out completely, aIId the e::q)ected cost of holding aIId penalty is indeed zero. 

TIlls meaIlS that the company might e}..-pect no inventory left over, aIldno shortage, 

an ideal situation indeed, if the stores could be correlated properly. 

Even in the simplest case of correlated demancls, that of three players, these gaInes 

need not be convex. However, the core of every three-person grune of this sort is not 

empty. Thus at least one allocation CaIl be found that will fairly allocate the cost 

of the central inventory system so that no set of participants will be subsidizing the 

others. Using tIlls allocation will eliminate unhappy coalitions of stores, who \\i.ll feel 

that they could do better by going it alone. The nucleolus is such an allocation. The 

Shapley value is not; it is guaranteed to be in core only for convex gaInes. 

The results point out that in centralized inventory control, maIIagement of the 

center may require more than just a particular chargeback system. It is possible that 

for a denlaIld distribution other than joint nonnal, no cost allocation method \ .. 111 be 
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stable. Achieying stability (faimess. by our definition) for all may require also getting 

the stores to change the variance and covariance characteristics of their joint demand 

distributions. 

It wa<; found that uIlcorTelated demands are never optimaL and by acljusting 

Cm'al1anCeS so that there is more negative cross-covariance than positive. one can 

reduce overall costs. The framework shows, at least for the three person garnes. how 

a marlager should try to influence correlatiolls. 

The conclusions affect mc1nagement"s choice of strategies which charlge correlation 

of demarlCls at the stores, such as the tinTIng of armouncements, advertising, or pr1ce 

charIges. or the arllount arId timmg of promotions at the various stores. ObtairTIng 

stable or fair cost allocation carl always be accomplished when demarlCls are jointly 

nomlally distributed: but reducing cost as well frequently requires efforts far beyond 

simple char'geback methodology. 
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Chapter 4 

Cores of Inventory Centralization 

Games 

4.1 Preliminaries 

A set of outlets U = {L .... n} whose demands follow nonnal distributions with 

parameters (/-Li, (J i) considers centralizing ordering and distribution. vVe allow the 

demands to be correlated: the joint distribution of demand for all stores is also nor

mal. \vith mean equal to the sum of the individual means. The symmetric positive 

semidefinite variance-covariance matrix 

where Pij is the correlation coefficient of warehouse i with \varehouse j ~ completes the 

specification of the joint distribution. 

It was shown (see Chapter 3) that for this model it is always beneficial to centralize; 

for the minimlUll cost for any set S C U of stores is proportional to the standard 
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deviation of the distribution of that subset. TIle constant of proportionality deppml'i 

oll.l~" on the holding and penalty costs per unit per period. The standard deviation 

of a subset S is equal to the square root of the sum of those entries of 1- whose row 

and column indices are in S. 

In Olapter 3 it was Sho\\11 that the Ololesky factorization of 1- into the product 

of a lower triangular matrix C and its upper triangular transpose CT provided a 

representation uf the joint distribution a<; a set of n vectors in RI!. the rows of the 

matrix C. TIle minillrum cost of the centralized inventory system corresponding to a 

set S of warehouses is then given by 

c(S) = II LCdl~ 
iE5 

the Eudideannonn of the sum of the vectors. TIle benefit associated '\\ith the subset 

S is defined by the Slllll of the individual costs of the members less the centralized 

cost: 

I)(S) = LIICII-II LCII· 
iE5 lE5 

In an investigation of the cooperative cost and benefit games generated by the set 

[7 and these cost and benefit fllllctions. it would be of interest to prove that ever~r 

OIle of these centralization games has nonempty core. Chapter 3 showed that this was 

true for three-person gaInes. 

TIle method of proof used the fact (Shapley, 1967) that nonemptiness of core is 

equivalent to the existence of positive balancing weights (Cl , ... , Ck) for every minimal 

balanced collection b = {Bl' ... ,Bd of subsets of un = {I, ... , n} which in addition 

satisfy the balaIlCing condition 

k 

LCiV(Bi ) :::; v(Un
). (4.1) 

i=l 
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In this equation /, : 2c --', R is the characteristic function of the cooperatiYe C'f'ntral-

ization benefit garne. Proying core nonempty is thus equiYruent to proying that rach 

nllllimal balanced collection satisfies (..J:.1). 

Peleg (1965) showed how to generate inductively the nllnim.al balarlcecl collections 

of arbitrary finite sets. together \vith their balarlcing weights. Here we describe this 

method in some detaiL identifying the four different ways in which such collections arIel 

weights are generated. In subsequent sections we \vill prove that a llllillmal balance( I 

collection generated each way satisfies (4.1) for our centralization garlle, thus proying 

our claim. 

Let b be a collection {Bi : l E {L ... , k} } of subsets of [in. Its inczdence mat,.i.r 

Y = LYij]. i E {L .... k}. j E [-n. is a 0 - 1 matrix in which 

The collection is balanced iff there exists a vector c = (Cl' .... Ck) > 0 that satisfies 

the system 
k 

'I:/·i.Yij = Lj = {L ... , n}. (4.2) 
i=l 

A collection is nllnimal balanced iff the vector c is mlique; that is, iff the row rarlk of 

Y is k: the wws of Y are linearly independent. The components of the k-dimensional 

vector C = (Cl,"" Ck) are called balancing coefficients. 

Define a 2k + I-dimensional vector x = (;fl, ... , X2k, X2k+ 1) with the following two 

properties. 

1. V j E {l, ... ,2k+1L .rj E {O,l}. 

2. V wE {L ... ,k} .. T2u'-1 2:: .T2w· 



The w- th d II( t in ,r. U' E {1. ... , h'} is the pair (,l'2u'-1..r21L') of coordinates of ,/'. TIm.;; 

the pennissible duets in the head of the vector l' are (0. 0), (1. 1). and (1. 0). TIll" 

la"t component J~2k+1 llmy be either 0 or 1. Let So = {1L' : (X2w-l .. T2u') = (O,O)} 

and 51 = {u': (.l'2w-I,.l:2w) = (1. I)}: 5 = So U 51, and T = {1. .... k} \ S. Clearly. 

151 ::s k. \\""e define the lSI-dimensional vector:: = (=1, ... , =151) as follows: 

V 1£1 E {1. .... lSI} . =11' = { Ow E So . 
1 1V E 51 

( -i.3) 

\Ye consider that the members of the balanced collection b have been indexed so that 

those in 5 come first. followed by those in T. 

From a pair (b. x) where b is a minimal balanced collection on un and.r is a vector 

defined above, a collection b can be constructed in the follmving way. 

in which some of the 21.: + 1 sets may be identical or empty. Let j E {1. ... , 2/':}. and 

for each j let w = [(j + 1) /2]. TIle j-th set is defined as 

TIle last set is specified by 

o 

if Xj = O. 

if X2k+l = O. 

(4A) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(-i.i) 

The subsets in b are thus generated in pairs, according to the first I.: duets in .r: 

if the w-th duet is (0,0) (w E So), the two sets generated are the same, and are 

ElL': if the w-th duet is (1.1) (tv E Sd, the two sets generated are the same, and 
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are BIL• U {n + I}: and if it is (1. 0) CUt E T) then both Bw mId Btl. U {II + I} cU'(' 

included. .l'2k+l detennines if the singleton {n + I} is included in D. Observe that 

each lL' E 5 generates one unique subset, each wET generates ~ distinct subsets. 

and .r2k+l generates at most one subset. 

Peleg shows that given (b,.r). b is tllllque. Not every b is a minimal balmlCed 

collection for Ull+I , ho\vever. These are obtained in four exclusive \\'a~'s from the 

lllluimal balmlced collection') over [[II. Three of the methods start from a minimal 

balmlced collection: the fourth from a collection which is not minimal. but is the mllon 

of t\\U different llllllllllal balanced collections. Observe that the muon of lllinimal 

balanced collections is balanced . 

.4 .. If 

1. b is a minimal balmlced collection over un: 

2. X2k+l = 1: 

3. T=0: and 

then D is a minimal balanced collection: its balancing weights are given by 

\vhere 

B. If 

CHI = 1- 2:CiZi. 
iES 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 



1. b is a minimal balanced collection over L-n: 

'J .l"2k+! = 0: 

3. T = 0: and 

then b is a minimal balanced collection: its balancing weights are given by 

where 

ViE {l. .. .. k}, Ci = Ci. (4.10) 

C. If 

1. b is a minimal balanced collection over un: 

2. X2k+l = 0: 

3. T =t= 0: 

4. lSI = k-l; and 

then b is a minimal balanced collection: its balancing weights are given by 
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where 

V i E {l. .... ISI}. Ci = Ci: (-l.11) 

('1 5 1+1 = 1 - L CjZj: (-1.12) 
iE5 

C151+2 = Ck - CI51+1' (-1.13) 

Let b = bl U 1;2, where bl . b2 are different minimal balanced collections over e". 
with balancing weight vectors c. c' respectively. Suppose that I; = {B1 • ••.• Bk }. Let 

p = {i : B j E bd. and Q = {i : Bi E 1;2}. 

D. If 

1. rank(Y) = k - 1: 

2. J'2k+l = 0: 

3. T=0; 

4. The number 

is well defined; and 

5. 0 < t < 1. 

t = 1 - 2:Pc;zi 

"fA c!!Zi - LPcizi 

then b is a minimal balanced collection: its balancing 'weights are given by 
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where 

ViE P\ Q. " (1- t)ci: (4.14) Ci = 

V iEQ\P. Ci = tc;'; (4.1;j) 

ViE Pn Q. Ci = tc;' + (1- t)c;. (4.1G) 

To show hO\v the construction works. we present an example of each method. 

Example A. As a simple example of Case A, consider k = 3. and let .r 

(0. O. 1. 1,0, O. 1). Let b = {B1. B2: B3}; then the construction gives 

b = {B1, B1 , B2 U {n + I}, B2 U {n + I}, B3, B" { n + I} } 

or 

b = {B1, B2 U {n + I} . B3, { n + I} }. 

The balancing coefficients for the first three sets are the same as for b; the last is 

1 - C2. because the second set is the only other one containing n + 1. 

For instance. if b = {{L 2}. {L 3}. {2, 3} L which is a minimal balanced collection 

for [13 \vith balancing weights Ci = 4 for all i E U", \ve obtain for [J-1 the collection 

b = { {I, 2}, {I, 3. 4}, {2, 3}, {4} } 

with weights C1 = C2 = C3 = 4 and (:-1 = 1- 4 = !. 

Example B. An example of Case B: for k = 3, let x = (0,0,1,1,1,1,0). Let 

b = {B1, B2, B3}; then the construction gives 

b = {B1' B1 , B2 U {n + I}, B2 U {n + I}, B., U {n + I}, B3 U {n + I} } 



or 

b = {BI. B2 U {1l. + I}. B3 U {n + I} }. 

The balancing coefficients are the same as for b: they me therefore Ci. i = 1. 2. 3. 

1·,
-I 

For i11';tance. if b = { {I. 2}. {I. 3}. {2. 3} }. with weights Ci = 1 for all i E Cl. \W' 

obtain for [;"4 the collection 

b = {{I. 2}. {1.3.4}, {2.3.4}} 

Example C. In Case C. for k = 3. let .l' = (0.0.1.1.1. 0, 0). Let b = {BI • B2 • Bd: 

then the construction gives 

l~ = {B1• Bl , B2 U {n + I}. B2 U {n + I}, B3 U {n + I} . B3 } 

or 

b = {BI . B2 U {n + I}. B3 U {n + I}. B3}. 

The set 5 = {I. 2}: T = {3}: 151 = k - 1 = 2. Now 50 = {I} and 51 = {2}. so that 

on1~' '::2 = 1: '::1 = O. 

The balancing coefficients for 5 are the same as for b; they are therefore Ci = Ci, i = 

1. 2. For B3U{n+1}, the balancing coefficient cISI+1 = Ck = C3 = 1-LiES Ci'::i = 1-c2' 

For B3 • the balancing coefficient c1SI+2 = Ck+l = Ck - Ck = C3 + C2 - 1. 

Recall that for this case. we must have 1 > 1- LiES! ci > 1- LjETci. Now T = 

{k}. Observe that if LiES! Ci = LjET Ci = Ck, then the second pmt of the inequality 

is not strict, and the construction does not yield a minimal balanced collection over 

Un+l . 
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For instance. if b = { { 1. 2}. {1. 3}. p. 3} }, which is a minimal balanced cullectioll 

for ["3 with balancing weights Ci = ~ for alIi E [;:l. we obtain for [--t the collection 

b= {{1.2}.{1,3,4}.{2,3},{2.3.4}} 

\\1th weights ('J = C2 = ~. Also. c.) = 1- C2 = ~ = 1 - C3; but c-t = C.1 - (-:l = 0 The 

collection does not quali~v! 

It is easy to generalize for any Il, that when all balancing weights m'e identical 

for collection b. it is not possible to choose vector x for Case C so that the strict 

inequality is obeyed. Thus. for example. collections b = {U \ {I} .... , C \ {It}} and 

b = {{1} ..... {n} }. which have equal balmlcing \veights n~ 1 mId 1. respectively. 

cmlllot be used to generate minimal balanced collections via Case C. 

Since for n = 3, all minimal balmlced collections have equal balancing weights. 

Case C will never generate a minimal balmlced collection for U4 from one for [-.1. 

Tins mlOmaly for n. = 3 does not invalidate the inductive construction. Case 

C does come into play for un. n ~ 4. For example, for [/4, two of the nine min

imal balanced collections have unequal balmlcing weights. For instance, let b = 

{{1.2}. {1.3}, {2,3}. {4}}, a llnllimal balanced collection for U4, in wInch balanc

ing coefficients are equal to C = (~.~,!,1). Let x = (0.0,1,1.0,0,1.0,0); then 

So = {1.3} mId SI = {2}. with T= {4}. Then:: = (0.1,0) and 

b = { { 1. 2}. { 1. 3. 5}. {2, 3}, {4, 5}, { 4} }. 

Tile balancing coefficients (-i = C l = ~. i = 1,2,3: because only ::2 = 1. c-t = 1- C2 = ~ 
also. Finally. (-5 = C4 - (-4 = 1 - ~ = ~. 

Example D. In Case D, for [13. suppose that bi = {{ 1,2, 3}} \\lith balancing 

coefficients c! = 1 and b2 = { {I}. {2}. {3}} with balancing coefficients c!' = (1. 1. 1). 



b = bl U b2 = {{1.2.3}. {I}. {2}. {3}}: 

the sets in b are arranged so that the sets indexed by P = P' = {I} are fol

lowed by those indexed by Q = Q' = {2, 3, 4}, and R = 0. Since k = 4. let 

.r = (0.0.1.1.1.1.1.1.0). Then 50 = {l} and 51 = {2.3A}. and T = 0. The 

yector ::; = (0.1.1.1). 

Glecking the COlllput ation for t we have 

t = 1- LiEP(l)(O) 1 
LiEQ 1(1) - LiEP 1(0) 3' 

1 
.) 

ane t' = 3' 

"\'Ve no\v have 

b = {{1. 2.3}. {lA}. {2A}, {3.4}} 

and the balancing coefficients are (-1 = t' c! = ~ and C2 = c.) = (-4 = fe" = t. TIus is 

OIle of the two minimal balanced collections for [~4 with unequal weights. (Tile other 

was used in Case C). 

In subsequent sections we show that for eacll of.4 through D, the minimal balanced 

collection over Un+1 made by applying the algoritlml to an appropriate llul1imal 

balanced collection over [/11 also satisfies the balancing condition (4.1). vVe make the 

follO\\o1ng 

Hypothesis 1. Each balanced collection over un satisfies the balancing condition 

It will be helpful to restate equation (4.1) in terms of costs c(5) of subsets instead 
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of benefits l'( 5). TIle relationship between cost and benefit is given b~' 

/,(5) = L c( {i}) - c(5). 
iES 

In the centralization model under clisC'lLssion. the cost of a subset is givPll h~' uorm of 

the vector sum of the vectors representing each player in that subset: 

c(5) = II L ejll~ 
jES 

where Cj is the Il-climensional vector representing player j's clistribution. Hence we 

can \\li.te the balancing conclition for the collection b as 

k k 

LCi L Ilejll- Lcdl L eJ11 :; L IIGjII-11 LeJl1 
i=1 JEB; 1=1 JEB; JEU JEU 

( -l.17) 

or 

(4.18) 

4.2 Case A 

Fact 1: Under Hypothe8is 1. a balanced collection for [;"11+1 obtained by method A 

from a minimal balanced collection over un 8atisfies the balancing condition (4.1). 

Proof: In this case .. L2HI = 1. so the singleton {n + I} is present in b. Also. T = 0. 

so that all duets are in 50 or 51. Hence Zi = 1 only when i E 51. So there are exactly 

k + 1 clistinct subsets in b. Suppose that exactly p of the first k subsets CaIne from 

So, that is. they are the same as they were in b. Then k - p subsets consist of a set 

from b \vith {n + I} added. The weights for each set are Ci = ci.1:; < k, aIlcl 

CHI = 1- LiES[ Ci. Now LIES CiZi = LiES[ Ci < 1. 
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The condition (4.18) in cost fonn for this case is 

+ L IICjll;::: II L Cjll 
JEC·,,+l jEC·n+l 

+ L Ct L IICjl1 + L Cu L IICjl1 + L Cu L IICn+1 11 +Ck+lIICIl+111 (4.19) 
tESo JEBt UESl JEB" UESl JEB" 

which is to be shown. 

Consider all players j ::j:. n + 1. Since b is a balanced collection over COil. each ) 

appears in exactly those Bt and Bu such that 

L Ct + L eu = 1. 
t:jEBt U:jEBu 

The second and third tenns on the right hand side of inequality (4.19) may tim.;; 

be replaced by 

Also, b is a balanced collection. so that for player n + 1. which appears only in the 

sets Bu.ll E 51 and Bk+l we have 

L cu llCn+l ll +ck+lIICn+dl = (1- ck+l)IIC~+111 +ck+lIICn+111 
UESl 

by the definition of Ck+l = 1 - LUESl Ck. So 

L c1t IICI+lll +ck+lIIClI+1 11 = IICI+lll· 
UESl 

Tins allows us to replace the last two tenns on the right of the inequality (4.19) 

by IIClI+1 11. 
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These two substitutions result in LjEC"+l IIGjl1 on the right. as well as tll('> lpft 

hemd sides of illequalit~, (4.19): cancelling. all that remains OIl the right is 

get 

So we need to show that 

2: IlL C +Gll+l ll· 
IEUn 

Let us "11te out the left hand side of tIlls last inequality. 

clil L Gjll + ... +cpll L C~II +cp+rll L Gj +CI+lll + ... 
JEHl JEBp JEHp+l 

+ckll L Cj+Cn+111 +ck+lIICI+lll· 
JEBk 

111e positive constants cj.1 ::; j ::; k and CHI may be moved inside the nonns to 

II L c1Cjll + ... + II L cpCjl1 + II L Cp+ICj + Cp+ICn+1 II + ... 
JEBl JEBp jEBp+l 

+ II L CkCj +CkCn+lii + lick+lCn+1 ii· 
JEBk 

(4.20) 

But (4.20) is a Slllll of nonns of vectors: we may apply the tria.."1gle inequality to 

tIlls sum; the sum of nonllS of a group of vectors is greater than the nonn of the sum 

of the group of vectors. 

(4.20) 2: II L c1Cj + ... + L cpCj + L Cp+ICj + Cp+IC71+1 + ... 
JEBl JEBp jEBp+l 

+ L ekCj + CkCn+1 + CHI Cn+1 11 
JEBk 

(4.21) 
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So if "'e now gTOUp tenllS in (4.21) so that all the multiples of Cj al'e together for 

each j. the formula (4.21) becomes 

IICI [ L cr ]+ ... +CI1 [ L Cr ]+CI1 + I [ L cr+ck+dll. (4.22) 
r:1EBr r:nEBr r:{I1+I)EBr 

where ,. E {1.. . . . k} . 

Since the collections are balallCecl. for each j i= n + 1 we haye 

and for n + 1. 

L Cr +Ck+1 = 1: 
r:{I1+I)EBr 

so that (4.22) is equivalent to II L)EfJn+1 Cjll. 

Thus we have Sho\\11 that (4.18) holels. which is equivalent to the truth of (-1.1). I 

4.3 Case B 

Fact 2: Under Hypothesis I. a balanced collection for Un+1 obtained by mfthod B 

from a minimal balanced collection over [;It satisfies the balancing condition (4.1). 

Proof: In this case . . T2k+1 = O. so the singleton {n + I} is not present in b. Also. 

T = 0, so that all duets are in 50 or 51. Hence::j = 1 only when i E 51. TIUts 

TIle negative of balancing condition (4.17) in cost fonn is therefore 
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But since L:uESl III = 1. 

L l-uIICII+1 11 = IICI+lll· 
IIESl 

Also. 

L Ct L IICjl1 + Leu L IICjl1 = L IICjll· 
tE!:;o JEBt ILESl JEB" JEUn 

because for each element j of un the balancing coefficients add to 1. since b is a 

balanced collection over U1I, by the inductive assumption. 

TIus allows us to eliminate these ternlS from the left and right sides of the balancing 

conclition. 

So it will be enough to show that 

~ II L Gjll + IIGn+111· 
JEUn 

By the triangle inequality, 

Now, moving the positive constant multiples iIlSide the nornlS on the left hand 

side. we get 

and 

L c1L 11 L Cj +Gn+l ll2: L II L cuGj +cuCn+111· 
llESl JEB" !tESl JEB" 



So 

;::: L II L CtCj11 + L II L C/Lej +c/LCII+111· 
tE50 JEBt lIESl JEBu 

:\ow. again using the triangle inequality, and grouping multiples of each Cj together. 

we get for the right hand side 

Tills final stun is just 

Ilj&n Cj +Cn+111· 

For again Hypothesis I implies that for each j E un, the balancing weights of the sets 

contaiIllng j add to 1. and for tllls case. n + 1 E Bli iff U E 51, so that LilES] ell = 1. I 

4.4 Case C 

Fact 3: Under Hypothes/:s [, a balanced collection for U71+1 obtained by method C 

from a minimal balanced collection over [,~n satisfies the balancing condition (4.1). 

Proof: In this case, .r2k+l = O. so the singleton {n + I} is not present in b. :-Jow. 

however. T = {k} =1= 0. and 151 = k - 1. so that all duets but the k- th are in So or 

51' From the set Bk we obtain both Bk and Bk U {n + I} in b. However. from the 

definition of the algorithm for case C, we see that iA = Bk U {n+1}, and Bk+l = Bk. 

so that Ck is the coefficient of a set containing n + 1, while CHI is the coefficient of 

the set Bk itself. 
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Observe that (-/.: = 1-LiEs! C'i· Again:::i = 1 only when i E 51. TIUIS a requiremeut 

is that 

1 > L C'j:::i = L Cj > 1 - L C'j = 1 - c/.:. 
IE:; iES! iET 

Equation (4.17) in cost fOI1ll111a~' be written 

+ L cull L Cj + Cll+1 II +c/.:II L q + CIl+1 II 
uES! JEBu JEBk 

L cuIICl+lll- c/.:) IICjll- c\IICn+111 
liES! . )tI1k 

~ II L Cj +Cll+111- L IIC)II-IICIl+111· (4.23 ) 
JEU" JEU n 

In the equation above, the left side is obtained from (4.17) by taking the negatiw' 

of each side and reversing the inequality. 

Now becatISe b is a balanced collection. we have LUES! eu + c\ = L for these are 

exactly the sets containing n + L So 

L cu11Cn+111 +ckIICIl+111 = IICn+111· 
UES! 

Also. because b is a balanced collection over un (the inductive asslllllPtion), we 

have for each j E un that the sum of the coefficients of the sets containing j must 

equal L So when j E B/.:. 

L ctllqll + L cullGjl1 + (Ck +ck+dIICjll = IIGjll: 
tESo:jEBt UES! :)EBu 
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These relations allow elimination of the tenns ill Ilejll on each side of the inequality 

(-1.23). 

In what renWll<;. we mow' the balancing coefficients il1';ide the n011ns: 

L etll L ejll + 2: cull L ej + CI/+lll+ 
tE.':;o jE Ht UESj jEH .. 

(\11 L ej +Cn+111+ck+111 L Cjll 
JEBk JEBk 

II 2: q.Cj + CkC,I+1 II + II 2: cHIC)II· (-!.24) 
)EBk JEBk 

~ow. applying the triangle inequality to (4.24). the right hand side is gTeater than 

or equal to 

(4.25) 

But H~l)othesis I provides the balancing conditions for each J E [ill. and since ,; is 

also balanced. the coefficients of CII+I must also add to 1. So the eA-pression (4.25) is 

equal to 

and our version of (4.1) is proved. 

4.5 Case D 

Fact 4: Under Hypothesis I. a minimal balanced collection for Un+1 obtained by 

method D from a union of two minimal balanced collections over [in satisfies tht 

balancing condition (4. 1). 
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Recall that in Casf:' D the set P consists of those indice; 'whose sets came from 

hI. while Q contains those indices whose sets came from h2• Since it is possible that 

a palti!"ulm index arosf:' from both b1 and b2• we split P U Q into thref:' disjoint 

components pI = P \ Q. Q' = Q \ P. and R = P n Q. 

Proof: In this case . . L'2k+1 = 0, so the singleton {n + I} is not present in D. Also. 

T = 0, so that all duets are in 50 or 51. Hence Zi = 1 only when i E 51. 

11m'S 

t = 1 - LP C; Zi = 1 - LPnS! Cz . 
LQ CzI ZI - LP Cz':::1 LQns! CzI - LPnSl C; 

Define t l = 1 - t. Then 

t' = 1-~ CzIZi _ 1- LQnS! Cz' 
" c'~· "rJ/~. " rJ '\' _ c'.1· 
~P i-I - ~Q Li -I ~PnS! Li - ~nSl i 

Let pEP. q E 0', and r E R. vVe will ,,,,rite the balancing condition (4.1) for 50 

and 51. With this notation. (4.1) is 

2: t'c;Ju(Bp) + 2: tc~u(Bq) + 2: (tlc~ +tc~)l'(Br) 
pEP'nSo qEQ'nSo rERnSo 

+ 2: t'c~v{Bpu{n+1})+ 2: tc~v(BqU{n+1})+ 
pEP'nS! qEQ'nSl 

2: (t'c~+tc~)v{Bru {n+1}) ~ v(Un+I
). 

rERnSl 

In tenns of costs we obtain 

+ 2: (tlc~ +tc';) 2: IICjll- 2: (tlc~ +tc~)11 2: Cjll 
rERnSo JEBr rERnSo JEBr 
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+ L t'c~ L Ileill + [ L t'c~]IIC,I+dl- L t'c'pll L ci + C,1+111 
pEP'nSt JEBp pEP'nSI PEP'nSt JEBp 

+ L t'c;. )' Ilejll+[ L t'c~]IIC1l+111- L t'c~11 )' ej +el/+I II 
rE Rn.';t jtrfr rE RnSt rE RnSt jtrfr 

+ Ltc;; L Ilejll + [ L tc~]IIC,I+lll- L tc;;11 L ej +e,,+111 
qEQ'nSI jEBq qEQ'nSt qEQ'nSI jEBq 

(-1.26) 

Since b1• b2 are balanced collections on [;·11. for every j E un. we have for b1 

and for b2 

Similarly, since b is balanced on un+ 1• the coefficients of II Cn+ III also add to 1. TIlese 

coefficients arise from indices in SI only. since T = 0. 

L t'e~ + L t'e'r 
pEP'nSt :(n+1 lEBp rERnSt :(11+1 lEBr 

+ L tc~ + L tc~ = 1. 
qEQ'nSI :(11+1 lEBq rERnSI :(n+I}EBr 

So the tenl1S on the left side of (4.26) involving llejll ,j E Un+1 reduce to 2:jEl'TI+I IICill. 

TIlese are the positive tenns. TIns exact sum occurs on the right of (4.26) when we 

e~q)and v( Un+1 ) in tem15 of costs. 

:\"0'''" in each. of the negative tenus on the left side of (4.26), move the balancing 

coefficients t' c'x, tc';, x E {1. ... , k} (wInch are nonnegative) inside the nonn sigus. 

\Ve obtain the negative of the sum of a collection of vectors, which we ,,,ute below. 
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L II L (t'e:. +tl~)Cjll + L II L t'c'pCj +t'c~C1!+lll+ 
rERnSo JEBr pEP'nS! JEBp 

L II L t'l~Cj +t'c~C1!+lll + L II L tc~Cj +t<CIl+111+ 
rERnS! JEBr qEQ'nS! jEBq 

L II L tc~~Cj +tc;~Cll+111· 
rE Rn.',·! j E Br 

By the triangle inequality. Wf' can make this sum smaller by replacing the llonm; 

ilL'>ide SUIllS with the n011n of the stun of all of them, as in the proofs of B. C ahoYe. 

L L (t'c~ +tc':)C~ + L L t'c~Cj +t'c'pCl+l+ 
rERnSo JEBr PEP'nS! JEBp 

L L t'C:,CJ +t'C:.CIl+1 + L L tc';C) +tC~C1!+l+ 
rERnS! JEBr qEQ'nS! jEBq 

L L tc~C) +tc~Cn+lll. 
rERnS! JEBr 

In tins final nonn. we reorder the SlUllS so that coefficients of each Cj • j E C-Il+1 

are grouped together. 

Then since again (as in proofs B and C) the balancing coefficients of any j add 

to 1. we obtain II 2:jEUn+! CJ II· TIns e:x-pression is equal to the negative quantity on 

the right side of (4.26). Since through the triangle inequality it is dominated by the 

left hand side of (4.26), tins proves equation (4.1) holds. I 

4.6 Cores of Centralization Games are Nonempty 

Now the theorem wInch is the subject of tins inquiry can be proved by combining 

the facts sho\\11 above. 

Theorem 1 Cores of centrali::ation games are nonempty. 
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Proof: By induction. The base case is II = 3, sho\\11 in Gmpter 3. Therefore 

ac;;sume the truth of H~l)othesis I for stores indexed by e". Now from the minilllal 

balanced collections over [/11, manufacture all the minimal balanced collections OWl' 

Un+1
, using methods .4, B, C and D. Facts 1,2.3, and 4 respectively show that the 

condition (4.1) for L~II+1 is satisfied for each of these collections. Hence the core of a 

centralization game over [/11+1 is not empty. 

Recall that a game is balanced if and only if it has nonempty core. and that 

nonempty core is equivalent to the fact that allmill..imal balanced collections of suhsets 

of players satisfy the balance condition (4.1). Define the 8ubga mes of a game obtained 

simply by restricting the valuation function to a subset of the game. 

Definition 1: Let (C. v) be a game. Then (S,vs) is a sllbgame with [S[ play!',.,.:; t.ff 

S ~ U. and '<IT ~ S. vs(T) = v(T). 

A game is said to be totally balanced iff each of its subgames is balcUlced: that is. 

each subgame has nonempty core. 

Corollary 2: Centralization games are totally balanced. 

Proof: A subgame (S,us) of a centralization game is simply another centralization 

game, which is represented by the set of vectors C ,I E S. By Theorem 1 the subgame 

has nonempty core_ 
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4.7 Centralization and Additive Games 

Since a centralization game is totally balanced. it can be represented as the min

imum grune of a collection of additive grunes. TIus wac;; shov.,u by I\:alai (mci Zemel 

( 1982). We follow h:alai rulCl Zemel closely in notation. 

Definition 2: A game (u'l') is additil'e iff there e:cist nonnegativf real 1I1llllbfl'S 

al ... , .an , where n = lul sllch that the charactel'istic junetion L' can bf I'fpl'f8fnffd 

by 8UTnS of the numbers: 

V5 c U, u(5) = Lal' ( -1.27) 
iE5 

vVe now define the nuninrum game of a collection. Let ([7, vf), f E F. be a 

collection of games over the set U. ,,\Ie define for each 5 ~ U~ the nUlunuun function 

.d 5) = min f E F v f ( 5). TIlen (c. Q) is called the mininrum grune of the collection F. 

TIle funcirunental theorem in tlus ru'ea is due to Kalai and Zemel (1982), 

Theorem 3 : (Kalai and Zemel) A game (u, v) is totally balanced iff if is thf 

minimum game of a finite collection of additive games. 

Oearly. if each game of the collection is additive. so is the minimum game, from the 

fact that every additive grune has nonempty core. TIns is shown easily by observing 

that V 5 ~ [7, 

0(5) = Lai' 
iE5 

,vInch is a core inequality for the allocation {adiEU' So the if direction is clear. TIle 

only if direction constructs the family of additive games from points in core of each 

of the subgames. TIlls family consists of games Vs corresponding to the subsets of U 

,vith the follmving 3 properties: 
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1. Each t's is an additive game: 

2. V T ~ LO, each us(T) ;:: dT); 

3. each l's(5) = v(5). 

For the complete proof, see the paper by Kalai and Zemel. 

It should be possible to prove Theon III 1 by producing for each centralization 

game the finite collection of additive games of which it is the mininIDm game. To 

exhibit tins family, it would be sufficient to find for each subset 5 a set of munbers 

aT, i E 5 such that 

1. (C. vs) is an additive game, and 

2. the mininIDm game of the fannly (u. liS), 5 ~ U is the centralization garne. 

TIns would demonstrate Corollary 2, which is equivalent to Theorem 1. 

\lVe have not succeeded in constructing these numbers for centralization garnes: we 

state the challenge of constructing them as an open problem. For each 5 the munbers 

must be coordinates of a point of the core of the lSI-player game (5, vs). 

4.8 Summary 

The principal result of this Qmpter is that all centralization garnes as defined 

in Chapter 3 have nonempty cores. The proof used induction on the fannly of all 

balanced collections of subsets of the set U of players. Theorem 1 implies that for 
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rul~' centralization game the central mrumger has available rul allocation of cost or 

hpnefits which is in core for all players. 

Observe that the proof used only the properties of the minimal balrulced collections 

required to generate them recursively, rulel the properties of the nonn. The grunes 

studied here possess additional structure: they Cru1 be represented by a set of vectors 

in Eucliderul space that fonned the rows of the Cholesky factorization of a positivp 

semiclefinitp matrix. TIus suggests that what has been sho"11 here is the nonemptilless 

of core of a wider class of grunes. 

TIlls class of grunes includes ruw grune represented by vectors Cj. j E [: in a 

nonned vector space. and whose costs are defined on subsets of C as 

c(S) = II L:Cjll, 
jE5 

the nonn of the vector sum of the vectors representing each member. No particulru' 

relation between the vectors needs to be assumed. In addition, we note that the 

notion of nonn need not be Euclidean. Hence cost grunes with nonempty core may 

be represented by players with vectors in other nonned spaces of ftlllctions. 

A fmitfnl area of research may be to find representations in nonned vector spaces 

other than Euclidean n-space, of grunes derived from actual applications such as 

inventory or tr<UlSportation. TIlese grunes will have nonempty cores. 

Another question concems the existence of partial converses of the theorem: ru'e 

there classes of nonned vector spaces such that every cooperative grune 'with nonempty 

core is represented by a set of vectors from one of the vector spaces? TIlls direction 

is for future research. 
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Chapter 5 

Finding the Optimal Game 

5.1 A Set of Inventory Models 

In tills chapter we discuss a set of inventory models in willch a central inventor~' 

management responds directly to demand for a single item observed by each incliyiclual 

store of a group of stores. At each store~ demand is stochastic. TIle clistribution of 

demand at store i over the lead time is nonnal, with mean j.li and standard deviation 

vVe follow the common assumptions that inventory cost is composed of holcling 

cost h per UIllt held per unit time, and penalty cost of being out of stock p, and that 

these numbers are constant for any assembly of stores. It is relatively easy to solve 

the equation for optimum value of the cost as a ftlllction of p, h, and the demand 

clistributions. 

Even when the distributions for the individual stores are correlated, the expected 

cost of any set 5 of them operating in combination was sho'''TI in Chapter 3 to he 
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proportional to the standard deviation of their joint distribution. 

c(S) = I\cys. 

TIle proportionality constant depends only on p and h. so without loss of generality 

we can set it equal to 1. For stores with nonnal distributions. the joint distribution 

is also 1l0lmal. anclmay be characterized by its variance-\..'0\<u1ance matl1x '". TIle 

mean of the joint distribution is of CQurse the sum of the means of the individual 

distributions. 

In Chapter 3, and also Eppen (1979), it was ShO'..,11 that lUlder these asslUllptions. 

it is always dleaper for all the stores to participate in the centrally managed inventor~' 

system which is modeled by this law. Hmvever, even when the individual distributions 

of demand at the stores are given, some combinations have lower cost than others. 

TIris is because a lrigh degree of correlation between the individual demand" forces 

the variance of the joint distribution lrigher: a lower or partially negative correlation 

,,111 produce a lower variance. 

From the ,1.e''''l)oint of the central management. therefore. it still makes sense to 

ask whether costs can be lowered by dlanging the correlations between the demands 

at the individual stores. 

Here we assume that the standard deviations of the indi,1.dual demands are fixed 

at some specific positive values. vVe also assume the means fixed, but these means do 

not influence the inventory cost. We study the problem of finding a combination of 

correlations of the demands which yields a centralized cost as small (or centralization 

benefit as high) as possible. given SUdl indi..,1.dual demand distributions. 

It is clear that minimizing the cost of the centralized inventory system which obeys 

this model is equivalent to maximizing profit from the operation for tlris item. For 
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when the distributions are nOlmal. e)..l)ected revenue over the lead tillle is given I)y 

the price tillles t 11(> mean demand. a constant since means are fi..-x:ed. Hence profit. 

which is reYenue less cost. is maximized \vhen cost is minimized. 

For certain sets of standard deviations at the stores and certain combinations of 

cOlTelations. the e)..l)ected inventory cost may actually be zero. An example illYolvillg 

three stores was given in Ompter 3. Let the set U = {1. 2. 3} of stores all haw 

identicalnomw distributions with standard deviation taken to be 1. Suppose that 

each correlation coefficient Pij. l =F j. 1 ~ i. j ~ 3 is equal to -!. Then the varimICf~ 

covariance matrix is 

1 1 I -2' -2 

F = [~ij] = [O"iO"JPij] = I 1 I 
-2 -2 

I I 1 -2 -2 

mId one can calculate the centralized cost readily; it is 

3 .'3 

c(C) = 2:2:O"iO"jPi) 
i=1 )=1 

or 
3 

c(U) = 2: \'ij; 
i,j=l 

¥ 111 111 
c( U) = 1 - - - - - - + 1 - - - - - - + 1 = 0 

:') ') ') ') ') ') - -- - .....-
in this case. 

The cost is never negative. However, it is not possible to achieve a cost of zero for 

some sets of standard deviations, because there is no way to correlate the distributions 

so that some delllruld fluctuations balance out the others exactly. Example 2 below 

is such a case. Here we shO\v how to find the minimulll cost set of correlations for 

arbitrary stmlClard deviations, and the cost associated with it. Tins is the goal that 

the management of the centralized inventory system should strive for. 
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5.2 Cooperative Game Structure 

It is not enough for management to simply find the lowest cost of their centralized 

inwntory system. TIlE' invf'lltory cost must be allocated to the individual stores. 

Central management wants to find a rule for allocating the cost that accomplishes 

three goals. 

• All of the cost of the inventory system is charged out. 

• The cost is shared fairly; no gTOUp of stores is subsidizing the rest by paying 

too much of the cost. 

• TIle entire coalition is stable: no group of stores feels that it could benefit more 

b~v setting up its own smaller inventory management system. 

\Ve e::-..-plore the possibilities available to management to accomplish these three 

cost sharing goals. TIlUS a proper solution to the management problem should min

imize cost and define at least one cost allocation method that follO\vs the principles 

above. TIle approach presented here is based on the principles of cooperative game 

theory. 

Each inventory model \ve discuss consists of a finite set U of stores, a nonnal 

distribution function for each store related by a variance-covariance matrix \i, and 

a mathematical e:x-pression for the minimtun cost that any subset of the stores can 

attain by combining into a centralized inventory management system. A cooperative 

cost ganle for a set is defined by assigning a cost for each subset. The members of 

the set are called players. For the inventory model, the cost for each subset 5 c [i is 

defined by the fmlction c(5) whidl is the minirrnnn cost attainable by that coalition 
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according to the mathematical e=q)I'(:'ssion. TIUlS there is a correspondence bet\\"P(~n 

inYentory models and cost games for them. 

:';-ow one can define for each cost game a related cooperative game called the 

bf:'nefit game. TIle relationship is based on the vie\\voint of an incii\idual store. say 

i. TIus ston' could decide to respond to itsdemand directly. and if it did the hest 

possible job. it could achieve the cost c( {i}). If it joins a cooperative buying 2,TOUp. 

set S. a cost of c(S) will be incurred. TIlUS the difference is the benefit the members 

of S will get from combining. vve define the benefit function 

u( S) = L c( { i} ) - c( S) 
iES 

for each subset S c [": the result is another cooperative game over the srune set of 

players. 

Since in tIlls paper we are assuming the vector (J" is fixed. the individual cost of 

inventory for store i is given by c( {i}) = (J"i. Hence for each inventory model with 

this (J", the sum of the individual costs in the benefit function v(S) remains fixed for 

each subset S. TIlliS llunimizing the total cost c( U) is equivalent to m£lxinllzing the 

benefit u( l'l 

Management is also interested in the allocation of the minimum cost or maxinrum 

benefit, and the stores are interested in their shares. Let n = lUI, and number the 

individual stores i, 1 ~ i ~ n. Define a cost allocation to be a vector a = (aI ..... all) 

which tells for each store what its share of the cost \vill be. For the benefit ga.rne. 

we sinularly define a benefit allocation vector .r whose coordinates are the benefits 

received by the members of U. 

Since stuns of the components of a vector over a subset of its components occur 

so frequently. we adopt a notation customary in cooperative game theory. Let A. c U 
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be a subset consisting of some of the pla~rers: let q be a vector ,vith one component 

for each player in [~. TIlen 

q(A) = Lqi 
iE.-\ 

represents the sum over onl~r those components in .4. 

An allocation vector of costs or benefits must satisfy certain rules. 

1. All of the cost or benefit must be allocated. TIlls is e::q)ressed by the ffJiciutcy 

condition. 

Lal = a(U) = c(U); ( 5.1) 
iEt' 

L,ri = J'(U) = v(U) = )c({i}) - c(U). 
iELI fEU 

(.5.2) 

2. Each subset of players must not be charged more than the cost it could incur 

acting as a smaller group. Equivalently for benefits. each subset must obtain 

greater total benefits from the centralization than it could from acting as a 

smaller group. TIns condition is called the standalone, core, or "tability condi

tion. 

v 5 ~ U, a(S)::; c(S); 

V 5 ~ U, x(S) ~ v(S). 

TIle efficiency condition for U clearly meets the core test. 

(5.3) 

(.5..!) 

3. Each player who compares her cost allocation aj from the cost ganle associated 

with a given inventory model 'with her benefit allocation :rj froIll the benefit 

game associated ,,,i.th the model should find that cost plus benefit should total 

her individual cost: actual cost plus benefit should equal cost if she had to 

provide for herself. TIns condition was introduced in Chapter 2 and is called 
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ViEt". Ilz+.l"i=d{i}). ( 0.0) 

Applied to all subsets. and to cost and benefit. garnes. these three principles e;qm>ss 

management's need for stability of costs arId benefits as indicated abovE'. 

5.3 Meeting a Management Goal 

Marmgement seeks the lm\!t~st cost combination of correlations. with the side con

clition that the resulting centralized inventory system is stable. Hence the marmger 

of the central facility also requires a cost allocation method which produces an allo

cation for eadl game of the set. arId ,vhich is guararlteed to be justifiable (md in core 

for eadl such garne. 

\;Y-e propose arl algorithm for fincling the minimum cost (ma..xinrum benefit) COIll

bination of correlations for a set of three stores with the centralized inventory model 

cliscussecl above. The algoritlml "i.ll begin by assuming the clistributiolls at the stores 

are llllcorrelated. It will successively generate a sequence of models with (possibly) 

correlated demands. for whidl cost is decreasing. The algorithm will converge on a set 

of correlations which offers the lowest cost for the given set of staIldard deviations CT. 

Each model has related cooperative cost aIld benefit games. vVe will investigate cost 

aIld benefit allocation methods applicable to all games, aIld seek justifiable methods 

which generate cost aIld benefit allocations in core for the sequence of cooperative 

garnes produced by the algoritlml. 

Let U be the set of stores arId n = lUI. Denote by 9 the set of square n x n 

symmetric positive semidefinite variarlce--covariarlce matrices which have the vector 
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(T of stallcicU'Cl deviation" for the individual store distributiom;. 

Let N J be the nonnegati,"e integers. Let p E Nl index the sequence of models. 

One of them is then specified by a symmetric positive semidefinite covariance matlix 

~'P E 9 with Cholesk~· factolization C'P: {Cf, .... en are the rows of CP. Let eP (5) 

be the cost of a subset of players in model p of the sequence. 111en the \"(:ctors which 

are the rows of C'P can be used to represent the cost of each subset 5 by the f01111ula 

cP(S) = II2:C{III. 
iE5 

\\ith the n011ll in Rn being the Euclidean n01111. 

In Glapter 3 it ,va" ShO\\11 that for certain parameterized sets of three person 

models and their associated games one can find combinations of cOlTelation coefficients 

that yield zero cost. Here we prove more: that for any fi.'{ed ai. i E C. thel'(~ is 

a unique set of cOlTelation coefficients yielding a mininnlm cost. So if we adjust 

cOlTelation coefficients we can hope to obtain the mininnlm cost (maximum benefit) 

gaIlle. regardless of the number of players. 

Our algorithm for finding the unique set of cOlTelations at each stage moves from 

FP to a ne\v model specified by a matrix V p+1, \"ith strictly lower cost. This matlix 

is also positive semidefinite \"ith the SaIne ai, i E U; it is again the covariance nlatrix 

of a joint nonnal distribution. representing a centralized system with lower cost and 

different correlations. 

In Glapter 4 it was shown that the core of the cooperative game obtained from 

arl inventory centralization model of this type is nonempty. Hence for each model in 

the sequence. there exists at least one allocation on its cOlTesponcling gaIne which is 

111 core. However. this knowledge does not tell how to compute the allocation for each 

model. 
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Define an allocation method to be a flUlction /1 : G --+ RIl or /1 : r --+ RII froUl a 

set G of benefit or r of cost games with given properties to points in R" such that 

for all games ([-. u) E G. or the corresponding cost grunes (U. c) E r. the efficiellc~' 

equation (5.2) or (5.1) is satisfied. 

Om interest is in the set G = {( c-, t,P)} where p E :NJ, the nonnegatiw integers. 

ruKl the game (c-. uP) is the benefit game conesponding t.o t.he p-th inYentor~' model 

,-p generated by the algorithm from an illitialmodel with a struldard deviation vector 

cr which remains fi.'\:ed throughout. The benefit function for this model is 

lJl(S) = 2JICTII-11 Leill. 
IES IES 

The conesponcling set of cost gaInes is r. 

'We wish to find a method II which. applied to the sets G. r of games conesponcling 

to the models in the sequence G produced by the algorithm, allows calculation of a 

corresponcling sequence .rP = /I( CO. t,p) of savings allocations aIld the conesponcling 

justifiable cost allocations. vVe WaIlt the sequence of pairs {( (U. t,p) .. rP)} to sat.is£v 

the following properties: 

1. the total benefits t,p (U) are monotonic nondecreasing; 

2. the allocation /1(U.l'P) at each stage is in the core of the grune: 

3. the sequence {vP (U)} approaches in the limit maximwn benefits 1)( C-) for U: 

4. the sequence of games {U. uP) approaches the ga.rne (U, u) \",i.th maximrnn ben

efits. which is a member of G; 

D. the sequence /1(U,uP) of allocations approaches all allocation in the core of the 

gaIne of maxinrum benefit (U. /'). 



Inventor." \Ioclel Benefit Game Cost. Grone 

I p-th ~Ielllher 1,'P E II (C.I,Jl) (U. ell) 

Criteria FIl E Y (C, I.JJ) E G (U.eP) E r 

Value eP(S) I'P(S) = eP(S) = 
Equation I:ieS cll ( {i}) - ell(S) II I:iES ell 
Condition 1 eP([;) > e'/(U) I'P( U) < u"( U) cp ([~) > (,'1 ( [,-) 

I 

Condition 2 J'P E Core ([". oP) I all E Core ([,". eP ) I 

Optimal FEy (U.v) E G (U.e) E r I 

Condition 3 eP (U) ---+ e( [I) vP( U) ---+ v(U) eP( U) ---+ c{ [") 

Condition 4 FP ---+ F (C. LJl) ---+ (U, 1..' ) (U.ell ) ---+ (ee) 

Lilllit l' = 1/(U. u) a = v(Ce) 

Condition ·5 .r:P ---+ J' aP ---+ a 

Table 5.1: Comparison of mathematical structmes for optimal cost of centralized 

inventory constrained by requirement for core allocations. 

:"ilathematically speaking, we have a one-to-one correspondence between the in

ventory models. benefit grones, and cost games of the sequence generated by the 

algorithm. Let p, q E NJ with p < q. The letter II denotes the set of square sym

metric positive semidefinite matrices of size n x n. TIlen we have the relationship in 

Table .5.1. 

It is tempting to include the condition that 

6. TIle allocation xq is no worse than xP for any player in U. 

However, some caution must be exercised: see Young (1985). An allocation method 



1/ is called mOllotonie iff 

\::j i E C ('''(5) 2: (,P(5) if i E 5 

and ('q (5) = lJl ( 5) if i (j. 5 

==;. ,1'£ = 1/( C vq ) 2: ;tf = 1/( L~. (JJ). 

~Ionotonicity is precisely Conclition6 for om algorithm, for ,ve change a single player's 

vector at each step. and thus ouly those subsets containing that player will change 

their values. ~Ionotonicity is equivalent to the condition that wheneveru"(T) 2: I'P(T) 

for some subset T ~ [" but L,q (5) = uP (5) whenever 5 ::f. T. xi 2: J1 for all players 

i E C. If we restrict to T = C. 1/ is called monotonic in the agg,.egate. 

YOlmg (198.Sa) showed that for general games with nonempty core there is 110 

allocation method ,vhich is both in core anclmonotonic. Of comse it is still possihle 

that the class 9 we discuss has an allocation method ,vith this property. since it is a 

subset of YOlll1g'S garnes, but ,ve have not been able to show monotonicity. 

In other similar results, Grotte (1971) showed that a vari.ant of the nucleolus 

called the per-capita nucleolus is monotonic for general garnes ",i.th nonempty core. 

In this allocation method. the excESS u(5) - x(5) is replaced by the average excess 

(u( 5) - .r( 5)) /151 in each linear inequality defining core; the sarne succession of linear' 

progTatllS is solved tllltil a single point is fomld. 

Zhou (1991) has shmvn arlOther related result for the nucleolus. If one charIges the 

garne so that 1'Q(5) 2: vP(5) for exactly one set 5, then the total payoff .yQ(5) 2: J:P(5) 

when .r is computed as the nucleolus. 

vve will not include Condition 6 as a requirement. 
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5.4 Meeting the Core Condition 

Om first observat.ion is that provided the algorithm generates matrices 1"1' which 

are in 9 c II and therefore are also centralization models, \ve knO\V that the core for 

each conespollcling grune is nonempty. So by taking the method 1/ to be the llucleolus. 

we ru'e guru'allteed that .rl' = 1/([', uP) E Core (C. vP). \lVe also showed ill Omptf'l' :2 

that the nucleolus is self-justifiable; it was in the core of both cost ruld benefit gruUf'S. 

Hence choosing f the nucleolus assures that Conc1itioll 2 is met. 

Furthennore, if the sequence of matrices converges to a matrix: in g. that is. the 

optimal cost matrix: is in g. then choosing v the nucleolus also assures that the limit 

allocations ;r. a are in the core. TIns does not demonstrate the truth of condition 5. 

ho\vever: a proof that the sequence of nucleoli converges to .r (or a) is llecessruy to 

establish tlns. 

111ere is sufficient topological structure in II (or g) to guarantee tins. For illstrulce. 

nucleoli are solutions of systems of linear programs. Sclmleicller (1969) sho\ved that 

for garnes \vith a fixed set of players, the nucleolus is a continuous fmIction of the 

benefit function l'. Now the benefit function in inventory centralization models is a 

continuous flmction of the pij. Since the sequence {vP} -+ v, and for each plCi;yer j. 

q -+ Cj , \ve must have I/P -+ 1/. 

5.5 The Cost Problem 

111e problem presented here is the fundamental step of our algorithm. Consider 

the set 9 of all covarirulce matrices with a fixed ro\v vector (J' of strulClard deviations. 

Carl \ve identi(y in 9 a minimum cost covarirulce matrix: \vith the sarne vector of 
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standard deviations'? Is there an algoritlull that. starting from the l.111correlatecl ca<;e. 

successi\'el~' finds new covariance matrices in 9 which approach the one with nuninnllll 

cost'? We "i.ll discuss tlns problem in general, and then exannne in detail the case of 

3 x 3 covari.ance matri.ces. 

TIle fixed row vector cr defines the rarlli.-one psd matrix 5 = crT cr. TIle fea'5ihle 

set 9 of covari.arlce matli.ces for the the cost problem contains all matrices wInch eU'{:' 

Hadamard (element\\i.se) products of the fonn 5 0 R for all R E Corr. See Hom 

and .lohllSon (1986) for some properties of these products. ~ow we seek a specific 

correlation matrix R" E Corr wInch nnninnzes cost. So the feasible set for om 

problem ,,,i.ll be Corr. TIle ll1.11l1bers in matrix 5 enter only in the objective. 

TIle square of the cost function is given by 

11 n 

c2
([·) = LLcriO'jPij. 

i==1 )==1 

Since cost is monotomcally increasing in Pij and can never be negative. the llnlnllnllll 

of the square of the cost f1.111ction occurs at the sanle place as the nnrnmum of the 

cost f1.111ction itself. vVe may '\li.te the squared cost fUllction as the bilinear fonn 

where R is the correlatiollmatrix. Since R is pscL this is a positive senuclefirnte (psd) 

quadratic fonn. Incidentally, \ve see that the cost can never be negative, since the 

fonn is psd. In the feasible set all Pii = 1. arId the correlation matrix is symmetric, 

so the optimal correlation matrix R" ,,,i.11 also minimize 

11 II-I 

f(R) = LLO'iO'jPij, 
i==2 j==l 

wInch is related to c? (U) by 

2(U) = O'(JT + 2f(R). 
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:\"ote that f is a linear functioll of the off-diagonal entries of R. (Ulel so is a COll\"('X 

function of them. 

In Appendix: B it is ShO\\11 that the set Corr of correlation matrices is dosed 

and strictly com'ex. We are thus minimizing a convex: ftUlction over a dosed strictly 

convex: set and as a result there is a unique minimizing matrix: It. TIle uniqueness 

is eUl important fact which we use repeatecliy. 

5.6 Extreme Rays; Three Store Case 

A characterization of the set of correlation matrices is presented. Since they are 

psd. the detenninant and each principal minor determinant must be nonnegativE'. For 

the case n = 3. we have 

1- L,prj +2 L,Pij > 0: 
It=j it=j 

Corr = {R: (5.7),(5.6) hold.}. 

( 5.6) 

(.5. T) 

In fact. each of the three 2 x 2 submatrices must have nOllllegative detemllnallt. TIlese 

constraints force correlation coefficients to be in the interval [-1, 1]. The constraint 

on the cletemrinant can be written as the equation of a surface in 3-space. 

(.5.8) 

Since the feasible set Corr is strictly convex, each interior point is a convex: 

combination of its e::-..-treme points. The e::-..-treme points of Corr are the boundary 

of the surface defined above at which det R is zero; these must include any rank-Dne 

matrices in Corr. since these are e::-..-treme rays of IT. 
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Among the first candidates for an optimal solutioIl should therefore be the conp

lation matrices of rank one. A conelatioIlmatrix is ofrank one iff its rows (colullllls) 

anJ culliuear. For 11. = 3 the~' me the following fom cOlTelation matrices. \yhich nUl 

{-'a.<;il~' be obtained by noting that if a psd matrix has rank one. then all of its prill

cipalminors {-'xcept the first have determinant zero. Thus Ip211 = 1: <Ulel the other 

off diagonal elements can be calculated so that the third row is a combination of the 

other two. 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 (5.9) 

1 1 1 

1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 

-1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 (5.10) 

1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 

The possible costs for the case 11. = 3 can be emunerated. using (2 ( [.) = er Rer T (± 

elenotes that the Sigl1 which llmkes the quantity positive must be selected). 

1. 

(5.11) 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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The first of these ccm not e\'er be the minimulll cost. for all O"i > O. Hence if the 

minimulll cost occurs at a rank one con'elation matrix. it llllL'it he one of those in 

(5.10). and the cost itself is given by one of Equations (5.12)-(5.14). 

It is also dear that if all standard deviations are identical. all thre(~ rank- 011(-' 

cOlTelationlllatrices yield the same cost. Since the minimum is UluqnE'. nonE' of these 

three matrices is the llulunnun. vve discuss tlus case in Example 1 helow. If the 

standard deviatiol1'i are not identical, exactly one of the three enumerated SUll1'i will 

be smallest. (See Example 2 below.) 

Lenuna 4: A mong the rank one correlation matrices there can be only one candi

date for the minimum. and it is completely determined by 0". If all romponeuts of a 

are identical. 1/,0 rank one matril: minirni::es cost. 

Proof: Suppose for instance that 

tlus is equivalent to 0"3 ~ 0"]. Also. 

is equivalent to a2 ~ a1. Hence a2 + a.3 - a] is a mimnnun iff a] is largest. ~ow 

0"1 = a3 are largest iff a2 ~ (a] +(3)/2 = 0"1; the same conditions; i.e 0"2 is smallest. 

A. S~11lInetric argument proves the other cases. If all components of a are identical, 

then aIl~' of the three rank one correlationlllatrices adueves the same cost. But there 

must be a UIuque milulllUIll, so none of these can be the nUlunnun. 
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5.7 Zero Cost Models; Three Store Case 

:\0\\' Wf' disctL<;s whell the minimum lost can attain the lowest value possible. zero. 

It is deal' from the last sectioIl that cost "ill be zero if two of the standanl de,iatiolls 

partitioll exactly the third. In that ca'le. the optimal con'elation matrix "ill be of 

rank one. since a cost below zero cannot be obtained by any psd F. As a corollmy 

one sees that a cost of zero can only be obtained at a cOlTelation matrix \\'hich is pSI 1 

and not pel. For (J'RaT > 0 for all (J' t- 0 when R is peL by the definition of positiyE:' 

definiteness. TIns means that no R of full rank can aclneve zero cost. 

vVe collect these observations below. 

Lenuna 5: The minimum cost for the Cost Problem is zero for a rallA' one matri.l' 

R: if and only if there is a partitioll of the (J'j.1 ~ i ~ n into two 8ft.., which slim fo 

the sanu quantity. 

For arbitrary n. detemillnng if there is a rank--one solution ,\ith cost zero IS 

equi,ruent to a Partition problem. which is knmm to be ~V p- hard. Of course for 

n = 3. there are only 3 cases to enumerate. 

Lenuna 6: The only rank-one matrix R which is a candidate for solving the Cost 

Problem must have its corresponding sum (J'R(J'T smallest. 

Proof: Only one matrix may solve the problem. 

However, this lemma does not help the computability. It is still a partition problem 

to find the rank--one matrix with lowest cost. 

Lenuna 7: If all O'j are: equal. the minimum cannot be a rank one matrix. 
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Proof: TIIP mininllUll cost llULSt occm at a llllique matrix: R:. If all (Ti cu'p equal. 

each of the II rculli.-one matrices ~i.elc1s equal cost. 

5.8 Algorithm in Geometric Terms 

In general the llluque solution to om cost milumization ecumot be fmlllcl through 

CUI culal~tic e)q)ression. However one can design CUI algorithm which will generate a 

sequence of pij, i =f. j, such that the cost of the corresponding covanculce matrix: \\ill 

progTess to,varcl the mininnun. 

TIle algorithm we propose is a greedy one. At each stage we choose from seyera! 

paths the one which maximizes the reduction in cost. 

1. Start from an uncorrelated inventory centralizatiolllllodel "ith sJ111111etlic squcu'e 

psd covariculce matrix: F O E g; its associated benefit game is (U, pO) in G. TIus 

model is represented by the rows of its Cholesky matrix: CO, 'wluch are vectors in 

R1! given by C, i E U. Let CO(U) denote the cost. Choose CUI ilutial allocation 

vector ,ro = v(U, VO) using the nucleolus method. 

Note: we ,,,i.ll start from the matrix: Fa in which all stores are completely llll

correlated. 

2. At the k-th step, fix all correlation coefficients except those between one row of 

the Cholesky matrix: and every other row. say the vector CJ, and move it to a 

new position Cr1 in R1! ,,,ithout changing its length. Let Cf+l = ct, Vi =f. j. 

Oloose the new position so that the cost ck+1 (U) is mllumizecl subject to the 

matrix lTk+l = Ck+l (Ck+1)T being symmetric psd. 
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Since the resulting matrix: is again in g. allocation .rHI = lJ( C. (,HI) is ill the 

core of the game generated b~' 1/-k+ I . 

3. If the cost ck+1 ([T) differs from ck (U) by an amount smaller than an established 

tolerance. stop: the algorithm is dose to the best choice. Otherwise. repeat step 

2. 

TIllS is a greedy algorithm because at each step we choose the row vector of C to 

move arolUld so that the overall cost reduction achieved is largest. At the first step 

there are n candidates: at subsequent steps. n - 1. since there is no point in moving 

the same vector at the l.: + l-st step when it was just moved to its llllllllllUlll positiuu. 

\:Y1lat we must show is that the iterative process does converge to a nllllllllulll cost 

c( [~). Choosing the sequence of nucleoli of the corresponding games as the allocatium; 

assures that the nllllllllum cost game has an allocation in core. as does each game ill 

the sequence. 

In later sections we will look at the question of whether some of the other stan

dard allocation methods such as the Shapley value, and Separable Cost Remailllng 

Benefit (Louderback cost; fractional benefit) methods can be used to support such a 

convergence in three person centralization games. In particular, the SCRB method 

is computable in O( n) time and would be attractive for this reasoll. 

5.9 The Stage Optimization Problem 

TIle algorithlll sketched above requires solving an optiullzation problem in each 

step, namely. location of a new vector C; of the OlOlesky matrix:. Here we state the 
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problem precisely and devise a solution procedure for a rela-..;:ed version. 

Let ([ -. 1'1.:) he the benefit game arising at the k-th step from matrix: ,01.: = 
CI.:(CI.:)T, with the initial allocation /J(U, t'l.:) = ,rl.: in its core. \Ve move to a ut'w 

gcune (CO, (,1.:+1 ) given b~' CI.:+I by ChCUlglllg the position of one of the rows of CI.: with

out chculging its length, culdleavillg the others fixed. \Ve do tlus to obtain a reduction 

in the cost of the grculCI coalition. Since the lengths of the individual yectors do not 

ch(Ulge, the inclividual costs c( {i}), i E F also do not chculge. Thus llunimizing the 

length of the sum of all the vectors will ma..amize the benefit obtained by changing 

this one vE'ctor's position. 

TIle chcu1ge in clirection of the chosen vector is constrained by the requiremE'llt 

that the resulting matrix: ,,"k+1 = CI.:+I (Ck+I)T be positive selludefuute. TIlus without 

any consideration of the side condition imposed by the allocation method /J. CU1Y 

feasible solution ,vill produce a ganle ,vith nonempty core. TIle restriction clue to 

choice of allocation method is therefore independent of the requirement for positive 

semidefuilteuess. Also note that without loss of generality, we can assume that the 

first 1l - 1 rows of CI.: remain fi."Ced. and the n-th is the one to be perturbed. TIus 

follows by pemmting the stores (row'S and columns) of the matrix: FI.: so that the 

vector we ,vill move is n-th. Permutation does not change the cost of a matrix:. as 

was sho"1.1 in Chapter 3. 

Hence we CCUI fommlate the stage optiIlilzation problem as follows. 

lllln II LiEL: C j
k+1

11 (5.15) 
C~+l 

subject to Ck+1 = C~ 
! ! Vi =1= n (5.16) 

FHI = CHI (Ck+l)T psd. ( 5.17) 

The nonn we are llunimizing can be eA"Pressed in temlS of ilmer products of the 
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vector W\VS of Ck+I. Since the first n - 1 wctors are fixed. only telms involving C,~'+I 

lleed to be in the objective. _..\lso. since IIC~+1112 =< C~+I.C~+1 >= (T~ is a fixed 

parameter. it. too ran he olllitted from the objective without affecting the optimal 

solution. Denote hy C' the set [- \ {n}. Then the prohlem is 

(.:5.1S) 

(5.19) 

Since we are changing only the angles between e~+1 and the other vectors. the 

optimization can be e::-..-pressed in tenllS of the con'elation coefficients Pi", i E U'. Each 

inner product < ef+ 1, ef+l > is given by (Ji(JJPij, and the standard deviations are 

asslUued constant. Let l+1 = (pt~l .... , p~:L) be the set of correlation coefficients 

in the inner products of the objective. Then we may ,vrite the optimization a..c; 

nun 
pH! 

subject to 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

Observe that this optimization has a linear objective, while the constraint is non

linear. vVe now tum our attention to the requirement for positive semiclefiniteness. 

5.10 Recursion Formula for Cholesky Factors 

In this section we develop a recursion fonnula for the elements of the Cholesky 

factor C of a psd matrix V, and for its partial derivatives as filllctions of the correlation 

coefficients. 

Let (J denote the vector ((JI .... . (J,,) of standard deviations. Let Pk be a h' - 1-
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dimensional vector of con'elation coefficients (Pkl ~ .... PH-I). For notational pur

poses. ,,'e let po! = Pill = O. and pi! = 1. ViE [:. Then 

For cOllvenience we write out a general con'elationlllatrix corresponding to i' = So R. 

1 Pli Plk PIli 

Pil 1 Pik Pin 

R= 

Pkl 1 

Pnl pni Pnk 1 

~ow we e:x-press the lower triangular matrix C in tenns of the con'elation coeffi

cients. First define the following recursive quantity. 

9ki = I ( 2:1-1 ) 
gii Pki - )=1 gkjgij 

9kk = Jl k-I ') - 2:j=1 g1.j 

9ki = 0 

\Ve may then 'write the matrix C as 

i<k: 

i=k 

i > k. 

(:; 0'») v._ .... 

(5.23) 

( 5.24) 

(5.25) 

~ote that 9kl = Pkl for all ro\vs k. Also observe that this recursive relation encap

sulates a standard algorithm. (e.g. Healy. 1984), for Ololesky factorization of a pscl 

matri.x. The matrix 9 = [gkd is the Cholesky factorization of the psd correlation 

matrix R. 
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Example: II = 3. 111en 911 = 1. g21 = P21. and g:n = {J31' \\e calculate g22 by 

( j.26) 

Let ,j = {1. 2}. and JJ(.3) he an n x n matrix "i.th rows and COitUll11'; whose indices 

em' not in .3 (leleted. 111en 922 = Jdet R(;3). in tenns of the 2 x :2 principal lllinor of 

R. ~ow 

and 

\Vith algebra we obtain 

1 
= J 2 (P32 - P.31P21): 

1- P21 

.; 2 2 g.33 = 1 - g:31 - g32 

1 2 (P32 - P31P21 )2 
- P31 - J 2 

1- P21 

1 VI 2 .) 'J ') g.33 = J ') - P21 - P31 - P32 + "P32P:nP21 
1- Pil 

which can easily be seen to be 

JdetR 
g3:~ = Jdet R{,i3) . 

where R is the correlation coefficient matrix. I 

In fact for arbitrary n the identity 

holds. 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 
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From this result one sees that 

:\ow it is kllO\\11 that on the set of symmetric pel 11 x IL lllatrices.logclet is a strictl~· 

concave flUlction. See. for instance. Hom and Johnson (1985). Theorem/.G.I. Hence 

so is log g11I1' \"e will apply this remark in the next section. 

Remark: gll1l is log-coT/cat'c 

Xow consider the matrix 9 = [gij] defined previously, such that So ggT is the 

covariance matrix: 9 is the Cholesky factor of R. TIlen it follows from Fact 2 of 

Appendix B that the columns of 9 generate rank-one matrices such that R is their 

Slllll. 

Furthermore. the diagonal elements of 9 are the square roots of the eigenvalues of 

R: since the k-th diagonal element is also Jdet R( {I, ... ,k}), we have that the k-th 

eigenvalue of R is the detenninallt of the k-th principal minor of R. Finally, the first 

COlllll111 of 9 is given by 

if R is to be a rank one matrix, it must be glglT. 

vVe no\v derive a general eJq)ression for the partial derivatives of gki \vith respect to 

a correlation coefficient. TIlls will be useful when we solve the optimization problem 

for the stage. 

Let p < k. For the diagonal elements, 

f) 1 k-l f) 
gkk _ - 2' (_" . 9kj ) 

f) - gkk ~gkJf) , 
Pkp j=1 Pkp 

(5.30) 
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which is obtained by differentiating (5.:23) b~' the chain rule. 

For the off-diagonal elements. when jJ = i < ,,". 

(5.31) 

To obtain this result. differentiate (5.:2:2) with respect to Pki = fJkp; this ycui.ahlp 

appears only in the first tenll. The other tenns are products 9kj9pj \vith J ::; I.. - l. 

VV1len jJ < j. gpj = O. VV1len jJ 2 j, gpj cannot contain the conelation coefficient 

Pkp' since the 9pj are defined recursively from tenns of lo\ver index. Also. gk) cannot 

contain Pkp' for j < p, and the recursive definition generates gkj from conelations of 

smaller index. So the derivative of the product tenns must be zero. 

\:\llen p < i < k. 
a z-1 a 

9kz _ _ -1 '"' " 9kj 

a - gPP ~gl}a . 
Pkr j=p Pkp 

( ~ 3'») 'J •• _ 

TIlls result COllles from differentiating (.5.22) as above. TIle first term vanishes. TIl{'> 

coefficient gii 1 does not contain Pkp since p < i. Differentiating the product gkj gij for 

1 ::; j < p yields zero. since neither factor contains the variable. For jJ ::; J ::; i - 1. 

the derivative of gij is zero, since it does not contain Pkp;i < k. Hence only the tenns 

for p ::; j ::; i-I exist in the derivative. 

These formulas for the derivatives are recursive, as the formulas for the gki them-

selves are. 
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5.11 Positive Semidefiniteness Constraint 

\ re now address the requirement that the ne,v model resulting from the minimiza

tion mlL';t again have a positive semidefinite matrix. 

\Ve recall that a matrix is psd if and only if the detenninants of its principalmiuor 

submatriees cu'e nOllnegative. Also. the eigenvalues of a triculguicu' matrix such a5 the 

GlOlesky factor cu'e simply the elements of the principal diagonal. Finally, a matrix 

is psd if culd only if all of its eigenvalues are llonnegative. 

:\"ow it is clear that by perfonning a principal components factorization of F OIle 

eCUI easily shmv that the eigenvalues of C are the square roots of eigenvalues of , -. 

Since the vector 0' is strictly positive. we find that O'kgkk ~ O. Y k E U. so that 

gkk ~ 0 is a necesscuy culd sufficient condition for F psd. 

These observations allow us to write the stage optimization problem in the form 

below. As before [} = [; \ {n}. To avoid complicating the notation ,ve (h'op the 

superscripts of Pn, the n-th row of off- diagonal correlation coefficients for the matrix 

R. 

Problem STEP: 

subject to gnn 

(5.33) 

( 5.34) 

Only the constraint glln arising from row n is needed, because the other diagonal 

elements of the GlOlesky matrix C are not changed by the optimization; gkk depends 

only on Pij 'vi. th i, j :s; k. 

To solve this optimization of a linear objective \Vi.th one nonlinear constraint, we 
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w;e the method of LagTangean multipliers. and dualize the nonlinecu' COllstraint fur 

positiye sf'midefiniteness. Since the last correlation matrix is ill the feasible set for 

the optimization. culd Corr is strictly convex, we are assured that a new optimal 

vector p. will be unique: if it does not chculge, \ve have reached global optilllalit~·. 

TIle following lUlconstrainecl optimization is obtained. 

Problem LSTEP : 

(5.35) 

TIle objective function of Problem LSTEP is log-convex. The remcu·k of the last 

section shows that -/\gl/II is log-concave. culd LIEUI Cl'iPTII is convex: so the solutioll 

not only exists. but is lUuCiue. 

TIle first order conditions satisfied by CUI interior optimal point cu'e nowe::qm:'ssf'd 

simplya5 

i E U': 

gnn = O. (5.37) 

From this we observe immediately that 

(Jj (fJgnn / fJPnd 
Cl'j = (fJgnn/fJPnj)' 

(5.38) 

or that marginal changes in the n-th eigenvalue of 9 (and hence C) are proportional 

to the ratio of standard deviations. 

Already tlus result is very interesting and appealing. Since the other n - 1 eigen

values of 9 (the gkk) are not changing, the parameters (Jj detemrine the direction of 

change of this last eigenvalue. 
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From the first order condition g1/1/ = 0 we can deduce more. Since g1/1/ is the II-tIl 

eigenvalue of g. at optimality we have clet R = O. TIns corresponds to an e:\.1:rellle 

point of the set Corr. 

5.12 Computational Complexity of Algorithm 

Here we discuss the computational complexity of the algorithm we propose. 

:vlajor components of the algorithm are 

1. Finding the Cholesky factorization of the initial matrix v -0. For subsequent 

iterations. the Cholesky matrix is easily updated. since only the last row "i.ll 

change. TIlere exist good polynomial algorithms for Cholesky factorization. \\'e 

represent tlns complexity by O(C(n)). For the algorithm presented for g. the 

complexity is O( n:J). since O( n2 ) entries must be computed. each requiring O( /I) 

time. 

2. Applying the allocation method to find the allocation in core at each step. The 

nucleolus method is not in general polynomial, since each computation requires 

solving a sequence of linear programs ,,,i.th 2n - 1 constraints, described in 

Olapter 2. One research issue is thus to find either (1) a method which alW<l;VS 

yields a core solution and is computable in polynorrnal time, or (2) a property 

of the optimal solution of eadl step of the algorithm which insures that the 

nucleolus can be computed in polynomial time. 

As an example of the first approach, the SCRB allocation method is precisely 

the combination of the Louderback method for the cost game and the marginal 

benefit method for the benefit game. In Chapter 2 it was shown that it is 



self-jm;tifiable. It is computable in O( n) time becam;e it involves only costs of 

the subsets {i}. [~\ {i}. F. each of which can be computed in O( ll) sinn" then'> 

cu'e n row vectors representing each model. If one could show that the optilllal 

centralization games have properties which guarantee that the SeRB method 

yielcl<; a core allocation. this method could be used to compute CUI allocation at 

each step in polynomial time. 

For the SCRB method, one might investigate the property called pseuc1ocon

vexity introduced by Legros (1986). He proved that pseudo convexity ,vith one 

additional condition guarantees that the SCRB method is equal to the nucleo

lus. TIle additional condition always holds for centralization games. However. 

centralization games in general are not pseudo convex. 

As an example of the second approach. it is lalO,nl that if the cooperative benefit 

game of a model ,vi.th three stores is conve.x, the nucleolus can be computed 

in polynomial time. For convex games, the nucleolus is equal to the ':,'111el 

(:vlaschler, Peleg.and Shapley. 1972). TIle kemel is a unique point. the bisector 

of n(n - 1)/2 line segments. See 1-Iaschler (1992). For three players. convexity 

is equivalent to pseudo convexity (Legros,1986). The SeRB method computes 

both the kernel and the nucleolus in this case. If one could show that the optimal 

benefit gaIne at eadl stage is convex, then the nucleolus would be computable 

in no more thaIl O(n4 ). 

HO\\o-ever, this conjecture is false. In particular, a 3-person optimal gaIlle which 

is of raIlk one is not convex and hence is not pseudo convex. 

vVe will represent the computability of this step by 0(.11.;£( n) ), where 111 repre

sents the method employed. 

3. Solving the optimality problem in the n - 1 dimensional hyperplaIle to find its 



tlllique optimal point. \\e will proye below that for n = 3 this problem can he 

solved in a single step b:v dosed fann computations. Hence the n = 3 case is 

computable in O( 1) time. 

\Ve represent the general ca<;e complexity of solving the optilllalit~· problem 1 )~. 

O(5(n) ). 

An analysis of the complexity of the actual algorithm is nmv possible. 

1. The C1lOlesky factorization of v'"O must be computed, requiring O( C ( n) ). TIle 

initial allocation must be computed using the method algorithm of complexity 

O(~VI(n) ). 

So the complexity of tIns step is 

ma'{[O(C(71,)).O{.Al(n))]. 

2. In the /.:-th step we solve the stage optinnzation problem at most n times: thus 

the complexity of tIns operation is O(n5(n)). For n = 3, 0(5(n)) is O( 1). TIle 

comparison of the stages requires O( n). Again the C110lesky factorization of the 

new model matrix must be found. in O( C( n) ), and the allocation computed in 

O(.M(n) ). 

Hence the complexity of tills step is given by 

ma'{[O(lvJ(71,)). O( C( 71,)),0(71,25(71,) )]. 

3. The final operation in the algorithm simply compares at step /.: the last value 

of cost to the new one. It requires 0(1) time. 

TI1US we see that the complexity of the algorithm is determined by the second step. 

in wInch the iterative solution of the stage optimization problem is perfonnecl. 



Theorem 1 Thf cornputational cornplf.l'ity of a step of flu algorithm is gil'fll by 

m(L"{[O(JI(n)), O( ('(n)). 0(n2 S(n) )]. 

Corollary 1: Suppose that a polynomial algorithm is chosen for the allocation 

method. Thell a step of the algorithm is polynomial. 

Proof: Ololesky factorization is at \vorst polynomial. Solving the opt.imality prob

lem can be done in polynomial time. From the eA-pression in TIleorem 1. if the 

allocation method is also polynomial, the worst case for the overall algorithm step 

will then be polynomial. 

Corollary 2: When n = 3. the worst case time for a step of the algorithm is 

Proof: GlOlesky factorization is 0(11.:3). S(n) is 0(1). so GlOlesky factorization 

dominates solving the optimization problem with nonlinear constraint. 

5.13 The LSTEP Problem for Three Stores 

In this section we obtain explicit fonnulas for the Lagrangean fonn of the problem 

to be solved at each step of the algoritlml. TIns allmvs us for the case of three stores 

to compute actual results. 

Example: (Three Stores) Referring to the computations previously made for the 

case n = 3, we obtain for the first partial derivatives of 933 

( 5.39) 
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Dg3:3 (VI '»)-I(ltR)_l( + ) -D = - P21 ( e ~ -P:32 P:31P'21· 
P:~2 

( .5.-!O) 

[sin)!; thp first order conditions (5.36) and (5.37) we obtain 

(5.-11 ) 

or 

(5.-12) 

one cOITelatioll coefficient is a multiple of the other: the exact ratio n" is detenlllllt'( 1 

by the fi"{ecl parameters 0"1.0"2 and P21. 

An eA-pression for the Lagrange multiplier can also be obtained. 

\ _ /09,3.3 /\ -0"1 -
OP31 

=0"J/[v1- P§I)-I(detR)-~(-P31 +P32P2dl; 

_ O"IJl-p~l(cletR)~ . 
- (1 + J 0"1 e~1 +0"2 ) • 

P31 - f. 21 0"2P~1 +0"1 

0"1)1 - P~l (det R) ~ (0"2{J21 + 0"1) . 

- {J.31 (- (0"2{J21 + O"Il + P21 O"I{J21 + 0"2) . 

_ CJl)l- p~l(detR)~(CJ2{J21 +O"d . 

- P.31 (- CJ1 - CJ2{J21 + 0"2{J21 + CJIP§l) , 

_ CJl)1 - P~l (det R) ~ (CJ2P21 + CJl) . 
- 2 • 

P31CJl(P21 - 1) . 

= -(detR)~ (CJ2P21 +CJd. 
P31 )1- P§l 

Example 1: A Basic Example 
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\\e solve a basic 3 x 3 example. applying the forlllulas of the last section. \\'(J haw' 

1 I a -2 

1"k = 1 1 b -"2 

a b 1 

Since cr = (1.1.1). ·we have P21 = -~. P31 = a. and P32 = b. Assuming ,ok to he 

positive definite. let us find the choices of a. b which minimize the overall cost. 

First ,ve note that from the first order conditions 

P32 = ltV = 1( -0.5) + 1 = 1 
P31 1( -0.5) + 1 

so that P31 = P32' and the minimum cost is achieved when both are equal. Tills mean.s 

that the 45° line cuts the COllstraint at the solution point. HO is the tangent of the 

ray from the origin on which the optimal solution lllust lie. 

~ow observe that /\ ~ 0 iff det R ~ 0, so that P31 must be chosen so that this 

cletel1lllnant is nOIlllegative. for a llllrllmum. Substituting 

one obtains 

(5.43) 

or 

(5.+1) 

In the example, 1 - P§ I = l. so that 
.3 

pjI ~ f = 1/4 

So P31 = - ~ = P32 is a solution. Of course, P31 = ! satisfies the detenuinant 

constraint, but this result rnaximizes the objective function 0'1P31 +0'2P32 , since ltV = 1 

is positive. 
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Hence the llJ.atriX 'which miuimizes the gTallcl coalition cost oyer all choices of 

cOlTf'latioIl coefficients P:II. P.12 is 

1 1 1 
-} -} 

1'''+1 - 1 1 I 
-} -} 

I I 1 -} -} 

In fact. tllis matrix is globally optimal. for the cost of the gTand coalition is zero. 

The three coplanar vectors representing tilis minillll1m cost model are of mlit 

length anclmake angles of 1200 with each other: Figure 5.1 displays the optimizatiull 

dOllJ.ain. 

Example 2 : A Rank-One Optimum 

Here \ve present an example in wilich a = (1, 2 .. 5). This example has the optimal 

solution a rank one conelation matrix. with nonzero cost. The rank one matrix 

\\ith smallest cost corresponds to a cost of lal - a2 + a.31 = 0.5. or c.2( [') = .25 = 

5.25 + 2f(p21. P:n. Pn) so that 

\\ith (P21 ,P.)I, P.32) = (-1, -1, 1). 

Suppose for some P21 = P > -1 a lower value of f is obtained. Then 

p+ 0 
~V=--,.. 

2p+1 

and f = 2P21 + .5p31 + P32 < -2.5 so 

12p+ 1 ("\ • 
2p + 2 p + 2 P32 + P32 < -~.U 

p+1 5 4 ::-- < -- - -p <-1 
p+2 3 3 
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so that since 0 < ~ < 1. P.12 < -1. a contradiction. A similar arg11ment applips for 

the other correlation coefficients. 

Hence the rank one matrix is optimal. 

Example 3 : An Optimum with Ullcorrelated Stores and Zero Cost 

Here we present the example with a = (1, 1. )2), in which the solution is on the 

ra~' with slope 1. and the optimum cost is zero. The optimum vector configuratiun 

is easily seen to be stores 1 and :2 uncorrelated; that is, P21 = O. TIus follows from 

geometric considerations; since two orthogonal vectors of length 1 add to a length of 

J2 in a 45°clirection. we can obtain a zero cost by clirecting the tlurd vector of length 

J2 in the opposite clirection. From the nonlinear optimization, in the plane where 

P21 = O. we see that ~V = 1. and P31 = P32. Since trus gives a cost of zero. it must he 

optimal. 

5.14 Full Rank Correlation Matrices 

~ ow \ve demonstrate that no correlation matrix of full rank can be the nUIUllRlm 

cost matrix. 

Theorem 1: Let R be a correlation matrix of full rank 8, and (J the constant L1ector 

of standard deviations. Then there is a rank two matrix R of lower or equal cost. 

Proof: Since R is of full rank, Ip211 < 1. Hence det R({3}C), the 2 x :2 principal 

minor. is positive. vVe wish to solve the optimization problem llunf(R) \vith the 

constraint that det R ~ O. \lVe dualize to obtain the Lagrallgean fonnulatioll. Let 
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\( 1 .) '2 '2 ') ) Hun LiEi"' erjp.'3i - / - P21 - P31 - Pn + -P21P·'31{J:l'2 
R 

(:J.-t> ) 

TIus problem is not Problem LSTEP aboYe. but is closely related. For the 

denollunator of g33 is strictly positive here by assumption, and can be eliminated 

from the constraint before dualizing. Furthennore. the necessarily Uluque solution 

must have the constraint tight: tlus can only happen when det R = O. 

From the first order conditions we find that 

and their ratio is detenllined by the fixed parameters. Hence for tlus P21. the milUllllUll 

lies on the ray in the plane of P31 and P32 with slope 

:.Jow 

or 

l,F - (0'1P21 + er2) 
- (0'2P21 +0'1)' 

2 2 2 . det R = 1- P21 - P.'31 - P32 + 2P21P31P32 ~ 0 

where R2 is the t'vo-by-two principal minor of R. 

TIus detenninant constraint is an ellipse centered at the origin in the coordinate 

system (P31~ P32), and rotated so that it touches the edges of the square with corners 

(±1. ±1) at A. = (-1. -P21), and B = (-P21, -1). Since the only tenus in the cost 

er RerT wIuch depend 011 P31, P32 are linear, the problem is equivalent to finding a point 

on the lower left portion of the ellipse~ between A and B of Figure 5.l. TIle upper 
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Figure 5.1: Optimization of the objective 'with constraint det R = O. in the plane 

P2l = -0.5. The optimal point R' = (-.5. -.5). 

and right portions can never provide a smaller value of the linear terms. ~ow the 

linear portion to be minimized is alP31 +a2P32~ whose slope is I\ = -all a2 < O. The 

strict conve....a.ty of the ellipse with respect to the origin assures that the nrinilllllm 

will occur where the linear function \vith slope I\ is a supporting line for the ellipse. 

At this point. det R = O. One can readily see by examining Figure 5.1 that there is a 

unique minimizing point R; that for it, det R' = 0; and so it is a rank 2 matrix. Its 

cost is strictly smaller than that of R. I 

~ote that we do not daim here that R is the overall nrinimizer. However. no 

rank 3 matrix can miniInize the cost. vVe must look among the rank 2 and rank one 

matrices for the global llrinin:rizer. 



5.15 Algorithm for n = :3 

\\"e describe the Algorithm precisely for the case n = 3. Let 

1 x y 

R= xl:; 

y - 1 
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(5'-±6) 

be a 3 x 3 correlation matrix. Let a = (aI, a2. a3) be the ro,v vector of standard 

deviations: then 

a2 
I ala2 ala3 

S=aTa= a2a I 2 a2 a2a3 

a3aI a3a2 a2 
3 

a2 
I A. B 

5= A. a2 
2 C ( 5.4T) 

B C a2 
3 

is a strictly positive rank one matrix. Given a variance-covariance matrix V, calculate 

Algorithm A : 

1. Let pO = (xO~ yO, :;0) = (0,0,0); let k = 0 count the repetitions. 

2. In the k-th step start froml = (.Tk,l~:;k), cl = (.-h, Bk , Ck ). Solve the two

dimensional general step optimization problems obtained by fixing one COlll

ponent j of l and minimizing o:k (p ) T over the plane subset of Corr defined 

by 

nj = {p : Pi = pj = constant. }. 
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Tins subset is a plane pelvendicular to the J-th component axis. Of thesp 

optiunzatious. select the solution p. (and component j) wInch produces tht=' 

smallest value of ok p •. There canllot be a tie, for the milnnRlm is wUCIue. At 

least two of the coordinates of p. must be negative. 

3. If the optimal objective yalue ok p. does not change, STOP. Otherwise. gu to 

the next step. 

4. Pennute the coordinates of the space (.r, y, ..:) so that the::; coordinate of p. W<1.<; 

the one held fix:ed. and so that p. has first and third coordinates negative: tIns 

is pemmtation Pk. 

6. Increment k. Go to step 2. 

5.16 Step Optimization Problem for 3 Stores 

In tIns section we state and solve the two-dimensional optinnzation problem over 

the set of 3 x 3 correlation matrices holding one coefficient constant. \\le will show 

that the optimal solution and the value of the objective can be obtained by closed 

foml calculations from the parameters a and 0:. The results of this formulation \vi11 

allow us to study convergence of our algorithm. 

The general optinnzation problem we wish to solve is given by 

nlln c2 ( U) = a RaT 
R 

subject to R E Corr, 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 
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\vhere a is fix:ed. Recall that a RaT = C2 (C). the squared cost of the positive semidef

inite matrix 1/ = Ro S. and that C2(U) = aaT + '2f(R), where 

f(R) = Ax + By + Cz. = apT 

is linear. 

\ \Ie now set up the partial optimization obtained by fixing one of the correlation 

coefficients .r. y, z and minimizing f with respect to the other two. 

nnn f(R) = o:pT 

subject to p E f2z 

(.5,.50) 

(5.51 ) 

Since the cost (and f) are unchanged under transformation by a permutation of 

rows and the corresponding columns of v'. the problem may be set up holding z fixed 

at p: the other solutions will be obtained by permuting appropriate variables. 

Recall that R E Corr iff R is positive semidefinite and its diagonal elements are 

all ones. R is pscl iff det R ~ 0 and t.he det.erminant of the '2 x 2 principal minor. 

given by 1 - p2. is nonnegat.ive. Because Corr is convex and closed. t.he solution 

must have det. R = 0, on the boundary set. 

If ipi = 1, t.hen the solution matrix will be of rank 1 (it must be rank smaller than 

2, and det R = 0; imposing another detemrinant condition reduces t.he rank further). 

Hence it must be one of the three correlation matrices ,vhich have two correlations 

negative one. and one equal to positive one. TIlese are 5hO\vn in (5.10) above, where 

we analyzed the conditions for a rank-one solution of the 3 x 3 problem. So for the 

moment we assume that ipi < 1: the solution is not rank-one. 
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TIlt" partial optimization problem can thus be stated as 

nun A.I' + By + Cp (5.52) 

subject to x2 +.Il - 2p:ry = 1 _ p2. (5.53) 

Fonlling the Lagl'angean we obtain for first order necessary conditions 

(5.55) 

and 
8L ') 2 2 
8>" = 1 - V - x - y + 2pxy = O. (5.56) 

TIle second order sufficiency condition is given by the matrix 

Observe that for a minimization /\ ~ O. and det H = 4/V (1 - i) 2:: 0, and /\ < 0 

when the constraint is binding. Since the solution must be of rank two (we showed 

above that no rank 3 matlix could minimize cost), the constraint must be binding. 

Actually interpretation of these conditions provides another derivation of the facts 

already ShO"\'11 about rank 1 and rank 3 matrices. 

The ratio of the first order conditions allows elimination of A, and one obtains 

1
,. B+.4p 

y= 'v:r= x. 
A.+Bp 

(5.57) 

The number ~V represents the slope of the ray in the plane of optimization from the 

center (O,O,p) to the optimal solution point (x,y,p). Using the constraint for detR 

we solve for ;1'2, Y in tenns of the paranleters p, W as 

:r2 = 1 - l = 1 - p2 
1 + ~p - 2pHi (TV - p)2 + (1- r)' 

(5.58) 
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y = vVx. ( 5.59) 

:';ex-t we observe that vV'2 - 2pW + 1 ;::: o. For suppose not; completing the square, 

one would have (W - p)2 + 1- r < 0; but 

vV _' _ B+.4p _ B(l- p2)2 
P - .1+ Bp - P - .1+ Bp , 

so that 

(T'V_)2 1- 2 _ (1- r) (42 C)4.B B2) 
v p + P - {.4 + Bp)2' + ... P + . 

Now p ;::: -1 implies that .12 + 2ABp + B2 ;::: (A - B)2 > 0, and p ~ 1 implies that 

A2 +2ABp+B2::; {.4+B)2, so that (W - p)2 + 1- r;::: o. 

From this fact we conclude that the signs of x and y depend only on the sign 

of W; if TV > 0, they are the same, and if W < 0, they are different. In fact, we 

can list in Table 5.2 some interesting optimal points for choices of p. In this table, 

.6. = J .42 + 2ABp + B2 depends only on the parameters of the optimization. 

We can compute .A from the values of x, y as 

.A = _ .4. 1 VI + tJtI'2 - 2pW 
2 pvV - 1 JI=P2 (5.60) 

So .A can be zero when 1 + H"2 - 2pW = 0; the discriminant ~ is imaginary 

for all p except Ipi = 1, implying no solution. But in these cases W = P = ± 1 are 

the roots, and the optimal solution is rank one, from the table. .A can have a singular 

point ±oo if pW - 1 is near zero; but here also, Ipi = 1. 

Lastly we compute the value of the objective function. 

f(x,y,p) = A("f"-JA2 + 2A.Bp + H2r)/.6.+ B("f"-JA2r +2A.Bp + B2)/.6.+Cp, 

(5.61) 
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p ~v J: y 

-1 -1 1 -1 

-BIA 0 -Jr=? 0 

-AlB 00 0 -Jr=? 
<0 (-Lp) -1 -p 

(p,O) -JA2 +2ABp + lflpz 1.6. +JA:2PZ + 2ABp + B2 / ~ 

0 -Jr=? 0 

(0,00) -JA2 + 2ABp + Blr/.6. -J.4.'lp2 + 2ABp + B2 /.6. 
-00 1) , p +JA2 + 2ABp + Blpz / .6. - JA2p2 + 2ABp + B2 /.6. 
(~, -1) -p -1 

0 B/A A B 
JA2+W JA2+W 

>0 (O,p) -1 -p 

(p, ~) - JA2 + 2ABp + lflpz 1.6. - JA2p2 + 2.4.Bp + lfl /.6. 
(~,oo) -p -1 

1 1 -1 -1 

.6.= JA2 + 2ABp+ B2 

Table 5.2: Optimal quantities for various p .. 
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where the symbol + denotes that one or both of the signs in the equation are negative. 

To choose the best correlation coordinate to fix, we must compare objective values 

for, say, fixing::; = p and y = q. \Ve simply switch roles of the appropriate constants 

ill 0: to find the solution with y = q fixed. Then f ( x, y, p) ::; f ( x , q, ::;) iff 

vA2ji2 + 2.4Bp+ B2 VA2q2 +2ACq+C2 
± B vA? + 2ABp + B2 + pC ::; ±C v AZ + 2ACq + C'2 + qB. (5.62) 

If at any stage we start from a correlation matrix defined by x = T,'y = q,::; = p, by 

computing the three versions of the objective at optimality we can see which one to 

fix that yields the greatest reduction in the objective; the greediest. 

As an example, let us assume that all demands are independent at first; that is. 

p = q = T = 0. Using equation (5.62) we calculate 

f(x,y,O) A2 B2 - JA2+Bl JA2+B2 

f(x,O,z) c2 A2 - J A2+C1 - J A2+C2 

f(O,y,z) B2 c2 
- ~ Jl:!I+C'I 

and the smallest would be chosen at the initial step. 

= -v.42 +B2 

= -v.42 +G2 

=-vB2+C2 

( 5.63) 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

It is also interesting to note that when p = q = T = ° the greediest choice is made 

by considering the geometric means obtained by substituting for .4, B, C; 

f(x,y,O) - -0"1 VO"~ + O"~ 

f(x,O,z) - -0"2VO"f + O"~ 

f(O,y,z) - -0"3VO"f + O"~ 

These are geometric means between the lengths of the vector representing one store 
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alone, and a vector representing the (1ll1correlated) S1.lll1 of the other two stores. TIle 

largest such geometric mean minimizes f. 

The minimal cost obtainable in the first step is 

2 (U) = O"f + O"~ + O"~ - 20"2 J O"t + O"~ 

if f( x, y. 0) is optimal. Obviously if this quantity is zero, the point is globally optimal. 

The cost is zero and one pair of stores is 1ll1correlated, iff the arithmetic mean of the 

variances of the stores is equal to the geometric mean between the standard deviation 

of the correlated store and the 1ll1correlated sum of the other t'wo stores. 

Once the greedy choice to fi'1C the appropriate correlation coefficient. requiring O( n) 

calculations, is made, the optimal values of the two other correlation coefficients may 

be computed, arriving at a new matrix with lower cost. These computations are O( 1). 

so the step is computationally tractable, requiring overall O( n). 

5.17 Finding the Size of the Step 

Here we calculate the size of the optimal decrease in the objective f1ll1ction at each 

stage. 

We denote a general vector of correlation coefficients by p = (x, y, z). A.ssume we 

begin the algorithm at po = (0,0,0). Because there are three possible optimizations 

at this step, and only one of them yields the smallest objective, the algorithm picks 

this one. It is realized by setting to zero the third coordinate, and placing the other 

t'wo in a specific order; i.e. by some pemmtation Po of the original index set U = 
{l, 2, 3} which places the zeroed coordinate last and the others in the proper order. 

This point's coordinates are given by some permutation PI = PoPo of the original 
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coordinate ordering. Since cost is fixed under pennutation~ this operation does not 

change objective values. TIle coefficients of f are pennuted by the same pemlUtation 

0'1 = PoO'o of the coefficient vector 0'0 = (A, B, C). Then the optimum value of the 

objective at this step is given by 

achieved at point (.Ti, v'V1xi. 0), which is the solution of the optimization problem. 

We will use cycle notation to show a pennutation e}.:plicitly. In this notation, the 

pennutation 

[ 1 2 3] (23) = , 
132 

signifies interchange in a rightward cyclic movement of the indices enclosed in paren

theses, all other locations remaining fixed. 

For the initial step of the algorithm, any coordinate may tum out to be the one 

to be zeroed, and the other two do not have a preferred order. Note that both 

are negative, from the table of the previous section. So any pennutation of po is a 

candidate for the result of the initial step. 

Consider now the next step, which is to select one of the two nonzero correlation 

coefficients to fix at its (negative) value, and optimize over the others. One of them 

will offer the greediest step; it can be computed from Equation (5.61). We choose it, 

and pemrute the indices by pemlUtation H so that the last coordinate Z1 is fixed at 

p and the others change. This pemnltation must carry either 1 or 2 into 3. If there 

were no reason to do otherwise, we would leave the other nonzero coordinate alone. 

Then H would be one of the two cycles (13) or (23). 

HOVv-ever, one reason to change the other nonzero coordinate is to force the one 
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that is positive, if it exists. into the y coordinate. Since at most one of x, y, z may be 

positive (which can be seen from the solution table), and one is fixed at a negative 

aInotmt, at least one of the remaining two to be chosen is negative. If it was permuted 

into x, we would then be assured that Y would be negative iff ~V was negative. 

The effect is to allow other permutations besides exchanges of 1 or 2 with 3. Any 

pemmtation could arise which was the composition of an exchange (23) or (13) and 

the exchange (12). For three indices this is the entire set of permutations. 

Now !2(X2, Y2,P) is the value of the objective at the end of the greediest opti

mization, where PtPoPo is the order of the coordinates, and Y2 = VV2X2' The optimal 

coordinates themselves are given by the formulae of Table 5.2. 'Hl2 is obtained from 

the vector HPoO:o and the quantity Z2, which is equal to Xl or YI. 

If h(X2,Y2,P) = fl(Xl,Yl,Zl) then the optimal point has not moved, and the 

algorithm should stop, for the globally optimal point has been fotmd; tmiqueness 

guarantees this. 

Clearly the sequence of steps can be repeated. Each time we either halt or find 

a strictly lower value of the objective. Now we write the general step, and compute 

the size of the step in terms of the objective. 

At the conclusion of step k we have objective A(Xk, Yk, Zk) obtained at the point 

(Xk' VVkXk, Zk), where Zk was the coordinate fixed at the k-th step. The order of coor

dinates after the k-th step is given by H-l ... HPopo; recall that Po is all arbitrary 

pennutation, and l{, 1 :::; i :::; k - 1 are of the fonn (13), (23), (13)(12), or (23)(12). 

This same sequence of permutations also gives the sequence in which the coefficients 

O:k = (Ak, Bk, Ck) in 
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evolve; also recall that W"k depends on A.k, Bk , and Zk. 

For step k + 1, we perfonn pennutation Pk , which is as above. Now 

and the positive difference is 

Summarizing, 

and 

·With significant algebraic manipulation, one could express the coordinates at the 

k + 1-st stage as ftulctions of Zk alone. 

5.18 Convergence of the Algorithm 

In this section we show the global convergence of the algorithm. 

The proof uses the general theory of global convergence of descent algorithms. See 

Luenberger (1984). 

An algorithm A is a mapping from the points of a space n to subsets of the space. 

Thus it is a set-valued function. In a typical application, an algorithm is initiated at 
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a point Xo E R, and by its application, a subset (of candidates) is generated: 

By selecting any member Xl E Sl, we obtain a new point which can be used to initiate 

another application of the algorithm. In this way. a sequence {Xk} is generated by 

repeated application of the algorithm followed by a choice of candidates. 

Definition 1: The mapping A is called closed at X E R if it has the following 

property. Let {xd ~ X be a convergent sequence of points in R; let {Yk} ~ y be a 

convergent sequence of points in R such that each Yk E A(Xk)' Then y E A(x). 

A mapping is closed iff it is dosed at each point of its domain. 

If A is a point mapping, i.e. its image set is always a singleton, then continuity 

of A implies closedness. However a closed map may not be continuous. 

In our problem the set R = Corr. A member of Corr will be denoted p = 
(x, y, z), where the three correlation coefficients are specified. The algorithm can be 

described as the composition of two maps. 

Let P : R ~ R be a permutation of the coordinates of R. For instance if P 

is the pernrutation (13) (in cycle notation) then P(x,y,z) = (z,y,x), in which the 

first and third coordinates are cyclically permuted (switched). It is clear that P is 

an isomorphism and continuous. For instance, it is a rigid body motion, hence an 

isometry. 

Let Q = (.4, B, C) be a triple of positive numbers. Let f(x, y, z) = Ax + By + Cz 

be a linear function on R. Define Ba to be the mapping 

Ba(x, y, z) = (x·, y., z) (5.66) 
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where 

(X*,y*,z) E arg1WNf(x,y,z); ( 5.67) 

and 

r2(Z) = {(x,y,z) E R: z = constant}. (5.68) 

r2(::) is closed and convex for each z, being the intersection of a plane with the closed 

convex set R. 

For a specific 0:, Ba(x, Y, z) solves the optimization problem in two dimensions 

of minimizing f in the planar subset of Corr with z held constant. Fi.."'{ any 0:; we 

shorten the notation to B for the mapping for that 0:. 

Fact 1 B is point-valued. 

Proof: To find the image under B of a point (x, y, z), we solve a minimization prob

lem over a compact convex: set D(z) ",ith a linear (hence convex) objective function. 

The minim.nn is attained at a unique point. 

Fact 2: B is closed. 

Proof: Let {(Xk,Yk,Zk)} ~ (x,y,z) be a (pointwise) convergent sequence in R. 

Form the sequence {B(xk, Yk, Zk)}, which clearly exists. Denote one of its members 

by (xk' Yk, Zk); B does not change the third coordinate, and maps every point in the 

plane Z = constant to the unique optimum. Let (x, fj, z) be the limit of the sequence 

{( xk, Yk, Zk)}. It is clear that Zk ~ Z = z. 

For a simple proof of Fact 2, we observe that B maps all points in a plane Zk = 

const to the same point. Then, since we are given that (Xk' Yk, Zk) converges, it must 
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converge to the point (x", y" , :;) 'which has the optimal x·, y., so that .1: = .r" and 

y = y". 

To obtain more insight into the process, we present a more explicit argmnent. 

Recall that in the optimal solution of the two-dimensional problem, 

" JA2 + 2ABzk + B2Z~ 
X - =f ~----;:::;;;::::=;::::::;::;;;::==~ 

k - vA2 + 2ABzk + B2 

= =fJ1- zU J1 + W"2(Zk) - 2W"(Zk)Zk. 

We have shown that the denominator of the second equation is zero iff IZkl = 1, and 

is otherwise strictly positive. At the singularity, xi. = =f1, from Table 5.2. Ignoring 

the singular cases for the momelit, we see from the first equation that the limit as 

Zk ~ Z exists, and is in the range (-1,1). Since it is given by substituting:; for Zk, 

we have that Xk ~ X. 

For y, recall that 

~V(Zk) = B + A.zk 
A+Bzk 

appeared in the optimization solution, and that y;' = W(Zk)xi.. Now 

lim W(Zk) = lim B + A.zk 
Zk-Z Zk-Z .04+ BZk 

= B+Az =W(z) 
A+Bz 

except possibly when z = -.04/ B. But in this case, x· = 0 and y. = - vI - :;2 = 
_J(B2 - A2)/E2. Hence Yk ~ y. 

As a last note on closure, note that (a step of) our algorithm consists of a pennu

tation P followed by a map BO'. Now the composition of a continuous point function 

and a closed mapping is closed; the proof is straightforward. See Luenberger (1984), 

pp. 186-187. So is the composition of two closed maps. Hence the algorithm is closed. 
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Now we move to a discussion of convergence. A solution set for a problem is a 

special subset r of R. To make precise the notion of descent, we need the follO\villg: 

Definition 1: Let [ c R be a solution set. Let Z be a continuous real valUt'd 

function on R. Let A be an algorithm on R. Z is a descent function for r, A if it 

satisfies 

x r:f. rand y E A(.T) =? Z(y) < Z(x); 

x E [and y E A(x) =? Z{y) ~ Z(x) 

(5.69) 

(5.iO) 

The following Global Convergence Theorem supplies necessary conditions for a series 

of iterates of an algorithm to approach a solution in the limit. 

Theorem 3: ( Global Convergence) Let A be an algorithm on R. Let {Xk}, k E 

~ be a sequence starting from Xo and generated so that Xk+l E A(Xk). Let r be a 

solution set. If 

1. all points in the sequence are contained in a compact subset of R; 

2. there is a continuous descent function Z: R -+ R for r, A; 

.'3. the mapping A is closed on n \ r; 

then the limit of any convergent subsequence of {Xk} is in r. 

For a proof see Luenberger (1984) page 188. A simple corollary we need is that 

when r consists of a single point, then the sequence itself converges to that point. 

We now have all we need for our problem. Start from the point po = (0,0,0) E R. 

Generate the sequence using the algorithm A = PB, where at the k-th stage the 
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pemmtation P is n. Since'R = Corr is compact itself, the first requirement is 

met. For the descent ftUlction we choose 

Z = f(p) = f(x. y, z} = .4.:1' + By + C.:: = opT; 

an inner product is continuous. We showed before that it is strictly decreasing except 

at the solution. Finally, the algorithm's mapping is closed. Since we know already 

that the solution set r must consist of a single point, every convergent sequence of 

estimates produced by the algorithm goes in the limit to that single point. 

5.19 Rate of Convergence 

vVe now will establish the rate of convergence of our algorithm by taking the 

ratio of successive terms of the objective function, and trying to evaluate the limit 

as k --t 00. One difficulty with this approach is the permutation of variables that 

occurs at each stage. TIle vector D:k changes, and so do Wk and the coordinates of the 

optimal point themselves. Thus we cannot predict a priori what the ratio is. However, 

if we could prove that for sufficiently large k, if we always use the same permutation 

(13) or (23), the ratio for this permutation converges at a predictable rate, we would 

be done. That is because our algorithm always chooses the permutation that lowers 

f the most, and so does at least as well as any particular permutation. Actually, we 

will choose (13), though anyone will do; a proof of convergence for any other would 

be identical. 

In this convergence rate approach we try to deteIDline the supremum (least upper 

bound) of p ;::: 0 such that 
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where f* is the optimal cost. TIlls supremum of p is called the order of convergence: 

a larger p means faster convergence. TIle limit superior is employed to be sure that 

in case the sequence does not have a unique limit the left hand side exists. If the 

supremum is p = 1 then the convergence is of order one. If the limit is strictly less 

than one, then the convergence is called linear. 

Let us put down some facts about our problem. Since both fk+ 1, fk are larger 

than f*, we can ignore the absolute values. So we 'will investigate A - f*, fk+l - fa. 

First, we make the following remark. 

Remark. For large k, fk is bounded away from zero and from -aaT /2 

Proof: We start at p = (0,0,0), so that fo = o. f is strictly decreasing, because at 

each stage, the last solution of the step problem is feasible for the next step problem. 

Since the mininrum is unique, we would stop when f fails to strictly decrease. 

If the optimal point for the algorithm has one component of p zero, then it is 

reached in a single step, the first. The second step will produce the SaIlle point. 

The lower botmd for fk comes from the fact that c( U) 2 o. I 

We can then without loss of generality assume that fk < 0, and is botmded from 

below, whenever the sequence is not finite. 

In what follows, let Xk -t X, Yk -t y, and Zk -t z. We now investigate 

now 



So 

where 

4. BW
• _ .4.2 + 2.4.Bzk + B2 - + k - ---:--:=---

.4. + BZk 
...,....6.--,(,-::::k) _ _ _ .6.(_k) 
.4. + BZk cI>( k)' 

.6.(k) = A? +2ABzk +B2, 

cI>(k) =.42 +21'1Bzk +B2zZ = (.4+ BZk)2, 
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are in the interval [(1'1- B)2, (1'1+B)2], since Zk E [-1,1]. Observe that .4.+BZk can 

be asslllned not zero. For if it becomes zero in some step, Table 5.2 shows that the 

optimal Xk = 0, and the global optimum will then be fOlllld at the ne)..-t step. 

We write 

Substituting, 

.42 + 21'1Bzk + B2Z~ 
.42 + 2ABzk + IJ2 ' 

cI>(k) __ JcI>(k) 
.6.(k) - J.6.(k)· 

fk - j* = - .6.(k) JcI>(k) + C(Zk - z) - By - Ax 
JcI>(k) J.6.(k) 

= -J.6.(k) +C(Zk - z) - By - Ax. 

N ow we wish to compute fk+ 1 - f* which is obtained by a formula of the same 

type, but using variables pennuted by (13). That is, C replaces A, and A. replaces 

C; B is llllaltered. Note that Wk+l changes as well as Xk+b and that Zk+l = Xk. 

First, let 

.6.(k+1) =Cl+2CBxk+B2, 

cI>(k + 1) = (C + BXk)2. 



Then 

Also. 

Thus 

Xk+l =-
<I>(k + 1) 
6.(k + 1)" 

C BLI.' -C BB+CXk _ C(C+BXk)+B(B+CXk) + vv k+l - + - --'---::::-'--=--7----"-
C+BXk C+BXk) 

_ C2 + 2CBxk + B2 _ .6.(k + 1) 
- C+BXk - C+BXk' 

* 6.(k + 1) J<I>(k + 1) 
fk+l - f = - C B . / + Axk - Ax - By - Cz 

,+ Xk y.6.(k+ 1) 

= -J.6.(k + 1) + AXk. 

Fonning the ratio, one obtains 

fk+l - f* _ -J.6.(k+ 1) +A(Xk - x) - By - Cz 

!k - f* - -J.6.(k) +C(Zk - z) - Ax- By , 
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(.iiI) 

which can be \'Vfitten entirely in terms of Zk, since Xk is a function of Zk. Recall 

Now observe that 

so that 

limJD.(k) = 0'1 JO'§ + 20'20'3Z +O'~, 

the geometric mean of II CIII and II C2 + e3 11 at the end of the process. Also, 
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Each is a number different from zero required in the nunlerator of Equation (5. i'1). 

So the denominator of Equation (.5.71) converges to 

We now consider the nUlllerator term -Jfj.(k+ 1) of Equation (5.71). which is 

in terms of Xk. But Xk is a well-behaved function of Zk, because the denominator is 

positive and bounded away from zero and infinity. Passing to the limit. we obtain 

1:_ _ lim J'P(k) 
mUXk --

. Jfj.(k) 

If® 

Nmv we ,vrite 

so that 

and 

fk+1 - r = -<73J<7~ + 2<71<72 X k +<7r + <71 <72 (Xk - x) - By - Cz. 

Then in the liInit we have 

lim fk+1 - r = -<73 <7~ - 2<71<72 ~ +<7r 
Zk-Z J~+20'20'3Z+u5 

-By - Cz2a2<73Z +. (5.72) 

This liInit also clearly exists and is finite. We have sho"\VTI that the convergence ratio 

is finite, and so the convergence is at least of order 1. If this limiting ratio is strictly 

smaller than 1, the convergence is linear; but we have not shown linearity. 
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Next we demonstrate that convergence is always linear. This is accomplished by 

showing that our algorithm is faster than a geodesic algorithm, which was shown by 

Luenberger to be linear. A readable proof appears in Luenberger (1984). 

Let p = (;r,'y,::), the vector of correlation coefficients of R E Corr. Let H = 

{p : h(p) = OL where h(p) = 1 - x2 - y2 - ;:;2 + 2xyz is the detenmnallt function 

det R. First we discuss geodesic convexity. 

A set of points which is the inverse image g-1 (0) of zero by a differentiable function 

9 : Rn -- Rl such that \ig has rank 1 is a I-manifold. (Spivak, 1965). It is clear that 

H is a manifold. 

A parametric curve I in a manifold is called a geodesic curve of the manifold if the 

tangents to the curve projected into the tangent plane of the manifold at each point 

of the curve are all parallel. In Rn this means that the path between any two points 

on a geodesic curve is the shortest one lying entirely in the manifold. By shortest, 

we mean in the sense of arc length. The best example is the classical one of the 

sphere in R>, whose geodesic curves are the great circles. vVe will consider I to be 

parametrized by a nonnegative real ntunber t. Its vector derivatives with respect to 

t ",ill be denoted by 1'( t ), i( t). 

A manifold is called geodesic convex if any two of its points lie on a geodesic curve 

of the manifold. 

Remark 1 : H is a geodesic convex manifold. 

This follows from the observation that any connected complete Euclidean (indeed, 

Riemannian!) manifold is geodesic convex. Our h defines such a manifold, H. His 

clearly connected. It is complete because Corr is closed, and H is the boundary of 
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Corr. Hence no sequence in H may converge to a point outside H. Any convex 

manifold specified by a smooth function is geodesic convex. 

A basic reference for geodesic convexity is Hicks (1965). Geodesic convexity is 

discussed in Rapcsak (1994). 

Now we propose an idealized algorithm to solve the optimization problem 

Il1ln f(O 

subject to ~ E H 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

whose Lagrangean is given by 

L(~, A) = f(~) - /\h(~). 

Let a denote the gradient vector of the objective fllllction; for our objective func

tion f this notation coincides with our definition of a above. Our objective function 

IS 

f(~) = a~. 

\Ve now define the k-th step of a geodesic descent algorithm. The sequence of 

points generated by it is denoted by {~kl~l' 

Algorithm G : (Geodesic Descent) 

1. Project the negative gradient vector -a onto the tangent plane of the manifold 

H at ~k. Call the projected gradient vector 1r. 

2. Find a geodesic curve ,(t), t ~ 0 starting at ~k, so that ,(0) = ~k and 1(0) = 1r. 

3. Solve the minimization problem 

minf(r(t)) 
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-,(t) E H 

to obtain tk. the first minim lUll of f located along -, in the direction ii. Let 

~k+l = -,,(td and fk+l = f(~k+d· 

Observe that the first step, vector projection, is O(n). Finding the geodesic in

volvES solving a pair of simple differential equations, a process which is linear: and the 

final minimization step is a line search, again linear. Hence each step of Algorithm 

G is linear. Precisely, one can show (see Luenberger, 1984) the following. 

Theorem 4: Algorithm G converges to f- = f(~*) linearly with convergence ratio 

no greater than 
(B - b)2 
(B + b)2' 

where B,b are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues, respectively, of the linear 

transformation Lr(~*) given by the matrix product of the Hessian \72 L(~-) with the 

projection P on the tangent plane 

T(~·) = {( E Rn \7h(~·)( = \7h(f)f}. 

The linear transformation Lr is called the "Hessian of the Lagrangean restricted 

to the tangent subspace" at a point. It maps the tangent subspace at a point to itself. 

For our problem, since the tangent subspace is of dimension 2, the matrices are of 

dimension 2. 

Let {Pk} k=l be the sequence of points generated by our algorithm, which has been 

shown to converge to p*, the optimal point. The objective function is f(p) = Ctp, 

whose negative gradient is -Ct. We will prove that our algorithm is faster than 

geodesic descent. 
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Theorem 5 The greedy algorithm is faster than algorithm G. 

Proof: Denote by X(p), Y(p}, Z(p) the planes perpendicular to the ,f, y, Z axes 

respectively which pass through point p. vVe asstlllle that the z coordinate was fixed 

at the previous step, and the optimization was carried out in plane Z. Then a step 

of Algorithm A can be represented as follows. 

1. Project -0; onto the planes X (Pk) and Y (Pk), which fixes the x and y coordinates 

respectively. 

2. Compute the optimal solutions in each of planes X, Y, and the optimal values 

of f for those solutions. 

3. Choose the smallest of the n - 1 = 2 optimal values of f, and set Pk+I to that 

solution point. Then fk+I = f(pk+d. 

Observe that this step can be completed in n 2 O( n) time, which is polynomial, and 

faster than a line search. 

Now consider the one-to-one pairing of Pk with ~k. Start our algorithm and the 

geodesic algorithm at the same time. Ours reaches the next point faster than the 

geodesic algorithm. Since both sequences converge to p", our algorithm converges at 

least linearly with the ratio given by that for the geodesic algorithm. 

As an example of determining the bound for the convergence ratio of the geodesic 

algoritlml for a specific case, consider the Basic Example in which (J = (1,1,1), so 

a = (1,1,1), and p" = (-.5, -.5, -.5). The Lagrangean is 

L(p, /\) = ap - A(l- x2 
- y2 - 3 + 2xyz), 



so that the Hessian Matrix is 

1 -z -y 

V'2L = 2,-\ - 1 -x -
-y -:1: 1 

For the basic example we obtain 

1 1 1 
2 2 

Now the tangent plane at p is, specified by 

T(p) = {( I V'h(p)( = V'h(p)p}. 

Since V' h(p) = -2(x - yz, y - xz, z - xy), the constant is given by 

Vh(p)p = -2x2 - 2y2 - 2z2 +6xyz 

or, using h(p) = 0, 

vh(p)p = 2(xyz -1). 

For our example, V'h(p*) = (~,~,~) and the tangent plane 

or 

T(p*) = {( I (1 + (2 + (.3 + ~ = O}. 
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To construct the projection matrix P, we identify two orthononnal vectors in the 

tangent space at p*. Let these be given by 
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Let E be the matrix whose COhUllllS are the vectors el, e2. Then 

1 -1 
1 

E= J6 1 -1 

-2 -1 

To compute the projection Lr, we multiply Wy2LE at the point p •. vVe obtain 

- 2), [3 01 
P-J6 06' 

The eigenvalues of this matrL"C are found by solving the characteristic equation 

so that we have B = 6, b = 3 and the bOlllld for the convergence ratio is 

5.20 Comment on the n-Store Problem 

Solution of the three store problem with an efficient algorithm encourages us to 

address the problem in general. We suggest an approach to it, without actual proof. 

The algorithm for three-player games efficiently solves the step problem. Now 

consider a step for the algoritlun for n players. It would find the optinnnn by moving 

the n-th vector of the Cholesky factorization after choosing that permutation which 

yields the lowest value of the objective. This involves solving an n - 1- variable 

optimization problem over Corr: we !mow there is a unique solution from convexity 
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arguments: the problem is identifying it. Hmvever. we solved the three-player problem 

by repeatedly solving t'V'Crvariable problems 3 times and comparing. 

So the general technique would proceed by induction up the chain. solving each 

four-player problem by solving the three-player subproblems, selecting the minimizing 

choice, and using each of them to solve the four-player problem. Then each 5-player 

problem could be solved by solving all the four-player subproblems. The strategy 

,vorks for this class of game because each subgame is a game in the same class, and 

can be solved by the same method. This property of a class of games is called the 

reduced game property or consistency property. The ability to proceed up the chain 

is called the converse reduced game property. 

The computational complexity of such a scheme will be significantly larger. At 

each of the r levels, we solve O(n!/( n - r)!) problems of complexity O{previous lower 

level). For small n models this might still be practical. 

5.21 Summary 

In tIlls Chapter we studied a single-item stochastic inventory centralization model 

for stores 'with nonnally distributed demands which could be correlated. We showed 

that for stores with fixed standard deviations, there was a unique set of correlation 

coefficients between the stores which yield the minirrrum centralized cost. 

We also showed that in each case an allocation method exists that produces an 

allocation which is in the core of the corresponding cooperative game, and which is 

justifiable. 

We presented an algorithm for computing these optimal correlations between the 
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stores. For three-store systems, explicit fommlas were developed for the algorithm. 

and in tlns case the complexity of the algorithm was polynomial if and only if the 

algoritlml for the allocation method is. 

Some open questions remain. 

For this class of games can a monotonic allocation method be fOlllld, one wlnch 

assures that at each step each store receives greater benefit for itself? 

Can the algorithm be generalized to sets of n stores and remain polynomial modulo 

the complexity of the allocation method? 

Does this class of games possess properties wlrich allow computation of the nu

cleolus in polynomial time? It has one such property, wlrich Legros (1986) found 

important for a different class of games. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Results of This Research 

This thesis e:h.-pands the scope of the usual research on inventory theory. In cus

tommy inventory theory, one tries to determine the minimum cost achievable in a 

situation modeled by an inventory cost function. This may be difficult enough. The 

question of how to share it is not considered~ let alone ways to lower the cost while 

maintaining a joint inventory system. 

This work starts with the minimization of the cost function, and analyzes how 

the savings achieved by minimizing cost are to be divided aIllong the participants in 

the centralized system. A three-step program is proposed, and carried out for one 

particular inventory model. 

In the first step, the central system is shown to be cheaper. In the next step, one 

finds cost allocations that promote stability in the sense that no coalition will find it 

more profitable to form their own smaller centralized system. Ideally, the core can be 
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shown to be nonempty, so that at least the nucleolus can be used to allocate cost. 

In the final step. one 'wishes to lower the joint cost of the combination by adjusting 

covariallces between participants. Given some demands with fixed variances, there 

may be a target set of correlations between participants that will produce lowest cost. 

That should be the target of management, provided stable allocations are available 

for tllls lowest cost state. 

In Chapter 2 of the thesis, we discuss the only published results on cost allocation 

for an inventory model, the stochastic continuous review (Q, r) model with linear 

holding cost, and penalty cost linear in units but not proportional to time. vVe sho\,," 

that not all commonly used allocation methods yield core allocations. In addition, 

some methods do not satisfy a refi.nement of the core conditions, wruch we call justi

fiability. This additional criterion we believe should be imposed so that participants 

see their allocation from the cost and benefit sides as entirely consistent. 

Chapter 3 turns attention to a very common stochastic inventory model, with 

linear holding and shortage costs and normal demands from the participants. The 

model allows for correlation between the demands. A representation of the model in 

a vector space is put forth, wruch makes it apparent that centralization is cheaper 

for trus model. This accomplishes step one. Then the cooperative cost and benefit 

games are analyzed. 'When demands are uncorrelated, it is proved that every cost 

game is strictly concave, so that the core is of full climension, and contains both the 

Shapley value and Nucleolus cost allocation methods. 

However, when demands are correlated, the situation is more complex. The games 

are shown to always be monotonic; however, the technical conditions for concavity 

are not always met, even for three-store models. 
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In spite of tIns complexity. the cores of such three- person games are always nOll

empty. Hence a stable allocation always exists for these games. Tins result is rather 

startling, for in general it is hard to show nonemptiness of core for games defined with 

analytically complex functions. Observe that convexity of the inventory holding cost 

function has 1l0tInng to do vvi.th the structure of the cooperative game and its core. 

In Chapter 4, a proof sho'ws that all centralization situations with any number of 

players yield cooperative games with nonempty core. The proof uses the fact that 

a game has nonempty core if and only if it is balanced. In fact in Chapter 4 more 

is shown; these games are totally balanced, that is, every subgame constructed by 

restricting the cost function to oI1lY those players in some subset also has nonempty 

core. This is a result of the vector space representation we employ, wmch makes the 

fact apparent. 

In Chapter 5, the final step of the program is carried out. Assuming that variances 

at the individual outlets are fixed, an algorithm is found wmch can find the minimum 

cost combination of correlations. The algorithm is shown to converge to the unique 

combination ",i.th minimum correlation. This is true for any number of participants. 

For games with three participants, it is proved that the algorithm, wmch is a 

greedy one, lowering the cost as much as possible at each step, converges linearly. 

Thus for three participants, the algorithm is readily computable. 

Thus the central theme of the thesis has been carried out for a simple base stock 

stochastic single-period single-item inventory model, as was intended. 
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6.2 Further Research 

The analysis of inventory centralization from a cost allocation standpoint offers 

many opportunities for continued research. First, there are many different inventory 

models to be investigated. Each of them induces a game, and the core can be in

vestigatecl. One could try to prove that classes of inventory models have gaInes \vi.th 

llonempty core. 

In fact, consider our models with a general distribution rather than the nomml. It 

has recently been shown that the cost function is convex for any set of non-correlated 

order points. It would be interesting to study the resulting cooperative games. Per

haps there is a general representation as a vector space of a model with some other 

form of distribution. 

Another thread of research is to establish whether a polynomial algorithm for 

computing the nucleolus can be found for games resulting from inventory models. As 

was shown in the thesis, the complexity of the allocation method is the detennining 

factor of the computability of the minimization of cost with side core condition. vVe 

are tantalizingly close in the thesis to a polynomial algorithm for the nucleolus for 

the model discussed. Any vector space model has one property which seems in work 

of Legros (1986) and others to be necessary. This area bears further research. 

Through the three steps one discovers the target correlations necessary for mini

nnun cost of inventory with side core condition. However, there is a need for research 

into techniques to induce participants into changing their relative correlations. In 

the inventory situation, one wants to change relative demand patterns at the stores. 

Which techniques will work? The cooperative game model simply provides alloca

tions which keep the joint purchasing arrangement together. How can management 
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actually achieve the cost lowering? 

TIle results of the thesis bear on the growing area of interest among food manu

facturers known as efficient consumer response (ECR). In this approach, food man

ufacturers alter their distribution system to one very like our model of centralized 

ordering and distribution. TIle general ECR approach includes (1) modification of de

mand measurement techniques (usually accomplished by electronic data interchange 

of demands from stores to manufacturer) and (2) alteration of packing and distribu

tion techniques at the warehouse. However, in an ECR setting, there is a cost to be 

minimized; and for proper operation it is essential that the stores participating be 

induced to stay in the group. Thi~ opens up the possibility that the best arrangement 

includes a proper stable allocation of cost between manufacturer and stores. Greater 

benefit may be achieved by actually paying some stores more to keep playing. 

Another area for research is experimental. Can one design experiments or field 

studies to determine whether people will behave as the model suggests is optimal? 

It is easy to fit a demand distribution, but this is only the start. One should try to 

see if, when demand is normal, for instance, individuals will stay in the group when 

compensated by an allocation by means of the nucleolus. 

An algoritlun to find the optimal set of correlations for n-player situations has yet 

to be found which would be efficient for large n. For particular classes of inventory 

models there might be a more efficient approach than the greedy one. 

Lastly, the greedy algoritlun together with the nucleolus as allocation method has 

not been shown to be a monotonic allocation, in which each player is charged less 

when the overall cost declines. Further study of this set of models might throw light 

on this interesting requirement. which is nontrivial, as Young (1985) has shown. 
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Appendix A 

Cholesky Factorization 

A.I Cholesky Factorization 

In this section we present pertinent facts about Cholesky factorization of matrices. 

These are standard results, but are not often presented in American texts on linear 

algebra. 

Let V = [Vij] be an N x N rnatri.'C, and let x be an N- dimensional colllllUl vector. 

Definition 1: V is said to be (a) positive definite, (b) positive semidefinite if and 

only if, respectively, 

(a) The linear form xTV x > 0 for all vectors x f. o. 

(b) The linear form xTV x ? 0 for all vectors x f. o. 

In the following, point (a) refers to a positive definite matrix; point (b) to a positive 

semidefinite matrix. Let det(ltk) denote the detenninant of ltk, the principal minor of 
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F consisting of the first k rows and columns, where 1 :::; k:::; N. Then the follO\villg 

conditions are equivalent. 

Fact 2 

(a) 'V is positive definite iff the determinants det(vi) are positive V k = L .. " ~v. 

(b) 'V is positive semidefinite iff the determinants det(liJ.) are nonnegative V k = 
1, ... ,iV. 

Recall that for a constant N-vector h, the matrix equation 'V x = h represents 

a system of linear equations with variables the components of x. The system has a 

solution if and only if the detenninant det(V) of the matrix V is nonzero; in other 

words, if V is a nonsingular matrix. Observe that if V is positive definite, then it 

is nonsingular. If 'V is only positive semidefinite, then some of its rows are linear 

combinations of others, and the matrix is no longer nonsingular; its rank is less than 

V 

Let A be a real number. Then we can form the matrix AI, a scalar multiple of the 

identity matrix I. It then makes sense to ask if the system of equations 

(V - AI)x =0 

has a solution x for some specific numbers A. The equation is equivalent to asking if 

the linear transformation represented by the matrix V has a "fixed point" x; a point 

which is simply stretched by the number A under the transformation. This follows 

from rearranging the equation to the form 

Vx = ;\x. 
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Such numbers A and their fixed points .r, the corresponding solution vectors, are 

called eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors. The eigenvalues can be found 

by finding the roots A of the polynomial equation of degree N given by the determinant 

equation 

det(V - /\1) = 0, 

lmoVv~l as the characteristic polynomial of the matrix. 

TIlere are exactly N roots, since the polynomial is of order N; in general some 

are complex and occur in conjugate pairs. And the same number may occur as a root 

more than once; it is called a multiple root. The eigenvalue is said to have multiplicity 

greater than 1. Note that a matrix of dimension N has N eigenvalues, counting an 

eigenvalue of multiplicity m that many times. 

The matri..x V is said to be symmetric if'v'i,j Vij = Vji. The following observation 

gives a necessary condition for the routs to be real. 

Fact 3 If V is a symmetric matrix of real numbers then all its eigen values are 

real. 

Proof: See Healy (1986), page 57. I 

For eigenvalues A of multiplicity m > 1, there will be m corresponding linearly 

independent eigenvectors. In this case, the entire subspace spanned by them is fixed 

(up to the nrultiple A) by the transformation V. 

For symmetric positive (semi)definite matrices, a sharper necessary and sufficient 

characterization is available. 

Fact 4 
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(a) A real symmetric matrix ". is positive definite if and only if it has all real, 

positive eigenvaZ.ues. 

(b) A real symmetric matrix V is positive semidefinite if and only if its eigen values 

are all nonnegative. 

Proof: Let q be an eigenvector for eigenvalue A. Then qTV q = /\qT q, and 

qTVq 
/\=-T-· 

q q 

Since qT q = IIql12 > 0, so that V is positive definite (positive semidefinite) if and only 

if qTVq and therefore A are positive (nonnegative). 

One of the special properties of positive definite and positive semidefinite matrices 

is that one can find a square root of a special form, called the Cholesky factorization 

of the matrix. 

Theorem 1: (Cholesky Factorization) Let V be a positive definite matrix. 

Then there is a unique lower triangular matrix C such that ccr = V. It is found by 

means of Algorithm C below. 

AlgorithmC 

Input: matrix V = [Vij]. 

Output: matrix C = [Cij], where C is the Cholesky factorization of V. 

AtLmiary Variables: Vi : 1 :::; i :::; N, the rows of V; 

Ci : 1 :::; i:::; iV, the rows of C. 

cr : 1 :::; i :::; N,l :::; m:::; i, a row vector containing the first m elements of C, and 

filled with zeroes; 

1', i, j : integers: 



Step 1. Set r = 1; 

Set CII = y'Vil: 

For U = 7' + 1: j ~ N; j + +) { 

Set Crj = 0; } 

Go to Step 2. 

Step 2. Set 7' = 7' + 1; 

If (7' = N + 1) then HALT; 

Else Goto Step 3; 

Step 3. Set i = 1; 

vv1:rile ( i ~ 7' ) { 

Set Cri = (Vri- < C~-\ Ci »/Cii; 

Set c,. = c,.-l + (0, 0, ... , Cri, ... , 0) 

/* The last instruction adds the i-th component to c,.-l to get ~. * / 
Set i = i + t } 

Go to Step 2; 
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It is not possible for the algorithm to fail through division by zero because one 

of the diagonal elements of C becomes zero. Since C is lower triangular, its eigen

values are simply the diagonal elements; its detenninant the product of the diagonal 

elements. VVnen V is positive definite, its rows are linearly independent. For if one 

of them is zero, the rows of C cannot be independent, for then C would have zero 

detenninant. Hence so would ccr = V, since the determinant of a product of two 

matrices is the product of the determinants of the factors. 
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Corollary 3 If V is symmetric positive definite and therefore of full rank, then the 

Cholesky factor C has an inverse. and V-I = (eT)-IC- 1 • 

Proof: V symmetric and of full rank implies that its eigenvalues are all nonzero. 

Hence their square roots are the eigenvalues of the Cholesky matrix. and it must be 

nonsingular. So its unique inverse exists, and the fonnula follows. I 

For positive semidefinite matrices a similar theorem is true; but in tlns case. since 

the matrix is singular, the Cholesky factorization is also. 

Theorem 2 : (General Cholesky Factorization) 

Let V be a positive semidefinite matrix. Then there is a lower triangular matrix C 

such that CeT = V. If rank (V ) = t < N, then exactly N - t of the diagonal eiemen t8 

are =ero, and whenever Gii = 0 for some index i, then Cij = 0 Y j > i. The matrix 

C is found by means of Algorithm CJV below. 

Algorithm C}[ 

Input: singular or nonsingular positive semidefinite matrix V = [Vij] of rank t. 

Output: lower triangular matrix C = [Gij], where C is the Cholesky factorization of 

V 

Au.xiliary Variables: vi : 1 ::; i ::; N, the rows of V; 

Ci : 1 ::;i ::; N, the rows of C. 

CF : 1 ::; i ::; N,l ::; m ::; i, a row vector containing the first m elements of Ci, and 

filled with zeroes; 

r, i, j : integers; 

~,1 ::; i ::; N, an indicator set to 0 if element Gii = 0, and 1 if Gij > O. 



Step 1. Set T = t 
Set CI I = JVil: 
For (j = 1; j ::; N: j + +) { 

Set IJ = 1; } 

For (j = r + 1; j ::; N; j + +) { 

Set Crj = 0; } 

Go to Step 2. 

Step 2. Set l' = r+ 1; 

If (1' = N + 1) then HALT; 

else Goto Step 3: 

Step 3. Set i = 1; 

WillIe ( i ::; r ) { 

Set Cri = .A * (Vri - < c:.- I 
, Cj » I Cii; 

. . I 
Set Cr = c:.- + (0,0, ... ,Cri, ... ,0) 

1* TIle last instruction adds the i-th component to v:.- I to get c:.. *1 
If (i == rand Crr == 0) Set Pr = 0; 

Set i = i + 1; } 

Go to Step 2; 
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The algorithm assumes that "V is arranged so that VII> ° (otherwise slight changes 

are necessary in Step 1, which obscure the simplicity of the algorithm). Algorithm 

C)V differs from Algorithm C only slightly. If the algorithm computes Cji to be zero, 

the indicator array element .A is set to zero also. vVhen en is computed for later 

rows r > i, multiplication by .A insures that the i-th column is set to zero. Thus 

this algorithm calculates a Cholesky factorization for both singular and nonsingular 
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matrices V. 

A.2 Generalized Inverses 

Here we present some results from the theory of generalized inverses of matrices. 

TIns material is also not COIIllIlon in American linear algebra te:x-ts. We follow Pringle 

and RaYller (1971). 

Recall that given a matri.'{ V its inverse V-I, if it exists, is a matri.'{ which satisfies 

V-IV = 1. 

In basic linear algebra it is sho'\\-n that if the matrix V-I exists it is Ulnque, and it 

commutes with V, which is its inverse. That is, VV- I = 1 also. A necessary and 

sufficient condition that V have such a unique inverse is that det(V) =F 0; that is, V

is a nonsillgular matrix. This is a fundamental theorem of linear algebra, proved in 

all texts. See Finkbeiner (1960), for instance. 

The existence of an inverse of V is equivalent to the existence of a unique vector 

x which solves the system of equations 

Fx=h. (A.l) 

For the system can be solved by multiplying each side of the vector equation by V-I, 

in which case the vector x = V-I h. Now it is possible that there may be many vectors 

satisfying the system (A.l). Let W be a matrix such that Wh satisfies (A. 1) when 

the system of equations is consistent. W is called a generalized inverse of V. 

Fact 1 

V. 

If V is nonsingular, then its inverse is the unique generalized inverse of 
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Proof: The solution is tUlique, and so is the matrix. by the fundamental theorem 

of linear algebra referred to above. 

Fonllally, we define generalized inverses as follows: 

Definition 1 Let 11 be a square matTix. lV is a 91-inverse of 11 iff 

FW1/ =v (A.2) 

vV is a 92-inverse of V iff it is a 91-inverse! and 

WFW=W (A.3) 

Write V9i, i = 1,2 for the appropriate inverse. 

Theorem 1: A solution of the system of equations V x = h for a square matrix A. 

exists if and only if V has a 91-inverse. 

Proof: Premultiply the system of equations by (VW). Then (VW)V x = (VVV)h = 
F(vVh). F has a 91-illverse vV iff 1/WF = 1/, so that 'Vx = V(Wh) iff VV exists. But 

then x = 1Vh solves the system of equations. I 

Note that the 91-inverse is possibly not tUlique. 

Now we derive a form for a 91-inverse of a general square matrix. 

Theorem 2: Let 1/ be a square matrix with rank (1/) = I. Let H, P2 be nonsingular 

matrices such that 
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Then the gl-inverses H! have the form 

where 

(A.4) 

for any matrices .4., B. G. 

Proof: The fundamental theorem of linear algebra asserts that nonsingular trallS

formations PI, Pz can be found which transform V to N, which contains an identity 

matri.x of size r x r; 

They can be obtained through elementary row and column operations. 

Now it is obvious that NN91 N = N. so that N91 is a gl-inverse of N. Also, 

V = P l-
l N P2-

1• So 

VvVV = (Pl-
l NP2-

1) (PzN91 P1)V 

= (Pl-
l NN91 H)(PI-

1 NP2-
1) 

= (P1-
1 N N9l N P2-

1) = (P1-
1 N P2-

1 ) = V. 

Corollary 4 If V is symmetric, then its gl-inverses are given by 

[ 
A-I A 1 

V9l =Q
T 

B G Q 

where 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 



:\ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of V. and Q is an orthonormal (length pre-

Sf I'ving. nonsingular) matrix. 

Corollary 5 l;V = P2"VY2 P1 is a 92-inverse of V iff N92 is a 91-inverse, and G = BA.. 

Proof: It is enough to show that N92]\j N92 = N92. But 

[~~][~ ~][~ ~]=[~ ~][~~] 
= [~ ~:]. 

Theorem 3: Vg1 is a 92-inverse if and only if its rank is equal to the rank of V. 

I 

Proof: Recall that for any matrices A,B we have rank(AB) ::; rank(A)rank(B). 

Suppose ~V is a 91-inverse of V. Then VWV = V implies that rank(V) ::; rank(~V). 

If W is a 92- inverse, then WV'VV = W, and rank(W) ::; rank(V) , so the ranks are 

equal. Conversely, if the ranks are equal to, say, r, then rank( N91 ) = r'. Now 

[
I A] 

N9l = ~ G 

has rank r if and only if G = BA, but in this case, N9l = N92, so that W is a 

92-inverse. I 

Theorem 4: If V is symmetric, then 

is a 92-inverse of V. 
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Proof: Use the corollaries to Theorem 2. and Theorem 3. 

Theorem 5 Let V be symmetric and singular with rank(V) = T < N. so that 

and vII has rank r. Then 

[ 
V"-I 0 1 V92 = 11 

o 0 

is a 92-inverse of V. 

Proof: Clear from Theorem 3. The rank of V is r. I 

Theorem 6: Let V be a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix with rank r. with 

blocks as in the previous theorem. Let CI be the Cholesky factorization of VII, which 

is symmetric positive definite. Let R be the matrix such that VI2 = VIIR . .50 that 

'\122 = RTVj 1 R. and '\121 = RTVII . Then 

1. the following matrix is a Cholesky factor of V. 

2. the lower triangular matrix 

satisfies TI'T = V9\, a 9I-inverse of V; 



:3. Let 

then TT = (L*)-l. 

Proof: 

1. Observe that L is lower triangular, and its transpose is upper triangular. Nmv 

multiply LLT; it comes out to 'V, thus completing the proof of 1. 

Before proving 2., we show the following lemma. 

Lemma 8: T'V = LT. 

Proof: 

I 

2. Now 

LLT = 'V = L(T'V) = vrrrT'V 

using the lemma. So 'V(yTT)'V = 'VWlf = 'V, and yTT is a 91-inverse of 'V, 

proving 2. 

3. Note that 
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and is of full rank. Hence it is invertible. Computing 

= L [C1 I 

a 1 + [a a 1 [C1 I 

a 1 
_RT f a f _RT f 

a 1 + [ a a 1 = f. a _RT f 

So yT is the inverse of L -. 

Observe that L- is obtained from the Cholesky factorization L of V by changing 

the diagonal elements of L which are zeroes to ones. Inverting L- then is equivalent 

to finding a 91-inverse of V, and T is one of its Cholesky factorizations. 

A.3 Principal Components Transformation 

In this section I develop the principal components transformation, well known in 

statistics. Let V be a variance-covariance matrix, which must be symmetric positive 

semidefinite. 

I t is well kno\\-TI that there is a diagonal matrix A and an orthonormal matrix 

Q such that V = QAQ-I. TIle matrix A consists of the eigenvalues of V on the 

diagonal. The columns of matrix Q are the normalized eigenvectors corresponding to 

the eigenvalues of V. Any orthonormal matri.x Q has the property that QT = Q-I. 
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Recall that an orthonol1nalmatrix represents a transfol1nation that preserves n011115 

and inner products. 

If F is positive definite, i.e. of full rank, then the eigenvalues are all positiw: 

since the matrix :\ is diagonaL its square root L, consisting of the square roots of the 

eigenvalues of F on the diagonal. is also diagonal. FurthemlOre, a diagonal matrix is 

its O\"~l transpose, so that we may write 

TIle matrix Q L is not lower triangular, and hence is not the Cholesky factorization 

ofF. 

But by an algorithm similar to Algorithm P it can be transfonlled into the 

Cholesky factorization C of V. The algoritlun does not alter inner products or nonn5 

of rows. 

N O\V the matrix A is the variance-covariance matrix of a system of N uncorrelated 

random variables. whose variances are the eigenvalues of V. The eigenvectors of A are 

the N unit vectors. Hence we can think of the pair of orthonormal transformations 

such that 

as carrying a system of correlated random variables representing the stores into a 

system of uncorrelated random variables. 

TIns transfonnation is known as a principal components transfonllation. The 

largest eigenvalue of A corresponds to the normalized vector z that maxinnzes the 

amount of the sum of squared deviations zTV z on average; the second largest eigen

value to the component that maxinnzes the sum zTV z of squared deviations subject 

to being uncorrelated with the first normalized vector; and so on; till the smallest 



eigenvalue corresponds to the component that nnnimizes the stUn .:TV:: of squared 

deviations. subject to being ullcorrelated (nollnal to) the previous ones. The eigf'll

vectors corresponding to the eigenvalues are precisely the solution vectors qi to tllf' 

eigenvaluf' problem 

and so represent a set of mutuall~r uncorrelatednollllalizedlinear functionals (weights) 

of the original demands. 

)Jote that the eigenvectors qi wInch are the columns of Q e)q)ress the weights to 

be assigned to a random vector of correlated demands to transfolln it into a giwn 

principal component. That is, QTd are the principal components. In other words, if 

d is a random vector of demands. (QZ) T d has ith largest variance of any nOllnalized 

linear combination of d's subject to being uncorrelated with the previous ones. 

The identical conclusion can be reached when 1/ is positive senndefillite with rank 

,. < S. The eigenvalue zero occms ~V - r times, and there is an i'y' - r-dimensional 

subspace spanned by that many nOllnalized eigenvectors \vInch is transformed to zero 

by L The basis for this subspace is not uniquely defined. But the matrix QT still 

transfollns the vector of demands into the T nonzero principal components. The 

mearnng is that fewer than S stores will suffice to predict all the variation due to 

stochastic demand; in other words, there are only T independent stores: the others 

carl be predicted by some linear combination of the T stores. 
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Appendix B 

Positive Semidefinite Matrices 

B.1 The Cone of Positive Semidefinite Matrices 

In this section we make some observations on the set TI of square s~1111netric 

positiw semidefinite (pscl) matrices of size n x n. Let t denote a real number. 

Fact 1 The set TI is a cone with verte.r ::ero in the 8et AIll of all matricf8 of sb' 

n x n. 

Proof: First note that the matrix 0 is pscl. Now let .4 =1= 0 be a pscl matrix. \\:e must 

show that {tA : t > O} are also pscl. But.4 = [JAUT , where [J is a unitary (orthonor

mal) matrix. and A is a c1iagonalmatrix \vith diagonal entries /\1, ... , '\k' O ..... 0 with 

k ~ n, and all /\ > O. i ~ k. 111en tA = U(tA)[]T; since the diagonal matrix tA has 

nOIlnegative eigenvalues. it is psd. I 

Observe that a cone is a convex set, and the cone of psd matrices is closed in the 

space l\I" under any nonn topology for }vL,. Let TI+ ~ TI denote the set of positivE' 



definite matrices. TIlell n+ is dearly an open COllvex COlle in JIll' which (lops llut 

contain its extreme members. TIle following facts help identify the ex1:remE' rays of 

the cone n. 

Fact 2: Each matrix .-t i8 in II if and only If it i" a COllUf.l' combinatioll of m milk 

Ollf -,ynwlft,.ic mat,.icf,<;. wherf In i8 thf rank of.-t. 

Proof: If.-t is a conve.'I: combination of rank one symmetric matrices. then it is 

obviously pscl. vVe now argue the converse. 

Let .-t = LLT be the Cholesky factorization of the psdmatrix .-t, where L = [fill 
is lower triangular. Let Lq denote the q-th colulllIl of L, as a colullln vector. TIlen 

we claim that .-t is a sum of rank one matrices; 
n 

.4. = L U(Lq)T. 
q=1 

Observe that Lq(Lq)T is a matrix which contains a (n - q + 1) x (n - q + 1) block 

matrix \vhich is possibly nonzero; and the balance consists of zeroes. The {i.J)-th 

entry is ljqlqj, and it is nonzero if i.j 2: q. Then summing the (i,j)-th entries gives 

the imler product of thei-th and j-th rows of 1, which is theij-th entry of A.. 

If A. is of less than full rank. say m < n, then n - rn of its eigenvalues are 

zero, and therefore so is the element lqq of the Cholesky factorization for a column 

q corresponding to it. Each Lq \vith lqq = 0 also has ljq = 0, V j > q. Of comse 

for cohmm q, ljq = 0, V j < q; hence only m columns \vill be nonzero. and only m 

rank one matrices are nonzero in the ex-pansion. 

Nmv to make the SUlll a convex combination, we consider the eigenvalues ([1, .... an 

of.4 .. Let ti = Jcii : 1 ~ i ~ n. ancllet t = L:~1 ti. Then A is the convex combination 

A = t tq p(p)T. 
q=l t 
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where the column yector .]q = tIt[. 

The following fact shmvs that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues proyide a particulcu' 

rank-onf> representation of a psdmatrix. 

Fact 3: Lfi A. have the principal components faclori::ation into Q:\QT. leila!' Ih! 

orthonormal matri.r Q has as its columns Qi the eigenvectors of A .. and ~\ is a diagollal 

mntri.1' of the figfllvalue8 of A .. Then 

1/ 

A. = 2:/\Qi(Qi)T. 
i=1 

Proof: Gear from the proof of Fact 2. 

N o\V we find the eA"treme rays of the cone II. 

Fact 4: Let ,r be a column vector. There i.5 a one-lo-one correspondence betwffll 

the extrfme rays of the cone II and the set of rank-one matrices .f,rT . 

Proof: Since the members of II are symmetric, a rank-one member A. must be of 

the fonn .r,rT. For A. E II may be factored as QAQT with Q orthononual and :\ 

having exactly one nonzero diagonal element; call it )1} in the (1, 1) position without 

loss of generality. Let ql be the corresponding column of Q, and let .1" = ,.fJ\;ql. Then 

A. = ;rJ.·
T . 

Now it is clear that if xxT is a rank one matrix, then so are {txxT : t > O}, so that 

the positive scalar multiples of each rank one matrix fonn a ray of II. Fact 2 shows 

that each psd matrL,{ is a convex combination of rank one matrices. Novv· if xxT is of 

rank one, it has only a single nonzero eigenvalue. Hence by Fact 3, 



where b is the cOITesponding nOllllalizecl eigenvector. Let ('1 ..... (',,-I be a set of 

orthonollnal \'(-:,ctors spanning the orthogonal complement of the space spillllled 1 ):' 

b. TIlen for alII:::; i :::; 11 - 1. 17 ('i = O. So cf;r;rT ('i = 0, so that all ('z are in the 

null space of .r:rT. Hence .I'J,T cannot be the sum of a multiple of bbT <mel a diffen->nt 

multiple of some vector in the orthogonal complement of b. Thus no rank one matrix 

Cilll be a strict com"ex combination of two members of different ra:'s. Hence the ra:' 

containing .t.rT is e~1:rellle. 

Let A = [aij] and B = [bij] be square matrices. Let A 0 B denote their Hadamard 

product (sometimes called Schur product), whose entries are given by multiplying 

respective entries: 

It is obvious that the Hadamard product operation is comlllutative and associative. 

and that it is a linear operation: 

A.o (B + C) = A. 0 B + A 0 C. 

Ne~-t observe that the cone II is preserved by Hadamard products. 

Fact 5 (Schur Product Theorem) Let .4., B E II. Then BoA. is in II. 

Proof: TIns is the Schur product theorem (see Horn and Johr.son, 1985, Theorem 

7.5.3): the Hadamard (or Schur) product of two psd matrices is psd. It is an easy 

consequence of Fact 2 above. If A, B are psd matrices of ranks k, m respectively, 

e~l)alld them as sums of rank one matrices uiuf, 1 :::; i :::; k and vjv],l :::; j :::; 111. 

TIlen A. 0 B is the Sllin of the psd rank one matrices WijU1{j where Wij = Ui 0 IJ j. F se 

the convexit.y and dist.ributive nat.me of the Hadamard product. 



B.2 Covariance Matrix Representations 

Hen" Wf' apply the results above to represent a variculcE'-CoVcu1ancf' matl1X: Cl."i 

a Hadamcu'cl product of two pscl matl1ces of pcuticulcu' structUI'e. Recall that CU1Y 

/I x n sYlllmetl1c psclmatrix F is the VCU1CUICE'-COvariculce matrix of the joint nUl111al. 

colTelated clistl1bution of the stun of n nonnally clistributed rculClolll vru1ables. TIils 

is OUI' motivation. 

In what follows we let a = (al ..... an ) be a row vector of nonnegative real lllUll

bers. In the conte~i; of nonnal clistributions, the ai, 1 :; i :; 12 represent the stculcicu'cl 

deviations of the nonnal clistr1hutions of the n rculdom variables. vVe will see that it 

is sufficient to consider only strictly positive vectors. 

Definition 1: The n x n matrix R is a correlation matri.r if it is symmetric fJsd. 

and has diagonal elements equal to 1. 

vVe denote by Corr the set of n x n cOlTelation matrices. TIle climension /I \\111 

be dear each time we use the symbol. 

Fact 6 The set of correlation matrices Corr is a strictly convex subset of II. 

Proof: Let R, R be cOlTelation matrices. Then they are in II, and have cliagonal 

elements 1. Consider B = o:R + (1 - o:)R \vi.th 0:; 0: :; I, which is also in II, since 

IT is convex. Now the cliagonal elements of B are also I, by clirect calculation, so it 

is a cOlTelationmatrix. The convexity of B is strict because if 0: =f:. 0, 1 then the off

diagonal elements are strictly between those of Rand R'. 

Hadamard products of correlation matrices by a positive rank-one symmetric 

matrix fonn a strictly convex set. 
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Fact 7: Let 5 = .I'T.I' for sorlie positive roll' cector .r. Let G be the set of lIIatri('(.-'; 

p': ,. = So R. R E Corr}. Thfn G IS .·;frirtly ('ont'er. 

Proof: Corr is strictI:\' f'OllVex. G is simply an e:-q)ansion of Corr in which each 

entry of R is multiplied by a positive constant. 

Let F be a covariance matrix (a psdmatrix). Let a be the row vector of stanchml 

deviations corresponding to F. Define 5 = aT a. a symmetric rank-one matrix: let R 

be the correlation matrix corresponding to F. Then it is obvious, from cilecking each 

entry. that 

F=SoR. 

~ ow we state and prove oUI representation theorem for the set of covcui.ance 

matrices which represent possible joint distributions of normal random vari.able~ \\i.th 

fi.wcl stalldar"d cleviations given by a. 

Theorem 1 Let 5 = aT a: let R E Corr. Then 

R = {F : F = So RV R E Corr} 

is strictly convex. 

Proof: Follmvs from Fact 7 and Fact 8. I 

In fact. a may be considered strictly positive, for if one component is zero, that 

row and cohUlln in each matrix of R become zero: it has the effect of leaving out that 

random variable from the Stull. 
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